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Preface to the 2018 Edition

Welcome to the The Student Theorist! More than a “textbook”

or a “handbook,” this text is an open access, digitally

published, ongoing, annotatable collection of Critical Theory

explorations, brought to you in a neat little package by past

students. Featuring mini-essays, blog posts, and cultural

analyses selected and edited by students, The Student
Theorist provides fresh and personal insights into pertinent

theories that can all too often end up explicated in dried-

up and complex ways. It includes introductions to concepts

such as Sigmund Freud’s “The Uncanny” and Judith Butler’s

theory of gender performativity, as well as essays on topics

ranging from Spongebob’s Oedipus Complex to

ecotheoretical critiques of Earth Jam. The purpose of this

handbook is to provide accessible introductions to

theoretically robust debates and concepts, while also revealing

the enduring and urgent relevance of theory in our world.

Throughout this course, we explored the following

questions: What is the purpose of literary studies? What do

English majors DO and why? Why are we called English

majors instead of Literature majors? Theory allows us to

begin to answer those questions in compelling and

3



unexpected ways. In this course, we explore theories

applicable to contemporary texts and situations. Critical

theory is useful in many different types of media, such as

texts, films, ads, and even events, which many of us showed

through our Critical Theory in the Community

analyses. The goal of the course at large is to create theory-

fluent writers and this handbook begins to show how that can

be achieved.

At times, the content addressed in this course seemed

inaccessible. Theories that challenged our previously-

unnoticed, everyday thoughts and actions often made us

uncomfortable and confused. This handbook is intended to

help future students through this discomfort by celebrating

and explaining theory in a cohesive and comprehensible

manner. Joining the ride with previous classes will bring

some perspective to your own journey through critical

theory.

Although this handbook was created by college students in

a college classroom, the blog posts aim to work through these

complicated theories in a way that is accessible to any person

looking to learn something new. They attempt to eliminate

some of the collegiate pretentiousness that theories such as

ideology or feminism tend to be associated with. We’re no

Judith Butler or Louis Althusser! Moreover, supplementing

these abstract theories with real-world current issues and

occurrences puts them into context, demonstrating their

importance in our world.

Everything is up for critique: books, articles, the life around

us. Let this handbook be a guide to escort you through the

daunting world of critical theory. There may be times that

you worry that you don’t know what’s going on. Hopefully

this book will you show that it’s okay not to have all the

ABBY GOODE
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answers right away. Critical theory will make you rethink

everything you know, and make you realize that everything

in this world may not be what it appears. Be prepared to look

at things in a different way, and from multiple lenses. Your

opinion about the world will be different after reading these

essays and exploring the world of critical theory.

Open Theory Handbook
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Preface to the 2019 Edition

Welcome to Critical Theory! We know that this field

probably seems daunting, but now that you’re here, we’re
here to help you get more comfortable with concepts such

as ideology, constructivism, and the uncanny, to name a

few. This handbook is a student-built guide that explains and

exemplifies different literary theories. Written in accessible

language with modern-day examples, this handbook seeks to

make literary theory more manageable.

This handbook is a blend between a traditional textbook

and an experimental anthology. It includes a range of pieces

that show students grappling with the concepts themselves.

Moreover, it’s free and organized according to the theories

presented in the syllabus.

Throughout this course, we grappled with challenging

questions: What is the purpose of literary studies and why

does it matter? What does it mean to read and analyze a

text critically? How do literary and cultural representations

construct, reproduce, or resist particular discourses and

subjects–gendered, racial, or postcolonial? While focusing on

these questions, we became masters of critical theory in our

everyday lives.
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Drawing on examples such as Harry Potter or Aladdin,

texts that are already familiar to many of us, the pieces in

this handbook help to clarify theoretical concepts. They also

reveal that critical theory is all around us all of the time.

The more time that you spend in this class, the clearer that

will become. This course will force you to dive deeper into

complex thoughts you never knew you had. It will also help

you see the interconnectedness to all of these theories, how

they all seep into each other, and how each one can be applied

to real-life scenarios. If upperclassman have scared you about

taking this class, take heed; this class can be hard work, but

the pay-off is real. You will genuinely feel smarter after you

take this course. Trust us, it’s a great feeling.

Learning theory paves so many paths for different ways of

thinking. This handbooks represents a collaboration of many

different individuals coming together to both learn and teach

theory. The essays included cover many different, essential

theoretical movements such as different critical race theory,

feminism, psychoanalysis, ideology, the uncanny, among

others. By learning critical theory, you will have a better

understanding of the reasons why society functions as it does.

We hope that this public open-access resource, with its ever-

growing plethora of student-authored theoretical essays,

facilitates peer learning and mitigates theory anxiety.

By reading your peers’ interpretations of the class concepts,

you will come closer to forming your own. These

interpretations, including those you will come up with

yourself, will always be malleable. After you understand this,

you will also come to realize that malleability is what is so

beautiful about critical theory.

Open Theory Handbook
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PART I
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1

Discursive Structures that Construct

Weddings in The United States

AUTUMN STEARNS

As Rivkin and Ryan pointed out, “A discursive

formation…expresses the beliefs of a social group, or

articulates rules and ideals regarding kinds of

behavior…Foucault’s work draws attention to the fact that

many assumptions in a culture are maintained by language

practices that comprise a common tool both from knowing

the world and for constructing it”(54-55). Weddings in the

United States are constructed by social rules and language

practices from religious, in this case Christian/Protestant,

people, who are primarily men. Back in the day, men saw

women as objects, both for money and for personal needs

(stereotypical housewives/cooking, cleaning, bearing

11



children). Fathers would “give” their daughters away to the

groom in return for money/valuables, title/class, and/or

exchange for goods. Men would expect the women to be

virgins until marriage because their purity was important for

their religious lifestyle.

Rivkin and Ryan also state that “[w]e must also question

those divisions or groupings with which we have become

so familiar…these divisions…[are] reflexive categories,

principles of classification, normative rules, institutionalized

types…[which] are facts of discourse that…have complex

relations with each other…”(91). Why are weddings they

way they are? Why do many still follow the traditional ways

of getting married? This post will examine these questions.

The first thing I think of when I hear the word “wedding”

is a big poofy white dress. I’m talking princess-style big. I

attended three weddings last year and each bride had on a

similar white poofy dress that she’d only wear once, that

cost well over a couple thousand dollars. A bride has to

wear white because…well, because…it’s tradition, right? The

tradition of the white wedding press is from a religious

perspective—women are to remain pure, virgins until

marriage, because premarital sex is a sin. Don’t even get me

started on the fact that grooms/men don’t have to be pure,

we’ll save that discussion for another time, but this “tradition”

is still in act today. Though, it is not as common as it was

a century ago. But, for many religious folks, it dictates their

lives, and some, rushed their weddings, Vegas-style, without

the Vegas.

The tradition of the old English rhyme “something old,

something new, something borrowed, something blue, and

a sixpence in your shoe” tells a history of weddings that

many overlook, just so they can keep the tradition going.

ABBY GOODE
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The rhyme includes four objects that bring good luck, at least

they did for the first few that ever followed the rhyme, and

throws a sixpence in there for a hint of prosperity. All of these

objects are to be worn on the bride’s dress, or with her as

she walks down the aisle. These small objects can dictate a

wedding style, or throw the bride over the edge searching for

the perfect objects to fit each category. Let’s break each object

down. Something old was to ward off the evil eye and to

protect the couple’s future children from it. The evil eye was

the cause of infertility. In more recent days, something old is

just a family heirloom or something a bride’s mother wore on

her wedding day. Something new was an object that would

bring future optimism. Something borrowed was to be from

a successful and happy couple because an object in their

possession would bring the couple luck and it was believed

that their good fortune would rub off on the newlyweds.

The old-fashioned object was usually an undergarment of

a friend’s that had a happy marriage and heathy children.

Lastly, something blue was to deflect the evil eye because blue

stood for purity, love, and fidelity. It was usually a blue garter

worn underneath the bride’s dress to ward off the evil eye

(The Knot).

One of the most infamous pictures I get in my head when

I think of a wedding is a father walking his daughter down

the aisle to “give her away.” How possessive and controlling

does that sound? Hello, we’re not in 1680 anymore. We’re

not trading our daughters for sheep or for a sketchy money

deal. She’s not an object!

All of these wedding practices are still widely accepted

and used on a daily basis in American weddings. We have

been constructed to keep the old traditions going, even if

we don’t necessarily understand what each object or symbol

Open Theory Handbook
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means. Although it is becoming more popular to skip the

whole “big wedding” ordeal and go straight to town offices,

skip the whole “purity” thing as not as important anymore,

and although LGBTQA+ are “allowed” to get married now,

these practices are still in use and are controlling numerous

weddings. These practices dictate what a wedding is and how

it is traditionally done. Many weddings are still being socially

constructed by 1600s men who are extremely religious and

prudish.

Rivkin, Julie, and Michael Ryan. Literary Theory: An

Anthology. 2nd ed., Blackwell Publishing, 2004.

The Knot. “Here’s Where the ‘Something Old, New,

Borrowed and Blue’ Tradition Comes From.” Theknot.com,

The Knot, 27 Aug. 2018, www.theknot.com/content/

wedding-traditions-the-meaning-of-something-old.

ABBY GOODE
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2

The Uncanny Representation of Sandy

Eyes and Castration

AMELIA BERUBE, CASSANDRA GRAY, TIMOTHY

MOONEYHAN, JOHN J. BUSH III, AND PAIGE

SCHOPPMANN

Sigmund Freud analyzed different works to find the familiar

and unfamiliar things in literature that caused different types

of reactions. The uncanny is a way that something makes you

feel. As a group we thought of dolls, and how without social

media and TV/Movies that dolls would be less uncanny.

Children love dolls and never think about them being creepy.

However, when they grow up and start watching movies and

television shows that involve ghosts or evil spirits inhabiting

those dolls, they do. The doll was once a familiar thing, but

17



became a strangely familiar, yet unfamiliar thing that gives us

an uneasy feeling.

Freud focuses on “The Sand-Man,” a story about a boy

who has a continued belief in the Sand-Man who takes the

eyes of children from them when they are refusing to sleep.

The boy found a connection between the Sand-Man taking

his eyes and his father being killed in the explosion of the

coals dusted into the children’s eyes, through the Sand-Man

continuing to haunt him throughout his life. The uncanny

aspect of this connection is that the boy made a supposition

about reality based on a story from his childhood. There is

no Sand-Man. He knows that. His father was not killed by

the Sand-Man’s explosion, but he still believes that there is a

connection between the two of them.

Freud also touches upon the link between the Sand-Man

taking children’s eyes and being castrated. Again there is no

direct connection between the two, but growing up thinking

about the Sand-Man has given this patient a sense of anxiety.

“We shall venture, therefore, to refer the uncanny effect of

the Sand-Man to the anxiety belonging to the castration

complex of childhood. But having reached the idea that we

can make an infantile factor such as this responsible for

feelings of uncanniness, we are encouraged to see whether

we can apply it to other instances of the uncanny” (Rivkin &

Ryan, 424). There is no direct link between losing an eye to

the Sand-Man and being castrated except for a shared anxiety

of losing a precious organ.

There was also a connection between this anxiety, the

unknown, and pure coincidence. The example used in “The

Uncanny” was saying you wished someone would drop dead

theoretically and, not long after, that person falling dead.

This is a coincidence, unless the person wishing death upon

ABBY GOODE
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someone killed them, though this is not the case in the

example. It was also noted that people would link coincidence

with certain numbers. Freud made use of the number 62. If

the number were to show up on the door of your cabin on

board a ship, or on the ticket received from a coat check, one

would think nothing of it. Yet, if 62 were to crop up in both

these instances, or additional instances thereafter, that would

be uncanny. Coincidence is linked closely with anxiety and

the unknown. It is the unknown things that happen – often

repeatedly – out of coincidence that causes anxiety.

There is no one clear definition to describe the uncanny. It

is a feeling that you have when something familiar becomes

unfamiliar, or you feel you know something, yet it has

become strange to you. It occurs when you are usually

comfortable with someone, something or in some place and

then for some reason you become extremely uncomfortable.

The uncanny gives people a sense of anxiety because they are

in a situation that has changed and they are unsure of how

or why those things changed. The uncanny connects many

parts of our lives. As children we make connections with fairy

tales/Grimm stories, and we then turn those memories into

uncanny feelings about situations in our lives as we grow. Or

we see the same number crop up repeatedly throughout our

lives, and we lay an anxiety or fear within that number due to

our lack of an easily understood meaning for the reoccurance.

“The Uncanny .” Literary Theory An Anthology, by Julie

Rivkin and Michael Ryan, John Wiley & Sons, Incorporated,

2017.

Poe, Edgar Allan. “Short Stories: The Pit and the Pendulum

by Edgar Allan Poe.” East of the Web, ShortStories,

www.eastoftheweb.com/short-stories/UBooks/PitPen.shtml.

Poe, Edgar Allan. “The Works of Edgar Allan Poe.”
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Gutenberg, 19 May 2008, www.gutenberg.org/files/2148/

2148-h/2148-h.htm#link2H_4_0019.

Poe, Edgar Allan. William Wilson. 1839
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3

The Stranger in Our Home

TAYLOR BROTHERS, BECKY NORTON, JEN

STELLATO, AND MOLLY INGRAM

In 1919, famous psychologist Sigmund Freud wrote “The

Uncanny,” an essay about a psychoanalytic phenomenon that

occurs in many, but is recognized by few. Though the

uncanny is difficult to define, Freud explains it best as, “…in

reality nothing new or foreign, but something familiar and

old – established in the mind that has been estranged only

by the process of repression” (429). Freud’s claim says the

uncanny arises from the unconscious mind when a person

is met with something strange, yet inexplicably familiar.

Ultimately, Freud wrote “The Uncanny” in an attempt to

explain and define the strange and almost dreadful feeling of

uncanniness.

Freud begins to explain by analyzing the relationship
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between the words “heimlich” and “unheimlich.” Heimlich

is a German word which means “belonging to the house,

not strange, familiar, tame, intimate, comfortable, homely,

etc.” However, there is a second definition of heimlich which

means “[c]oncealed, kept from sight, so that others do not

get to know about it, withheld from others.” This second

definition is where heimlich blurs into unheimlich territory,

as unheimlich is defined as “uneasy, eerie, blood-

curdling….Unheimlich is not often used as opposite to

meaning II.” “Meaning II” refers to the second definition

of heimlich. Heimlich and unheimlich coexist to a point

where one could argue that they are the same thing. The

relationship between the seemingly opposite words describes

the uncanny: something familiar and homely, yet uneasy and

eerie (419-420).

Freud goes on to explain that we are afraid of what is

unknown to us; things we do not have the ability to

understand and overpower. “The double” is an example of

a situation that might trigger uncanniness. The double has

to do with “persons, therefore, who are to be considered

identical by reason of looking alike,” and people so similar

that, “the one possesses knowledge, feeling and experience

in common with the other, identifies himself with another

person, so that… the foreign self is substituted for his own,”

(Freud, 425). Basically, the double is something or someone

that is a reflection of an “original” self. The feeling of

uncanniness arises when familiar traits, knowledge, and ways

of thinking are recognized in the secondary person or thing

by the original. The original may feel as though their

thoughts and traits are outside of them, therefore being out of

their control, which leads to the phenomenon of the familiar,

yet strange. When a person becomes aware of “the double,”
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they become aware of things in their unconscious brain to

which they previously did not have access.

Through understanding and recognizing the uncanny, we

can learn more about ourselves. If we familiarize ourselves

with the strange, yet familiar uncanny, perhaps we can be

more comfortable with ourselves. We tend to forget that

there are two parts of our minds — the conscious and the

unconscious — and we tend to ignore the latter because we

simply don’t understand it. By at least acknowledging our

unconscious mind, we can aim to learn what makes us tick,

and perhaps begin to unlock the parts of our own individual

nature that have gone undetected.
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4

Let's Talk about Death, Baby!

PAIGE SCHOPPMANN

I don’t know how to start these posts because I have ideas,

but I want the post to be funny, but I also just want it to be

intellectual and over so here we go pals, here’s my post with

the most awkward opening line ever.
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Who here is afraid of death?! You? Me? Soledad definitely

is! Let’s launch into that, shall we? I am not a fan of stating

things without backing them up with quotations, cause that’s

just bad English major etiquette, so here’s the quote to prove

Sole’s fear of death. Let’s play a game. It’s called “which-one-

is-from-the-film-vs-the-textbook,” and the name is pretty

telling of how to play.

“The belief in the soul and the fear of death” vs. “You

know I’m afraid of the dead.” If you said that quote number

one (1), was from the textbook, you’d be correct! This being

one of the first lines of the movie pretty much sets up Sole

as the sole (ha) character that will be the one that they screw

with the most with the uncanniness of the plot.

The most palpable uncanniness in Volver to me (at

12:17am, so I could be grasping at straws here), is the

completely overwhelming theme of the “double,” defined as

“reflections in mirrors, with shadows, guardian spirits, with

the belief in the soul and the fear of death […] this invention

of doubling as a preservation against extinction has its

counterpart in the language of dreams” (425). So how is this

whole mess of unclear Freudian inspired language connected

to a film about murder, restaurants, and a whole mess of

family troubles? Hmm, how about the lady that literally

comes back from the dead and is found in the trunk of Sole’s

car, that she so naturally accepts into this world as if it’s NOT

A PROBLEM OR SURPRISE THAT HER MOTHER IS

ALIVE FROM THE DEAD AGAIN? (Seriously, though.

They’re really just not gonna touch on the fact that she’s just

randomly alive? Okay, thanks Freudians).
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It turns into doubling as the movie expands, when we realize

that Sole and Raimunda’s mother came back from the dead

just in the case of their mother acting as a sort of guardian

spirit, caring for Agustina as well as Aunt Paula, and on an

emotional level, Raimunda, Sole, as well as Paula. She clearly

came back to give something back to each person in her life,

and whether that be making food for her, or gaining her trust

and forgiveness, each person had a place in her guardianism.

This all connects with the uncanny in its portrayal of the

doubling, as well as many other things such as the castration

complex, the unheimlich, the Oedipus complex. It was

chock-full of horrendous Freudian complexes, literally

leaving you with a feeling of uncanny even after the movie

has ended, with your last view being of the guardian angel-

that-isn’t-an-angel-or-ghost walking away into the house.

Jarring, doubling, interesting, leaving you intrigued but also

a little uncomfortable; this is the epitome of The Uncanny, as

well as the uncomfy.
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But if not the most uncanny of all, is our classmate Carmen’s

involvement with a Spanish film. Everything I know is a
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lie. (Scroll all the way for a video showing my fear).
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Freud, Incest, and Hamlet

RYAN FRENCH

The early foundations of psychoanalytic theory suggest that
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the true nature of the human mind is only accessible by

indirect means, such as dreams. Through these indirect

platforms, the unconscious desires of the human mind are

given a means to express themselves.

Like dreams, literature can also function as a platform for

unconscious desires to come to fruition. In the Rivkin and

Ryan book, it is said that Freud “notices that literary texts are

like dreams; they embody or express unconscious material in

the form of complex displacements and condensations” (394).

This means that, in psychoanalytic theory, literature is an

“indirect” platform for humans to convey their repressed

desires, feelings, and drives. Literature “displaces” and

“condenses” these repressed characteristics, projecting them

onto the writing in a succinct way, such as through

metaphor.

By doing this, the human mind is able express its

unconscious matter in a way that doesn’t jeopardize its place

in civilized society.

An example of

psychoanalytic theory can

be seen in Shakespeare’s

Hamlet. Hamlet is often

considered to be a prime

example of the Oedipus

complex, one principles

found in Freud’s

psychoanalytic theory.

The Oedipus complex

describes boys as being sexually attracted to their mothers

during childhood. Consummation is never achieved,

however, because fathers prevent the sexual relationship from

going further. Boys then identify with their fathers’, since
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they are filling the role they want to be in. Through this

identification, boys learn to sexually desire other women

instead of their mothers’, and repress their incestuous feelings.

In Hamlet, Hamlet is distraught when he learns that his

mother has married his uncle immediately after his father’s

death. Hamlet talks about revenge, but takes a long time

getting around to it.

Through a psychoanalytic lens, it could be said that the

reason for this is because his uncle has now filled in the shoes

of his father. Hamlet unconsciously desires his mother, but

due to the Symbolic Order of society, was never able to

consummate his sexual attraction.

The next best thing for his to do, however, was to take on

his father as a role model. Once his father dies, his uncle fills

this role. Because Hamlet now identifies his uncle as the man

filling the role he wishes to be in, he has trouble disposing of

him. This is an example if the Oedipus complex.

Featured Image Link
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6

Nautical Nonsense

CARMEN MAURA

The goal of psychoanalysis is to figure out what repressed

(and in Freud’s case, sexual and violent) desires reside within

the depths of our unconscious. Similarly, the goal of literary

analysis is to figure out what hidden meanings reside within

the depths of a piece of literature. When the two are

combined, and we assume that Freud was right about

everyone having a repressed incestuous desire to be with

their parents; episode 26a of the second season of SpongeBob

SquarePants, “Grandma’s Kisses”, is really just a display of

the Oedipus complex disguised as wholesome children’s

entertainment.

In the episode, SpongeBob is spoiled by his grandmother

and enjoys a morning at her house where she gives him

cookies, treats him like a baby, and kisses him goodbye before
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dropping him off at work. SpongeBob loves this until it

gets him laughed at by the older males in his life. Seeking

guidance, he asks his seemingly more-developed male friend,

Patrick, for advice. Patrick suggests that the two of them

return to his grandmother’s house and act like men by

wearing fake facial hair and denying any sort of affection

from SpongeBob’s grandmother.

This plan backfires when Patrick reverts to childlike

behavior and gets the treatment that SpongeBob originally

received from his grandmother. SpongeBob then must

choose between “acting like a man” and resisting her love, or

being a “baby” again and getting kisses from her. The episode

is resolved when he chooses the latter, and is finally happy

again.

I’m not sure if I’m ready to admit that SpongeBob wants

to sleep with his grandmother. I don’t even know if Freud

would’ve analyzed that episode to come to the same

conclusion that I did (I’m sure there are plenty of things

Freud would’ve said about SpongeBob). But, given the

amount of subliminal adult humor present in the show and

because “psychoanalysis…[is] first and foremost an art of

interpreting”, anything is possible (433).
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7

Scarred for Life

SAMANTHA LATOS

The movie Volver focuses on a young woman, Raimunda,

played by Penelope Cruz, and her family. The farther into the

movie one gets, the more ones heart breaks for her.

Both of Raimunda’s parents have passed away, and she is

trying to get by with her small, low-income family.

Whenever Raimunda’s parents come up in conversation,

she is quick to defend her father, and speak very highly

of him. At the same time, she seems indifferent and cold

towards her mother. This exemplifies Freud’s pre-Oedipal

theory; except for the fact that Raimunda is a grown woman.

Freud’s Electra Complex mainly reveals itself in the scene

where Raimunda’s friend Augustina confronts her at her

restaurant. Augustina tells her everything she knows about

the day Raimunda’s parents died in the fire. We learn that
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Raimunda’s father was having an affair with Augustina’s

mother at that time, and that Raimunda’s mother had left

him.

Raimunda gets very defensive, and backs away from

Augustina. Tears well in her eyes. She insists that her mother

did not leave her father, and that her father would never have

an affair. She rejects the idea of her parents having anything

other than a near-perfect marriage.

As written in Rivkin and Ryan’s anthology,

“[T]he female child experiences an early desire for the

father which takes the form of a simultaneous desire to be her

mother, to take her place as the father’s sexual object, but she

too learns to relinquish that desire and to identify with her

mother and to seek other objects outside the family,” (392).

Even though both of her parents are out of the picture,

Raimunda still has a strong, obligatory psychosexual

attachment to her father. She never grew out of her pre-

Oedipal stage because she was separated from her mother

at a young age, and could not properly identify with her.

Raimunda’s sister got to live with their mother, while

Raimunda went to live with their aunt. Anyone put into that

situation would feel resentment for being isolated from their

family. Although they were a poor family and could not by

any other way, one sister got to be raised by their mom, and

the other was left out, and horrifically abused by the father.

Raimunda, as a result, has very low self-esteem. She kept

her sad sense of self and her pre-Oedipal stage with her

though life, which landed her married to someone exactly

like her father.

Even though Paco is not Paula’s biological father, hedid
marry Raimunda. He is her step-father, and it is just as

haunting that he would try to rape Paula.
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Since Raimunda spent part of her life resenting her mother

for not noticing the abuse, it’s very strange to me that she did

not notice Paco peeping at Paula all those times.

Freud’s Oedipus and Electra complex does not effectively

apply to Volver. Freud writes, “Only the father’s intervention,

separating mother from child, prevents incest,” (391). This

movie complicates Freud’s theory because the presence of the

father directly caused an incestuous relationship,and an inbred
child, between a father and a daughter.

The main problem at the beginning of the movie is Paco’s

presence in the house. He gave off a terrifying vibe, and let’s

admit it, we were all happy when he died. Once he’s stored

away in the freezer, the girls have a massive weight lifted off

their shoulders. Once again, the removal of the father figure

from the child prevents incest, rather than the intervention.

ABBY GOODE
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8

I See Dead People. Maybe.

NICHOLAS A. PRESCOTT

The discussion around the uncanny is often one of what do

we know vs what we don’t. I think of it like irony. Helps me

sleep at night.

It’s important to consider that something that we might

see as uncanny could be easily explained given another

viewpoint, say like seeing someone that we think is dead

when really that person just burnt their husband and his lover

to a crisp thus making the entire village think that she was

the one in the fire but really it’s just so she can have weird

influence on people’s lives while pretending to be a ghost.

Wow that was a long sentence.

After all, Freud defines the uncanny as “… something

familiar and old – established in the mind that has been
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estranged only by the process of repression” (Rivkin and

Ryan 429).

Anyway, this sad looking woman,

Augustina hears her neighbor (the protagonist’s aunt) talking

to a ghost and hears the ghost telling her to go check on the

neighbor after she dies in her sleep. All that, to an outsider

and especially to the nieces, might seem extremely

“uncanny”; the living are called by the dead to check on

someone that just so happened to die that night.
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Later in that scene, Sole discovers that the ghost really

was her mother. At that moment, the thought of the ghost’s

actions being “uncanny” simply disappears. We know that

it is simply a misunderstanding created by the… erm,

“circumstance” listed in the first paragraph. At the same time,

the other characters still hold the notion of this being

uncanny because they don’t know the truth.

The movie also hosts Freud’s repetition compulsion, where

a person is driven to the same actions for one reason or

another. Pablo can’t get sexual satasfaction from his wife

(who is a big bag of Freudian concepts in the first place) and

turns to sexually abuse her daughter. Things don’t work out

well for him though.

Anyway, you see my point. I’ll take one of those drinks

now, Regina. Hit me with the good stuff.
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"The Uncanny" of Psychoanalysis

ANDREA WASGATT

The film Volver and Sigmund Freud’s literary essay, “The

Uncanny” share a few strong connections as far as how this

feeling is demonstrated in the film. Freud explains that the

uncanny is a complex term to explain, mostly due to the fact

that it is an emotional effect created within a person at certain

sights, sounds, or feelings unique to each individual, making

the uncanny experience different from person to person. It

is a feeling that may create uncertainty within a person that

causes them to feel fear or uncomfortable for a reason they

cannot understand. This emotional response’s cause has been

linked to the German word “unheimlich”, which is summed

up at the end of Freud’s essay as the “… uncanny [that] is in

reality nothing new or foreign, but something familiar and

old- established in the mind that has been estranged only by
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the process of repression… the factor of repression enables us,

therefore, to understand… the uncanny as something which

ought to have been kept concealed but which nevertheless

comes to light” (Rivkin 429).

This concept is demonstrated throughout Volver and

Raimunda’s mannerisms, as her secret past is uncovered

further and further. At the beginning of the film, when

Raimunda and her daughter first arrive home, Paco stares

between Paula’s legs. Although the position that she is sitting

in is a comfortable position, and should be appropriate around

parents, Raimunda has some sort of instinct kick in that tells

her to have her daughter sit in a less provocative position

because she has some sort of “uncanny” sensation that

something in the situation is very wrong. Later on, when

Paco pushes Raimunda to have sex with him, she begins to

cry as she listens to Paco masturbate, something that would

not usually bother her. However, it can be suggested that

her tears are related to her father raping and impregnating

her, because of the concept of the ego and id. Since the

experience of being raped was too traumatic for her to be

able to handle, she repressed these memories throughout her

entire life within her id, or unconsciousness. Perhaps it is

Paco’s insisting physical activity, or perhaps the sound of

his pants calls forth a memory of her father deep from her

id without fully bringing it to the surface, which is why

she cries over something that she might not be affected by

otherwise.
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Chucky Comes to Life: Uncanny? or

Expected?

TAYLOR BROTHERS

AUTHOR’S NOTE: I think that this piece will be useful for
future theory students because I believe that the movie that I used to
describe “the uncanny” is a movie that almost everyone is aware of
(Chucky). I also was in the group that presented on “the uncanny”
and I had so much time to study this theory, so I am confident in
my work as well as comfortable with the theory.

When I read Freud’s essay on “The Uncanny,” the only

movie that I could think of was Chucky (a story about a crazy

doll that comes to life and kills people). I don’t think there

is anything more unsettling than a doll coming to life and

trying to murder you and your friends/family. Surprisingly,

as I read through the essay, I found that Freud talks
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specifically about the fear that comes with dolls and children

and how that fear may just stem from a want, “…the idea of a

living doll excites no fear at all; children have no fear of their

dolls coming to life, they may even desire it” (Ryan & Rivkin

425). Freud goes on to talk about the contradiction that this

theory poses but also mentions what is arguably the most

interesting part of this essay, that this contradiction helps us

understand the uncanny as a whole. Freud then goes on to

say that, “children do not distinguish at all sharply between

living and inanimate objects, and that they are especially

fond of treating their dolls like real people” (Ryan & Rivkin

425). I thought that this was interesting considering this isn’t

something that someone would think of as “uncanny” but

when you really think about it, treating an inanimate object

as if it were real is what the child wants, but in Chucky
when that truly happens, everyone’s world is turned upside

down. This is interesting when you take into consideration

what Freud says about contradiction. I think that the word

“uneasy” goes hand in hand with the “uncanny” and I think

that the most horrific aspect of the movie Chucky is that

something that is a loved childhood item that is supposed to

be for comfort, flips and becomes the child’s worst nightmare.

I don’t think there is anything more uneasy than that idea.

Having a hidden desire for something to occur that is

frightening or uneasy to the common person makes me

wonder about what repressed feelings make this possible.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4YSAlGpGo34
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Too Much Kissing

JOSHUA BARTSCH

Volver was an interesting film depicting one family’s struggle

to return to some form of “normalcy” in the midst of death,

sexual violence, running a successful catering business, and a

whole lot of kisses on the cheek. Through a Spanish cultural

lens, the film’s narrative is tunneled through centuries worth

of perspective upon themes such as death, marriage,

motherhood, and sexual abuse. One thing that truly stuck

out to me was the amount of kissing upon one’s cheek that

was portrayed in this film. A common greeting among two

people in countries outside the United States, bestowing one

kiss on each of the cheeks whilst meeting with someone

is not out of the ordinary, especially in Spanish countries,

where physical affection is quite normal. I felt that Volver
brought the daily custom and showed it within a new light,
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using Freud’s uncanny. Through the constant usage of the

greeting, this really highlights the repetition compulsion

theory, simply suggesting that our unconscious mind does

not like identifying repeating patterns because of the level of

anxiety that is produced through this identification process.

For me personally, the sound of the kisses were quite

unsettling, almost like that cliche “smacking” sound which

often appears in the climax of any Hallmark channel film.

The kisses often set the tone and tension of any scene. For

example the kisses exchanged between Sole and Aunt Paula

are brief and hesitant, showing the strain within the two

characters relationship.

Freud writes that “[i]t must be explained that we are able

to postulate the principle of a repetition-compulsion in the

unconscious mind, based upon instinctual activity and

probably inherent in the very nature of the instincts…” (427).

From my observations, I was able to understand that the

act of the kissing was quite normal and appropriate for the

culture in which the film was depicting but in contrast to the

themes that the movie was tackling, my gut feeling simply

was disturbed by every little “peck” on a person’s cheek. To

further the relation between tone and the act of the greeting,

we can look to the moment Grandma hangs out with Paula

while hiding out from Raimunda. It does not take long for
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Paula to find the elderly woman hanging out in her Aunt’s

apartment and she finds natural comfort once discovering

that this woman is her Grandma. From this moment on, the

kisses shared between the two characters is tender, sweet,

and caring, which is nice and all, but Paula has just learned

of her Grandmother’s whole “not being dead” scheme and

somehow her nonchalant reaction seems far-fetched at best.
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"To Go Back"

ROWAN FINNEGAN CUMMINGS

Volver (2006) is an interesting choice for a film to look at

when discussing the uncanny, especially when delving into

Freud’s many unsettling (icky, nasty; whatever you prefer)

theories. The main character, Raimunda, shows some signs of

a long-lasting Electra complex, and yet, many details of the

story poke holes in the possible connection to this theory.

Raimunda obviously has a deep psychosexual connection

to her father, most likely stemming from living without her

mother for a long period of time and therefore not forming

the usual strong connection to her. This leads to her marrying

Paco, a man who reminds her of her deceased, abusive,

horrible father. Who knows if it is the loyalty to her father

(or, in this case, someone who resembles his demeanor to

an uncanny degree) or pure ignorance that leads her to not
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notice Paco’s own predatory behavior towards her daughter,

Paula. There is some hint of guilt when she walks in and sees

what Paula has done to Paco, and her loyalties shift slightly in

Paula’s favor (immediately helping to clean up the mess), but

overall, her loyalty lies with her father/Paco.

Freud would probably call this an Electra complex, but,

as stated in the Rivkin/Ryan anthology, “Only the father’s

intervention, separating mother from child, prevents incest,”

(391). Raimunda was separated from her mother, and it was

this separation that led to her horrific abuse at the hands of her

father (and the eventual birth of Paula, her daughter/sister).

This pokes a huge hole in Freud’s theory, but that is neither

here nor there.

Going back to the previous discussion of Raimunda and

Paula’s relationship, though, I found the title of the film to be

the most interesting detail. Volver translates to “to go back”.

Could this be insinuating that Paula represents Raimunda

as a child, and Raimunda is “going back” to her horrific

childhood by witnessing Paula’s similar experience? Or could

it be simply saying that, no matter what experiences may

occur or how her loyalties may shift (as previously discussed),

Raimunda will always “go back” to her psycho-sexual

obsession with her father and anyone like him?

Discuss? (I’m really curious what other people think of the

title point)
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La Vuelta De Carmen Maura (¡QUE

EXTRAÑO!)

CARMEN MAURA

According to Freud, the uncanny is “nothing new or foreign,

but something familiar and old —established in the mind that

has been estranged only by the process of repression” (Rivkin

and Ryan 429). Already, we see this idea of familiarity in the

title of the movie. Volver—which is Spanish for the verb “to

return”—implies that the main character, Raimunda, must go

back to something. In her case, the “something familiar and

old” is the sexual abuse she endures from her father.

This memory is triggered by her husband’s attempted rape

of her daughter (who is the product of an incestual rape), as

well as by the scent of her mother in her sister’s apartment.

For Raimunda, the smell of her mother inside her sister’s
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apartment gives her an uncanny feeling—as if her mother

were right there in the room with them (because she

was)—just as the smell of their mother gave Sole a feeling that

their mother was there inside their aunt’s apartment earlier in

the movie. This feeling brings up a lot of repressed memories

about their mother, despite its initial happy connotation.

Though she claimed her mother was lucky for the love

she received from her father, Raimunda despises her for never

acknowledging or acting on the fact that her father raped her.

So, when her own husband ends up abusing her daughter,

she feels the need to do more than her mother did. This may

be because she feels the need to resist a feeling of sameness

between her situation and her daughter’s. Raimunda desires

to be better than Irene was, even though she refuses to

acknowledge out loud that she actually held a grudge against

her mother for something she was unaware of. While the

truth about Raimunda’s father comes out, so does the

repressed feelings that came forth during her daughter’s

abuse.
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Psychoanalysis is the dark web of our

minds

KAMAL SINGHANI

Freud defines psychoanalysis as having “a dimension that

is only partially accessible to consciousness and then only

through indirect means such as dreams or neurotic

symptoms” (Rivkin and Ryan 389). In other words, all

humans have an “unconscious” that holds repressed desires,

feelings, memories, and instinctual drives (sexual and violent).

There are thoughts and intentions that people keep

repressed within themselves, whether they are aware of them

or not.

Another way to think of the conscious vs. the unconscious

is comparing it to the internet. The conscious being normal

internet, and the unconscious being the deep dark web. The
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internet allows you to find anything you want, and so do

your consciousness, allowing you to think anything. But the

dark web is filled with lots of illegal and scary stuff and

is closed off and can’t be accessed unless by hackers and

bad, scary people. Similarly, people who are expressing their

unconscious drives directly are in the field of psychosis and

schizophrenia (Rivkin and Ryan 391).

If being human means that you have a conscious and an

unconscious, then anything being done as a human falls

under those same categories. The things we read or write

can have hidden meanings in the work, which makes it

fall in either categories. Similarly with watching something.

Our view on something is formed revolving our hidden

psychoanalysis.

While studying literature, we are supposed to analyze the

author’s work. We may look at the the time period and the

history of what’s happening, the author’s background to see

what he/she is going through while he/she was writing the

piece of literature. Many aspects come together to try to

understand why the author wrote what he/she wrote. But

we can’t quite look into what the author was thinking while

writing the piece.

What Freud noticed is “that literary texts are like dreams;

they embody or express unconscious material in the form
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of complex displacements and condensations.” (Rivkin and

Ryan 394). These literary pieces are basically a window to

the author’s mind and thoughts and most importantly his/her

deep drives (conscious or unconscious). Even if the literature

is fiction.

Psychoanalysis is the dark web of our minds. Should we be

able to access it?
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"Women's Troubles" Isn't Restricted to

Period Blood Anymore

KATHERINE WHITCOMB

Freud’s “Uncanny” looks into the repetition of words,

numbers, and events, “There is the constant recurrence of

similar situations, a same face, or character-trait, or twist of

fortune, or a same crime, or even a same name recurring

throughout several consecutive generations” (Rivkin/Ryan,

425).

Throughout the film, the device of repetition is used to the

advantage of plot advancement and adds to the complexity

of the characters’ lives and development. Overall, there is the

theme of death. It seems like everyone in that supersitious

village is dying off quickly, yet no one really questions the

amount of deaths (wow guys, really on top of your game).
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First, it’s Raimunda’s parents, followed by the disappearance

of Agustina’s mom on the same day, Paco’s murdered ass,

and the same day Paula dies, then by the end there’s the

foreshadowing of Agustina’s death, which makes us wonder

who’s going to follow her to death’s door.

The death of men in particular is the most interesting to

look into, and honestly the most rewarding part of watching

the strange string of events. Both Rainmunda’s father and

husband are murdered because they’re trash rapist, incestual

pests. Both fathers were killed by women because of their

acts against those who were meant to trust them the most.

Paco and the father’s death were also great for my happiness

because we saw women helping women in the disposing of

their bodies.

The cinematography of Volver also depicts more bloodshed

than one might have considered there to be after Raimunda

cleaned up her dead pest’s blood off her kitchen floor. In

every shot, the color red penetrates the viewers’ eyes.

Whether its the blood soaked paper towels or a passing

person’s shoes, those watching are consistently watching the

presence of the color of passion and lust in every shot. I

questioned the role of red every time it popped up on the
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screen, and Paige had to deal with me screaming “there’s only

red wine in the glasses, and every other glass is empty!!”, and

other things of the sort because once I noticed the pattern of

red objects, I couldn’t let it go.

Red is the color we associate with blood and death. We also

associate it with power. Both Raimunda and her daughter,

Paula (the same as the aunt who died, let’s wonder about

what that means on our own time shall we), wear the color

throughout the film, weather it’s a red purse thrown over the

shoulder or a pair of red track pants. Red is also the color of

passion, love, and desire. The blood of the father on the floor,

and the presence of that same blood in something that can

be seen in the pure form of water can show the impurities of

the situation the family keeps finding itself in through each

generation.

What we can also take from the series of events that occur, is

that the family experiences a case of the “unheimlich” in that

the incest and raping of young females is “something which

ought to have been kept concealed but which nevertheless

come to light” (Rivkin/Ryan, 429), at least in the eyes of

the mother(s). By killing the fathers and concealing what

had happened to their families, the mothers act as if they are

protecting their daughters from what has happened to them.
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But I’m pretty sure that if the village found out what pieces

of garbage Paco and Raimunda’s father were, they would’ve

helped the women conceal the bodies better than in a freezer.

I can only hope that Paula is smarter with her future murder

of her spouse, because her mom wasn’t too bright carving her

father’s birth and death dates into the trunk of a tree right

over his grave.

The most uncanny thing of all in Volver was that I didn’t

recognize Carmen at all in this film.
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How to Make Christmas Lights Creepy

LILLIAN SAVAGE

Freud’s “The Uncanny” attempts to explain the feeling of

something, or events that are disturbing, creepy or just odd

in the human psyche. Freud uses examples from Ernst

Jentsch’s “The Sandman” to help explain the feeling of

uncanness. A quote that stuck with me was

“[Jentsch]…‘doubts whether an apparently animate being is

really alive; or conversely, whether a lifeless object might not

be in fact animate’; and he refers in this connection to the

impression made by waxwork figures, ingeniously

constructed dolls and automata” (421.) After reading that,

one example popped into my head almost immediately: the

lights from Stranger Things. If people haven’t seen Stranger
Things, I’ll provide some explanation to what I’m referring

to. The lights are often used as a warning that the big bad in
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season 1, the demogorgon, is coming to attack our heroes.

As a result, there are lights everywhere around one of the

main character’s houses since her son, Will, was taken by the

demogorgon. This allows for the effect of the “uncanny” or

the creepiness to take hold of the human psyche. An example

of this scene is when Mike and Nancy’s little sister goes

wandering around the Byers house.

https://youtu.be/ihhJAQzysuk

Lights aren’t supposed to warn someone of danger,

especially christmas lights. Christmas lights are normally tied

to, well Christmas, and to be able to capture childlike

wonder. Christmas lights, along with another house lamps

aren’t tied to danger and suspense. In thinking about this

scene more, I found another quote from “The Uncanny,”

that seemed to resonate with me. Freud also says that

“children do not distinguish at all sharply between living and

inanimate objects…” (425.) This can be directly tied to Mike

and Nancy’s little sister stumbling into rooms when the

lights come on. She can’t distinguish that the lights are

inanimate objects and all of them leading away from the

parents with Christmas lights isn’t normal, not to mention

that all of the lights going off and on at once isn’t normal

either! Luckily, Joyce is able to save her from the

demogorgon and the scene cuts away. However, it does so

not without practically petrifying viewers and making them

view household lamps, and even Christmas lights with a

new, creepy, perspective.
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The "Uncanny" in The Blair Witch

Project

MOLLY INGRAM

A couple years ago, I remember scrolling through Netflix

with a friend trying to figure out what movie to watch that

night and seeing a movie titled The Blair Witch Project in

the “Trending Now” category. My friend freaked out saying

“it’s so scary and messes with your head because you never

see the witch and don’t know if it is really there or not.”

This reaction reminded me of how Sigmund Freud writes

that “we are tempted to conclude that what is ‘uncanny’ is

frightening precisely because it is not known and familiar”

(418). I remember watching this psychological thriller about

three film students traveling to a town to collect documentary

footage of the Blair Witch, with a goal to prove if it was
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real or not. During the film they encounter strange sounds,

wooden dolls, mysterious piles of rocks, strange bundles of

sticks, runic symbols, and are chased, yet we never see the

Blair Witch.

Freud explains how the appeal of the “uncanny” is

undeniable and we enjoy the weird. The film doesn’t want

the audience to escape from the confines of the camera and

focuses on us as the audience to experience the same fear and

anxiety as the characters in the film. The fear is created for

us by only what we can imagine and hear. By not being

able to witness or see the Blair Witch “the writer creates a

kind of uncertainty in us in the beginning by not letting us

know, no doubt purposely, whether he is taking us into the

real world or into a purely fantastic one of his own creation”

(423). The film is made to look like we are watching the film

students’ encounters of there raw documentary footage, so

we are unsure if it is meant to actually be real or not. We are

made to look through the “spectacles or spy-glass” (pg.423).
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A YouTube element has been excluded from this version

of the text. You can view it online here:

https://opentheoryhandbook.pressbooks.com/?p=293

In this scene the film students realized they are lost in the

forest and are trapped. They start to lose their calm state of

mind and begin developing anxieties and fear when realizing

they have been walking in circles. They realize they have

come to the same river and log before. This is a feeling of

the uncanny since it was “an involuntary return to the same

feeling of helplessness and of something uncanny” (427).
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We Should Totally Just STAB PACO!!

BECKY NORTON

With no introduction needed, let’s jump right into the

biggest plot twist of the movie: Paula is Raimunda’s

daughter…AND sister.

This reveal really had me h*cked up, but once Mama spilled
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the beans to the audience, Raimunda’s role in the Paco

situation definitely made a lot more sense.

I was honestly ready to fight Paco on sight, so the close

up shot between my girl Paula’s legs just sealed the deal

there. That being said, I wasn’t surprised when she killed

him, because who wouldn’t? I WAS surprised about how

easily Raimunda took it. At 19:45, she cries after Paula tells

the story, but I really believe the crying is solely about what

Paula went through. Without hesitation, she takes the blame

for what happened to him, should anybody ask (but nobody

does because Raimunda was That Bitch™? and didn’t leave a

trace) (even though I’ve seen enough crime shows to know it

really isn’t that easy to dispose of a body, but that’s besides the

point). She lies, scams, and does whatever she needs to do to

get away with this murder.

Point being, Raimunda is not upset that her husband was

murdered, and I believe that this is due to a case of repetition-

compulsion. Paco was very drunk when he first appears in

the movie, and asks Raimunda (who worked all day) for

more alcohol. He had gotten fired from his job, meaning

he’s either not a good worker or he made some big mistakes

there. When Raimunda denies him sex, he finishes himself

off right beside her (not consensual and probably brings her

back to a dark time with her father, which makes her cry). In

“The Uncanny,” Freud writes that “[w]e are able to postulate

the principle of a repetition-compulsion in the unconscious

mind, based upon instinctual activity and probably inherent

in the very nature of the instincts…” (Freud 427). These two

things, Paco’s behavior and Freud’s statement, lead me to

believe that because Raimunda was sexually abused by her

father as a young woman, she subconsciously chooses another

man who has the same abusive behaviors as her father. She
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doesn’t realize it, but she brings another abusive man into her

home with the unknown intention to “best” him and right

her past. Unfortunately, that responsibility is brought upon

her daughter, who is around the same age as Raimunda when

she was abused. (All the more reason for Raimunda to be so

quick to take the blame for it, though.) She is satisfied when

he is dead because, with Paula as the representation of her

dark past, it means they had both (kind of) overcome the

traumatic situation that had been looming for some time.
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Psychoanalysis and Literature: It's

Only a Mirror, Harry

TIMOTHY MOONEYHAN

Psychoanalysis is a pretty deep theory that has a lot to do
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with the conscious and subconscious, as well as the repetitive

behaviors that result from the repressed. Asking what

psychoanalysis has to do with literature is an equally deep

question. One view on this question is that psychoanalysis

allows us to look at characters and events more closely and

supplies us with the “tools” necessary to explain something

differently.

For example, in the (first?) Harry Potter movie, Harry is

drawn to looking into the mirror of Erised to see his family.

Without psychoanalysis, we could just say that he misses his

parents. Psychoanalysis enables us to go a step further and say

that he misses his parents and must cause himself discomfort

by reenacting his loss of them out of some hidden need. I’m

not exactly sure how much I believe everything Freud says,

and it could all just be a bunch of fluff, but being able to

psychoanalyze characters seems to add a layer to literature

that wouldn’t otherwise be there.

Freud asks: “how is the compulsion to repeat – the

manifestation of the power of the repressed related to the

pleasure principle?” (434). Following this, he explains how

in order to give in to the impulse of reliving the repressed,

there is a sense of “unpleasure.” When it comes to the above

example, Harry probably doesn’t get pleasure out of the

inevitable pain caused by losing his parents again, but there’s

something deeper at work.

In the end, psychoanalysis is just another tool for analyzing

content within literature and is one means to an end. It

gives us a new perspective or perspectives that we otherwise

wouldn’t have. Hopefully, the Harry Potter example makes

sense. I was struggling to come up with something and it

came to me, so I thought I’d use it. I bet someone could

psychoanalyze Voldemort quite a bit too, but nothing sticks
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out to me right away with the Oedipus complex or anything.

Come on Freud! Help me out here!
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PART III

Feminisms,

Constructivisms,

Essentialisms
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An Introduction to Feminist Theory

BRITTANY JOHN, CAITLIN ANDREASEN, RYAN

FRENCH, AND KATHERINE WHITCOMB

Feminist criticism dates back to well before our time.

Although women’s movements in the 1960s and 1970s

sparked a contemporary feminist criticism, texts that were

written much earlier call for a certain feminist critique. The

feminist movements of the 1960s and 70s were calling

attention to the unfortunate female experiences under male

power. There was a shift in feminist critique and theory by

the 1980s that Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar helped move

into action. Before the 1980s, feminist theory was more

about the stereotypes that men had against females, and after

the 1980s, feminist theory was more about the rearranging

of forms that were seen as “feminine”, like a diary. There

were two kinds of feminists: liberal and radical. The liberal
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feminists believed that, ultimately, gender was something that

was constructed, and feminism should go outside of that

construct that was built around them. The radical feminists

believed that there was a certain female essence, and that

essence should be embraced by women. These two types of

feminists would lead into the two of the key ideas of feminist

theory today: essentialist and constructivist.

Essentialist feminism is concerned with the inherent

differences between men and women. Taking root in

psychoanalytic theory, the essentialist feminists believed that

gender reflects a natural difference between men and

women. They believed this difference is as much

psychological and linguistic as it is biological.

Essentialist feminists thought that women’s physical

differences made them more attached to the physical world.

They believed this attachment made them more concerned

with protecting nature than men. Men, on the other hand,

once separated from the mother, begin thinking in

abstractions which allow them to assign identities and social

roles to themselves and others. While men think of rights

while confronted with ethical issues, women think of

responsibilities to others.

Constructivist feminism, on the other hand, has roots in

Marxism. The constructivist feminists believe that gender is

formed by culture in history. They believe that patriarchal

culture constructed gender identities with the intention to

make men seem superior to women. While essentialist

feminists see female identity and psychology as inherently

different from men, constructivist feminists see these

differences as products of conditioning.

Another major duality in the feminist theory is the

dynamic between the “angel” and the “monster” in female
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characters. The “angel” is described as a female character who

is the perfect Victorian wife. She is devoted to her husband/

lover and she is selfless. The “angel” is seen as virginal and

pure, passive and ordinary, submissive and powerless, with no

real story of her own and no story to set herself apart.

The “monster” in feminist theory is described as being

able to express her desires and have an opinion of her own.

She has a sexual energy, and she shows a certain autonomy,

authority, and aggressiveness. The “monster” threatens to

take the angels place, as she is the angel’s “mirror image”

or “sister”. Rivkin and Ryan argue that the monster can

sometimes lie within the angel, and that no woman is

inherently angelic. This dynamic has been used in literature

for years, and now, more contemporarily, used in film and

television.

The four main points of the feminism theory are the

differences between constructivist feminism and essentialist

feminism, and the dynamic between the female “angel” and

“monster” characters in a literary context. One of the

takeaways is that a constructivist feminist would say that

gender is a construct formed by culture in history, and an

essentialist feminist would say that gender reflects a natural

difference between men and women. The other takeaway

is the importance of remembering that the “monster”

sometimes lies within the “angel”, and that no woman is

purely an “angel”.

Gilbert, Sandra, and Susan Gubar. “The Madwoman in

the Attic.” Literary Theory, an Anthology, by Julie Rivkin and

Michael Ryan, Blackwell, 1998.
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An Introduction to Constructivism and

Essentialism

MERAK ALOSA, LILLIAN SAVAGE, AND MEGHAN

CURRAN

Contemporary feminist literary theory is a literary movement

that has changed and evolved over the past several decades.

First coming to prominence along with the women’s

movement of the 60s and 70s (and also building upon the

works of feminist theory progenitors such as Virginia Woolf),

feminist literature has looked outward, inward, and then

further inward at what it means to engage with language at

all. In the 60s and 70s, writers such as Adrienne Rich wrote

about what it meant to exist under the rule of a patriarchal

society, exploring the history of oppression and critiquing

the patriarchal system that dictated what women could say
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and do. The writers of this period also realized that “the

canon” was a largely male reporting of the human experience.

As by Rivkin and Ryan, “[t]o be a woman graduate student

in the 1960s was to hear recognizably male points of view,

some of which were noticeably misogynist.” This truth was

acknowledged by feminist writers and theorists Elaine

Showalter (with A Literature of Their Own) and Judith Fetterly

(with The Resisting Reader). What marked this period in

feminist theory was a critique of the male literary standard

and the recovery of women’s writing and history that was

suppressed by a patriarchal society.

As feminist theory developed further, that focus shifted.

Building on the feminist examination of the male literary

establishment that occured in the 60s and 70s, the 80s brought

further introspection. The writers of this period examined

gender as a societal construction that was possibly “written

into the psyche by language” (Rivkin and Ryan 768). Two

schools of thought, constructionist and essentialist, sprang

from this analysis. Both examined what “women” meant

within society, but fundamentally disagreed on why.

Essentialists believed that women “are innately capable of

offering a different ethics from men” (767). To essentialists,

gender is a distinct biological and psychological reality that

explains the differences in thinking between men and

women. For instance, women are more attuned to the earth

due to their connection with their mother than men, who

sever that connection in order to become a member of the

patriarchy. Essentialists also “argued that men think in terms

of rights when confronted with ethical issues, while women

think in terms of responsibilities to others” (767). To them,

the differences between men and women are not just societal

construction, but real psychological and biological
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differences. Essentialists view writing and language as a way

to reflect an identity, and not to construct one.

This is much different than Constructivist view, which

posits that gender is nothing more than a construct built

by a patriarchal society. To Constructivists, the differences

between men and women are the result of conditioning

under patriarchal rule. While the Essentialists view

traditionally female traits (such as being caring and maternal)

as innate physiological attributes, Constructivists look at these

as qualities as traits ingrained within women by a patriarchal

society to make them better and more subordinate keepers

of house. Constructivists worried that Essentialists where

interpreting “interpreting the subordination of women as

women’s nature” (Rivkin and Ryan, 768) and not attempting

to change the right things. Constructivists wanted to upend

the very ideas upon which gender was construed, and

examine how society imposes identity onto women. To

them, language does not reflect identity but creates it.

Constructivism and Essentialism, although they are

diametrically opposed, both inform contemporary feminist

literary theory. Both schools of thought are built upon the

work of their predecessors in the 60s and 70s and

acknowledging both viewpoints is essential to understanding

how writing and language is viewed within feminist theory.

Work Cited:

Rivkin, Julie, and Michael Ryan. Literary Theory an
Anthology. Wiley-Blackwell, 2017.
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F*** a Society and F*** Gender

Norms

MARISSA VARGAS

In Rivkin and Ryan’s “Introduction: Feminist Paradigms,”

we are introduced to two different contemporary feminist

literary criticism approaches, essentialist and constructivist.

Each approach really challenges the other, while both

providing some valid thoughts and theories.

The essentialist approach is more biological rather than

psychological, which backs up the constructivist approach.

The essentialist explains that women are more caring, loving,

responsible and more because they are more tied to nature

with more responsibilities. A lot of the explanations and

theories behind this approach all relate back to the biological

effect of how women are seen. Feminist psychoanalytical
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theorist Nancy Chodorow, ethical philosopher, Carol

Gilligan and feminist philosopher, Luce Irigaray all “argued

that women’s physical differences alone (birthing, lactation,

menstruation etc.) make them more connected with matter

or with the physical world than men” (Rivkin and Ryan 767)

I found this exact quote and explanation to the theory

approach to be very interesting, problematic, but also true? I

really like how they are pretty much saying that women are

more loving, caring and responsible, WHICH is sexist. I just

found it comical but problematic. I understand that they are

stating their thoughts, but isn’t feminism about equality and

not just explaining why one gender is better than the other?

Interesting.

Now on to the constructivist approach….

The constructivist approach argues that a women’s role

in society derives from the psychology behind that society.

The approach theorizes how gender is performative and

something constructed by a society, and not so much

biological factors. “Of more importance than physical or

biological difference might be psychological
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identity…women can be just as much ‘masculine’ as men,

and biological men might simply be ‘masculine’ or pretend

to be such, only out of obedience to cultural codes” (Rivkin

and Ryan 768). Wow…talk about gender roles and societal

norms. I found this quote/explanation to be interesting and

started talking about it with my roommate, who is a Crit

Theory junkie. I said to her, “I wonder how a societal/gender

norm came to be constructed????” and she said “Well think

of it this way…when women are pregnant, they become

more vulnerable and not able to do as much physically. This

deems them as weak, so the men need to take over or at

least step in. which could be why women are seen as the

weaker.” TRUE TRUE AND TRUE….but like also, women

are creating a life inside of them and then PUSH A BABY

OUT OF THEIR HOO-HA or have them ripped from their

internal organs during a C-section. That right there is not

weak, but rather incredible and beautiful in so many ways.

See….Pam gets it.
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But in conclusion to this all, I loved this introductory piece

and found it so interesting. I loved it because, it challenged

my own thoughts and theories, but allowed me to have new

ideas with new perceptions. I also learned THERE ARE SO

MANY DAMN DIFFERENT TYPES OF FEMINIST/

FEMINIST APPROACHES/THEORIES AND MORE.

Ugh. So amazing. So problematic. Here is the ending

sentence of this beautiful work of art: “There as well perhaps,

from the achieved vantage of a international, transethnic,

parasexual perspective, it discovers a field of work that takes

it back beyond its own beginning in the emergence from

silence into language- to undo the silence of those who

still do not speak” (Rivkin and Ryan 769). This sentence

just really blew me out of my chair (Well bed; I was in

bed when reading.) It made me so excited to learn more.

Hashtagfeminism. My hashtag button is broken. sad face.
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Pass That Privilege Right on Over

RYAN FRENCH

In Nella Larsen’s Passing, we get both essentialist and

constructivist views on race.
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On the essentialist side,

the most obvious example is

essentialist racial views

comes from John Bellew,

the racist husband of Clare.

In the book, he says that

people of color are “Always

robbing and killing people”,

and that he knows this by

reading the paper. So, in this

way, he is attributing

characteristics to the blanket

group of “black people”.

Because of their skin color,

they must always be killing

and robbing, right? Of

course, this doesn’t make sense – the idea that a skin color

variation causes someone to steal or kill is ludicrous.

The most interesting and present view we get of race,

however, is the constructivist view. Throughout the novel,

the characters of color reference the idea of “passing”, or

presenting themselves as white. To “pass” in this novel means

to go throughout daily life and have those around you

perceive you as white, so that you may reap the social benefits

of being seen as a white woman rather than a black woman

in society. For Clare, passing is essential to maintaining her

lifestyle. Through being married to John Bellew, Clare has

been able to live a fairly wealthy, privileged lifestyle. This

lifestyle, however, hinges on her being read as “white” by

those around her.

The novel brings up an interesting constructivist idea –

that it does not matter what the character’s cultural heritage
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is, or what color their ancestors were, or how other characters

that are of color may read them. All that matters is that

the dominant socially constructed group – those who are

thought to be “white” – believe that the people of color are

actually white. This brings up an interesting notion though

– if a character is read as white, are they then white? We

know that race is socially constructed, and that in reality, the

variations between skin color and physical features are very

insignificant when it comes to comparing human beings to

one another. Being “black” or “white” does not inherently

make one human any different from another – it is the

societal repercussions that make all the difference. So, that

being said, is Clare actually white, or is she black?

Difficult question. I think what makes the difference is that

Clare knows that at some point, she was read as black. That

makes her emotionally vulnerable to the hatred spewed by

characters such as John. The other issue is that she could

potentially have a “dark” child, which would then give away

her position. However, had Clare not known that at some

point, she could be read as “black”, and if she had no desire

to have children, I think there could be an argument for her

being a white character, since race is constructed.
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A women on her own and knows what

she wants? Must be feminism.

WILLOW MOULTON

The only author-focused paper that I’ve written and

remember is my critical essay from “Rethinking Early

American Literature.” I wrote about The Female American by

Unca Eliza Winkfield, a story about a mixed race wealthy

woman who uses an idol that indigenous peoples worship

to change their beliefs. My original thesis was that “The
Female American is an imperialist text based on the main

protagonist’s religious intolerance as she tries to proselytize

indigenous peoples through stolen power.” My argument

changed a lot within this essay, which I didn’t realize until

looking back now. I went from looking at the context in

the story to looking at the author’s intention, using feminism
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as my basis. As “The Intentional Fallacy” argues, however,

“[t]he evaluation of the work of art remains public; the work

is measured against something outside the author.” This

quote from the article is perfect for this text because I recall

the main discussion of the class being whether or not the

text is feminist, and nowhere in the text itself does it directly

reference feminism. Our discussion was completely rooted in

the public.

This text written as if it is based off of the author’s own

life and I think that is important to know in this evaluation.

As Wimsatt and Beardsley write, however, “there is the fault

of writing the personal as if it were poetic.” They argue that

a piece of literature goes out into the world and gets judged

apart from the author. It becomes something completely

different and in this case it’s hard because the piece of

literature is the author’s own life. I’d like to highlight how

much negativity I got out of this text and put into my author-

based paper. It went from an argument on how Unca took

over indigenous peoples through an imperialist approach to

arguing that the text was not feminist: “And she refused to

marry a man who couldn’t shoot a bow as well as her. A

women on her own and knows what she wants? Must be

feminism.” But within the changing argument, I believe the

paper connects the text to the protagonist (rather than the

author’s intention), which is what Wimsatt and Beardsley

were trying to get at.
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Constructing the Essentials, a DIY

guide to Feminism

NICHOLAS A. PRESCOTT

Hey guys, it’s me, back with another “do it yourself, the

Nicky P way” tutorial. Today I’m going to be showing you

how to build your own feminist schools. Here’s what you’re

gonna need:

• An understanding of language (and a knowledge

of Post-Structuralism)

• The knowledge of cultural construction

• A pitchfork with which we’re going to dismantle

the patriarchy

• and a whole lot of glue!
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I’m done with this bit, I can feel it sucking the soul out of me.

Alright, class, turn your books to page 766.

“Gender… might instead be a construct of culture,

something written into the psyche of language… toward

a deeper identification with a female ‘essence’ or toward a

departure from the way women had been made to be by

patriarchy, the very thing radical feminists construed as

essentially female… two perspectives began to form, one

‘constructionist‘ or accepting of the idea that gender is made

by culture in history, the other ‘essentialist,’ more inclined to

the idea that gender reflects a natural difference between men

and women that is as much psychological, even linguistic,

as it is biological… each necessarily denied the other” (R/R

766).

The first listed, “constructionist” feminists are concerned

with why gender is why it is. Certainly the more mainstream

of feminism in our time. Whereas “essentialist” feminists

might seem like an older kind of feminism (I only say this

because every feminist I’ve known like this is of the older

variety of person).

Rivkin and Ryan detail several differences that the two

schools view. Essentialists are more attuned to the earth than

men. They are physically the “creators” in the world. The

simple fact that women are the ones who birth humans into

existence makes them more connected with the world (R/R

767).

Constructivists takes from the idea of Post-Structuralism

and Marxist theory about the nature of language giving the

impetus behind gender. Male and female and the roles that

go with them are products of society. This school tends to be

seen as more radical (R/R 768).

As someone who gets confused with feminism and all its
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glorious confusion (@intersectionality), I tend to think of it

like this:

Take this glorious man, for example,

singer/songwriter BØRNS, also known as Garret Borns. (If

you haven’t heard of him, go listen to any of his music. He’s

got a killer falsetto.)

Anyway, I thought he was a woman because of his voice

and his appearance in many of his pictures. Turns out he’s

not. Just likes to crossdress and has great hair. Constructivists

would purport that to an outside observer, should he want

to be, because gender is performative to them, (given he

does perform as such) he could be a woman.

Essentialists would support that while he might come off as

a woman, even if he “performed” (wow that has like a triple

meaning here) as such, he would not have the same qualities

that women have because of his physiology.

Those are two very, ver ybasic ways to get into the mindset

of the two schools. That being said, they get the job done.
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Hermione Through the Years: A

Feminist Constructivist to A Monster

AUTUMN STEARNS

Constructivist feminism is described as “…accepting of the

idea that gender is made by culture in history” (R/R 766).

Essentialist feminism is described as “…[being] more inclined

to the idea that gender reflects a natural difference between

men and women that is as much psychological, even

linguistic, as it is biological” (R/R 766-767). Basically,

constructivist approaches are governed by the history of our

culture, using how things have always been as an example

for the future. Constructivist feminism is more about how

human life is social, which is how we generate knowledge,

meaning, and ideas. It is also rooted in Marxism, where the

idea that the social constructs made men superior to women.
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Essentialist approaches are more structural, more about the

biological and factual differences between the genders, which

are the sort of “root” in the differences of the behavior

between men and women.

An example of a feminist constructivist approach would

be Harry, Ron, and Hermione in any of the Harry Potter
books or movies because power and gender are considered to

be vital elements. Unlike traditionalists, who think power is

external, feminist constructivists view power to be internal.

Constructivists also believe that the differences between men

and women were socially constructed by society and cultural

training. Take the following clip from Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer’s Stone, for example:

A YouTube element has been excluded from this version
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of the text. You can view it online here:

https://opentheoryhandbook.pressbooks.com/?p=326

Ron, in the very beginning of the scene, enters first, followed

by Harry, and finally Hermione. Notice how Hermione stays

just behind the two men throughout the first few moments

of the scene. Hermione asks, “Now what are we going to

do?” as if she doesn’t already know. We all know Hermione

is the smartest out of the three, so why is she acting all

stiff and helpless in this scene? You can’t tell me the book

nerd of the series who helps Harry numerous times is really

this helpless. Anyway, Ron directs Harry and Hermione to

their positions on the chess board. He takes charge, he calls

the shots, because he is a man and he was constructed to

be that way. Ron says that he’ll be a knight. He says this

proudly with a smirk on his face and a slight twinkle in

his eye. Hermione asks Ron if he thinks that the chess is

going to be like real wizard’s chess, shaking throughout the

whole sentence. Hermione is acting helpless, asking all sorts

of questions she already knows the answers to, again. She

wants some sort of “it’ll be okay” message from Ron since

he is the leader and in charge. Hermione was socially

constructed to be this way, as Ron was to the that way, not

to mention that Hermione looks like a socially constructed

young girl. She has long hair and wears a skirt. Ron and

Harry also look like socially constructed boys, wearing slacks

and having short hair. Notice how Hermione looks scared
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when the violence of the chess pieces begins, and how Ron

loves it. Ron, being the hero he wants to be, makes the move

so that the queen will take him, leaving Harry to check the

king. Harry screams, “No! Ron, no!” and then Hermione

looks around quizzically and says, “What is it?” Harry then

tells her, “He’s going to sacrifice himself.” Hermione gets all

upset, seemingly almost, if not, crying. Ron puts on his brave,

confident face and makes his move, despite the others trying

to stop him. Once the move is made, Hermione tries to move

to go check on him, because, you know, it’s the woman’s

job to nurse the men back to health. Harry tells her not to

move because they’re still playing, and he makes his move,

“Checkmate.” and the scene ends. Notice how Hermione

doesn’t have any role in the chess game except to be the

worrisome woman in the background.

Now, check out the next clip (0:29-0:39) where Hermione

saves the day, as per usual.
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A YouTube element has been excluded from this version

of the text. You can view it online here:

https://opentheoryhandbook.pressbooks.com/?p=326

Harry and Ron are hiding behind books and are the helpless

ones. Hermione becomes the monster that Gilbert and Gubar

were talking about. She becomes sure of herself, she defines

herself, she no longer stands behind any men, and she is just

as powerful, if not more so, than the men. Hermione is also

wearing pants (no longer a skirt) and is dressed like both

Harry and Ron. She is asserting her power now.
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She's Perfect, Until She's Not

AMELIA BERUBE

I recently heard a story about women dealing with

compliments. More accurately, it was a twitter story

complaining about how men react to a woman’s reception to

a compliment.

Regardless of the content of the compliment, the

expectation was that the woman would be grateful, or

coquettish in some way or another. Essentially: they would

go gaga for any guy who said something “nice” about them.
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Yet, it was maddening for a woman to do more than accept

the compliment, or to answer with an “I know,” rather than

a “thank you.” The woman was therefore demonized by the

man because she was aware of her own good looks or stylish

outfit. She was no longer a pretty little lady, but a bitch. Quite

the leap for a mild reaction to a compliment.

Now we’ll bring this to the largest female-repressing text

that’s still alive today: the Bible.

For Gilbert and Gubar, this goes all the way back to the

old testament, where we tangle with the lesser-known first

woman: Lilith. Or as she’s best known: “The mother of

demons.”

“Created not from Adam’s rib but, like him, from the dust,

Lilith was Adam’s first wife, according to apocryphal Jewish

lore. Because she considered herself his equal, she objected

to lying beneath him, so that when he tried to force her

submission, she became enraged, and, speaking the Ineffable
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Name, flew away to the edge of the Red Sea to reside with

demons” (Rivkin/Ryan 823).

First of all, if I were in this situation, I would pull a Lilith.

What quite literally happens is a rejection of the want

of man, or Adam wanting to be on top. She is then

LITERALLY demonized for her choices of leaving Adam

and refusing to sleep with him. She becomes not just a

demon, but gains the title as their mother, becoming a

monstrous matriarch. Lilith goes from being Adam’s equal, to

being lesser than him for pushing him away. Similar to our

compliment situation from earlier, because Lilith is aware of

her value she is worth less in the eyes of both Adam and God,

who are male.

Yet, in Paradise Lost, and of course in the Bible itself, Eve is

opposite Lilith. Firstly, she is created from Adam. She is made

from his rib. This symbolizes that women come from man,

and they are therefore NOT equal. Because of this, Eve is a

perfect saint to Adam. She lets him crawl, walk, and stomp

all over her, especially when it comes to sex. She is seen as

the angelic matriarch who could not be more coquettish or

lovely, simply because she bends to Adam’s will.

There seems to be a huge divide between these depictions

of women. However, we cannot seem to get away from this

in both the real world and literature. A woman will be seen

as either saintly or demonic. There is practically no wiggle

room in-between. Men categorize woman in one extreme

or the other. Or, if they’re not egotistical misogynists, they

probably view them as equal and the idea of an extreme

sliding-scale of opinion disappears.

What are women? Angel, demon, or human. You decide.
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28

Good Girl Gone Bad: A Look at Where

Angel and Monster Merge

ANNA GREENWOOD

Gilbert and Gubar make the argument that when male

writers depict women, they are “type-cast” into two distinct

non-human categories: the angel and the monster.

An angel is a woman who lacks autonomy and lives a

dull hapless existence of monotony and inaction. They are

representations of purity, selflessness, modesty, and

submissiveness. These women (in literature) are celebrated

for their “purity of heart” (Goethe 815) and are often doling

out advice and support to the struggling male traveler or

husband. Some “angels” of literature also help lead men

through the process of death as a sort of spiritual guide (which

is bizarre) but we all know an angel when we see one. She’s
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sweet and sings with the birds and la-dee-da’s around the

forest until a man is enchanted by her beauty and whisks her

away. Easy.

A monster is slightly more complicated because there’s

only one way for a woman to be a angel and there’s a million

ways she can be a monster. Whether it’s ugliness, aggression,

rebellion, autonomy, individuality, sexuality, etc. etc. etc, a

monster is any woman who doesn’t fall in line with this idea

of a passive and pure sweetheart. One of the most pervasive

examples of a monster in literature is a woman who is aware

of or god forbid USES her sexuality. We get a lot and I

mean A LOT of stories where a cute little virgin suddenly

strolls down the path of sin and is brutally punished for

it. It’s that whole “good girl gone bad” trope that Lifetime

movies shamelessly exploit time and time again. Even Gilbert

and Gubar write that “the monster may not only be

concealed behind the angel, she may actually turn out to

reside within (or in the lower half of) the angel.” (820).

I wanted to take a close look at one of the most extreme

versions of this idea of a “monster within” in literature. Carrie
(1974) by Stephen King weaves the ultimate horror story of

an angel girl going “monster” (and by monster we mean

murdering her entire high school class).

The story begins with Carrie getting her period for the first

time while she’s showering in a locker room after gym class.

She’s absolutely terrified because her mega-religious mother

never told her about periods and she thinks she’s dying. The

other girls respond to her confusion and panic with grace

and charm by laughing and throwing tampons at her. When

she gets home, her mother is furious with her for getting

her period. She starts reading out of a book called “The Sins

of Women” stating, “And the Lord visited Eve with a curse
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[for having sex]. And the curse was the curse of blood… if

[Carrie] had remained sinless the curse of blood would never

have come on [her]”. Menstruation signals womanhood in

that it is indicative of a biological female body that is able

to reproduce. It’s the climax of puberty. Since sex is the

ultimate sin an unmarried woman can commit, this is the

worst possible thing to happen to an “angel” as Carrie’s

mother sees her.

Something else happens to Carrie the day she gets her

period… she develops telekinetic powers. Although these

powers are real in the story, I’d like to think they also

represent the “power” that comes along with feminine

sexuality. Something that can be “used” on other people

(which is a grade-A monster woman move). Again, when

Carrie’s mother discovers her telekinetic powers, she says to

her “you must renounce this power, you must give it up, you

must never use it.” Women are discouraged from acting on

their sexual power as well. No good angel would ever dream

of seducing a man (or telekinetically hoist a toaster across the

kitchen).

What’s notable is that Carrie isn’t driven to kill her

classmates because her reproductive organs start working.

She kills them because they bully her for being naive and

weird. Her mistreatment was due to the way her mother

raised her. She was an outcast. Carrie’s mother was trying to

breed an angel in a society that has accepted monsters. With

her attempts to repress (whaddup Freud) Carrie, she ended up

becoming an actual monster.
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One Of These Things Is Not Like the

Other....And, It's Okay

LINDSEY DEROCHE

In 2017, most of us like to consider ourselves “open-minded.”

Phrases like, “I don’t see color,” run rampant throughout
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modern society. And, hopefully, the intention that such a

declaration is made with is positive. The unfortunate fact

is that, though positive, pretending that you “don’t notice”

color within race is actually ignorant and detrimental to

progress. Audre Lorde, author of the 1984 essay “Age, Race,

Class, and Sex: Women Redefining Difference,” explains in

the work how women are aiding the overarching patriarchy

in its oppression, even if it is unbeknownst to them.

When Lorde writes of feminism in this essay, she writes

with an engaging voice about how women of every race,

age, sexual preference, class, etc. need to band together to

fight for equality. However, while doing so, she writes of

how imperative it is that differences be noticed and

acknowledged. What may be a struggle for a black lesbian

woman greatly differs from the daily struggle encountered

by a white heterosexual woman. Therefore, to believe that all

women fall under the same umbrella of oppression is not just

false, it is perpetuating the oppression that is not experienced

by the more dominant women. She even argues against this

type of grouping women together blindly, and says, “There

is a pretense to a homogeneity of experience covered by the

word sisterhood that does not in fact exist” (Rivkin & Ryan

855).

Lorde acknowledges the danger of sexism, homophobia,

racism, and classism not just on the part of men, but of other

women. According to Lorde, some women seek to ascend

from their oppression by trying to appease the patriarchy that

has become so institutionalized in society. She writes that, for

some white women, it is easier, “[t]o believe the dangerous

fantasy that if you are good enough, pretty enough, sweet

enough, quiet enough, teach the children to behave, hate

the right people, and marry the right men, then you will
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be allowed to coexist with patriarchy in relative peace…”

(Rivkin & Ryan 857) This concept is understandable–in fact,

it is indicative of human nature. Everyone wants to be

aligned with the “best” or the “top.”

The hierarchy of society becomes etched into our minds,

and this process begins at a young age. White, heterosexual,

financially-sound men are at the top of society’s pyramid. So,

naturally, those who see a way to align themselves with the

highest rank are going to work to do so. Therefore, white

women (who do not have privilege in sex, but in race) have

incorrectly deciphered what will please the men in their lives

over time. Many of these forms of pleasing are typical female

stereotypes–be sweet, be quiet, do not be bossy, tend to the

children, cook the food, clean the house, etc. And, by doing

this, many white women see “a way out.” They see ways in

which they can please the patriarchy, and maybe, just maybe,

be of enough merit to hover somewhere near the highest

rank’s spot on the social pyramid. But, in doing so, they have

not only perpetuated a myth that the patriarchy embedded

within them through years of conditioning; they have left

behind other women.

Audre Lorde does not want all women to simply band

together as women, she wants a revolution that fights for

equality within every facet of oppression. Her essay speaks

of not being so naive or ignorant as to ignore or not notice

difference. However, she wants the difference to be

embraced. Women, people of color, and all who are

oppressed struggle, but struggle differently. These struggles

must be differentiated and noted, but they must not divide.
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How Can Nella Larsen Be an

Essentialist and a Constructivist in the

Same Book?

ETHAN DORVAL

Essentialist feminism asserts the belief that that there is a

thing, or essence, that connects all women, a “natural

difference” from men. It strives to identify the othering of

womanity by traditional male, patriarchal establishments and

highlights the psychological, biological, and even linguistic

differences between the genders. This idea, an essential nature

of things, can be identified in Nella Larsen’s Passing when

the main character Clare writes that she needs to be around

her “own” people. This suggests that Clare feels that there

is something both binding and unifying that connects black
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people despite their differing circumstances. I find this similar

to the way that essentialists believe women are connected;

simply because they are women. However, in Passing, as

we continue to read, it becomes obvious how very different

all of the women actually are because of their individual

circumstances. The constructivist view on feminism argues

that gender and roles associated with femininity are

performative acts done to create or construct what it means

to be a woman. Being a man is just as much of a performance

in gender studies, but feminism obviously attempts to focus

on the elements of womanhood. I digress. Beyond this, the

constructivist view argues that the idea of a manly man exists

only as a system of differentiation from the opposing sex.

Mega macho manly men are mega manly macho men

because they seek to differentiate themselves from what they

have been taught is feminine. Constructivist critiques attempt

to show how the roles in gender are created to serve different

goals. I tend to buy into the constructivist view on feminist

study because I don’t see how ignoring the things that make

people individuals can be a positive thing. It doesn’t seem

to jive with any culture not represented as the norm. For

example, I think that living in Antebellum America was

probably not a good time for all women, but I definitely feel

that a female slave would talk differently about it than an

upper class white woman. Go constructivism.
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Loose Definition of Feminism

CASSANDRA GRAY

When feminism comes to mind, or when being a feminist

comes up in conversation, the number of upturned noses and

sighs that I have heard is ridiculous. It’s almost like they’re

saying, “oh here she goes again.” My ‘idea’ of feminism goes

beyond marching in a rally for women’s rights and standing

up for a fellow woman when she isn’t being treated fairly in a

social context. It goes beyond saying I am a feminist because

honestly there are so many loose definitions of what being

a feminist is. Yes, I support women, yes, I strongly believe

that women should have equal rights and opportunities as

men, but I also don’t believe in taking away those rights or

opportunities for men. It’s a stretch in this world but equality

is what should be found, not genders against genders. What I

see as a feminist mindset someone else might not.
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While reading Rivkin and Ryan’s Introduction: Feminist
Paradigms, my mouth was wide open. I couldn’t believe that

this was the way people divided men and women.

Essentialists views on feminism made me think that only

woman can have a feministic view on life, but what about

those people who aren’t women or who transition into

women/men or who are gender neutral and don’t identify

male/female? They can have a feminist view on life without

being a woman. That these women and men were so

different and so far away from each other in the thought of

living. “…the space that is the prop for male philosophical

speculation or abstract thinking) is irreducible to male

Western conceptuality; outside and making possible, yet

impossible to assimilate to male reason, matter is what makes

women women, an identity and an experience of their own,

forever apart from male power and male concepts” (Rivkin &

Ryan, 767). When I read this, I couldn’t believe that before

feminism and during the time of essentialist feminism, people

thought that men and women were basically different species.

Yes, women give birth to children and the pre-Oedipal bond

between mothers and their children is something that men

cannot do. However, typically the playing field between men

and women is quite equal. People are people; there shouldn’t

be a requirement for men to become men, and no

requirement for women. How can we REQUIRE a

separation between mother and son for that boy to become a

man? Freud talked about that Oedipal concept for the father

to step in and create a boundary but he didn’t say that was

to create a man. He said that it was to create someone who

was no longer interested in having sexual relations with his

mother.

This world we live in now is not perfect, not even close,
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and women and men are still treated so differently, but I can

personally say that we are not so different, and men can do

what women can (besides having children) and women can

do what men can. The only real difference is the way that

we are born and the physical form of each gender. The last

few months I have been building onto the house I bought; I

put up drywall, mudded, laid down flooring and you know

what? Construction isn’t just for men, flooring isn’t just for

men, painting and staining aren’t just for men. This world

has been so one-sided for so long and people have been so

focused on the fact that women and men are so ‘different’

and that they will never be equal because, how can they? We

shouldn’t have to live in a world where people believe that

men are superior or where women must fight for decades for

equal rights for themselves and their ‘sisterhood’; it should just

be a given.
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Constructionist Vs Essentialist

Feminism

TIMOTHY MOONEYHAN

Simply put, essentialist feminism argues that gender is

decided at birth because of physical differences, while

constructivist feminism argues that gender is socially

constructed through conditioning orchestrated by the

patriarchy.

In the Rivkin and Ryan text, it is stated that:

“Essentialist feminists argued that men think in terms of

rights when confronted with ethical issues, while women

think in terms of responsibilities to others. Women are more

caring because their psychological and physical ties to

physical being remain unbroken.” (767)

It is clear that essentialist feminism views physical
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differences to be the cause of gender roles. Though it kind

of sounds like pseudoscience, the text states that things like

giving birth, menstruating, and lactating brings women

closer to nature, which in turn makes them more

compassionate and connected to others. It is also stated that

men have a natural instinct to become detached from their

mothers, which causes their aggressive and disconnected

traits associated with being male. What this, and the above

quote is saying, is that because of the physical differences,

and therefore a supposed tie to nature and others, women are

born more caring than men. Reading this, I really wanted

to be convinced that either type of feminism could be right,

because I believe that physical differences play at least

somewhat of a part, but the above explanation wasn’t doing

it for me.

The explanation for constructivist feminism makes more

sense:

“The psychology or identity that feminist essentialists think

is different from men’s is merely the product of conditioning

under patriarchy, a conditioning to be caring, relational, and

maternal that may make women seem more ethical than men,

but a conditioning nonetheless. The constructivists worried

that the essentialists were taking an effect to be a cause,

interpreting the subordination of women as women’s nature”

(768).

This is saying that the gender roles of male and female

were created by those in charge, and that conditioning only

makes women appear to be more ethical and caring. It states

that gender roles aren’t something that are inherent; they are

socially created.

The way I kind of see it happening (like in the beginning

of time, oooh) is that women went through stages of
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“helplessness” while they were pregnant, while the men

assumed a role of strength and protection. This sense of being

stronger, or in charge, led people to believe that men had to

be the aggressor and females had to be the caring ones that

looked after their kids that they were already connected to

(at least physically). These beliefs, set on by conditioning, yet

triggered by physical differences, is how gender roles came to

be.

So, I’m struggling with picking a text that supports one of

these, but what my mind went to was how Ron and Harry

from Harry Potter seem to be “less ethical” than Hermione.

It could be stretched to state that this represents essentialist

feminism because Hermione is physically different and

therefore connected to nature (in this case magic, making her

better) as well as others. Then again, this really could just be

an effect, not a cause like stated above. Either way, feminism

is more present than I would have previously expected.
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Green Beans Are Awesome, These

Fools Just Don't Know It Yet

EDWARD LOSSMAN

In the novel Passing by Nella Larsen, we get a glimpse of

how society constructs the power of racism based on thought

rather than actual cultural difference. In simple terms, the

people of the white neighborhoods in this novel are like that

picky kid who hates eating their green beans but never gives

them a chance. They don’t know why they hate them, they

just say they do. When putting this novel into a constructivist

and essentialist frame, you can see that the entire story

follows the difference between these two ideas in the minds

of the characters we meet, as well as society as a whole.

The most obvious example we see throughout the story

comes when Clare is explaining the idea of ‘passing’ in white
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high society. Her light skin and hidden black features allow

her to get by, or ‘pass’ as a white person within the eyes

of the upper class citizens she surrounds herself with. Irene,

pretty disturbed by this idea, already shows us a peak into

the opposite side of thinking. “Irene could only shrug her

shoulders. Her reason partly agreed, her instinct wholly

rebelled. And she could not say why.” (190). Clare is

demonstrating essentialist thinking here in the fact that she is

recognizing her advantage as light skinned and using that to

get in with high class white society. On the other hand, Irene

recognizes that society has built a distinct disapproval of black

citizens and that even if she was a well respected member of

white society, the citizens would turn on her in an instant

after finding out her true ethnic background.

Constructivist theory plays a major role throughout the

entire novel. The fact that black citizens are able to get away

with being black based on outwards appearance shows in

clear form that racism and bigotry is simply passed down in

white culture during this time and had absolutely nothing to

do with facts. The ideas we hear from racist characters, such

as John Bellew, are nothing but frequently recited stereotypes

drilled into the heads of white high class citizens based on

societal belief in history.

With that being said, this novel does a fantastic job with

showing us how blinded society can be with what is

acceptable amongst everyone else. We see trends in modern

day come from fashion, music and many other forms; but in

this novel we literally see racism being a sort of trend amongst

high class white citizens.

Just remember, if the green beans are hidden in a tasty

stew, you’re still eating the green beans. If black citizens

are around white citizens without “shooting and robbing
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people”, then I’m pretty sure that is white and black citizens

coexisting, whether both parties know the truth or not.

Maybe some green beans hiding in the stew is what it takes

to prove they’re not actually bad.
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The Angry Woman in the Attic

CAITLIN ANDREASEN

“Madwoman in the Attic” by Gilbert and Gubar made me

rethink the classic novel written by Charlotte Bronte. Jane
Eyre, for those who haven’t read it, is about a woman who

is employed as a governess by Edward Rochester. They fall

in love, and are about to get married when *plot twist* Jane

finds out that he is already married. He has been keeping the

current Mrs. Rochester locked away in the attic the entire

time. She has a really unsettling laugh and occasionally

escapes to set fire to her husband’s bedroom.

But was Bertha actually crazy, as readers are led to believe?

She is described as very animalistic when she and Jane are

officially introduced in her attic prison. But then, you don’t

expect to see a normal person locked in an attic prison, do

you?
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In this time period, mental illnesses were misunderstood,

misdiagnosed, and feared. The “cure” was to lock the person

away in an asylum where they would eventually become

crazy anyway. We know from “the Yellow Wallpaper” that

depression was treated with constant and complete rest, and

the narrator descends into madness as a result.

But what about Bertha? Here, Rochester explains the

situation:

“Jane, I will not trouble you with abominable details: some
strong words shall express what I have to say. I lived with that
woman upstairs four years, and before that time she had tried me
indeed: her character ripened and developed with frightful rapidity;
her vices sprang up fast and rank: they were so strong, only cruelty
could check them, and I would not use cruelty. What a pigmy
intellect she had, and what giant propensities! How fearful were
the curses those propensities entailed on me! Bertha Mason, the
true daughter of an infamous mother, dragged me through all the
hideous and degrading agonies which must attend a man bound to
a wife at once intemperate and unchaste.”

Bertha is described as being “difficult” and subject to

“vices.” Rochester claims that she wasn’t very bright and had

no self control. Most importantly, she was “unchaste.” From

a modern viewpoint, it’s easy to criticize the old-fashioned

value placed on a bride’s purity. However, her overtly

headstrong and sexual nature are notable markers of the

“monsters” discussed by Gilbert and Gubar.

But where is the evidence of insanity?

I mean, she does have an obsession with fire, and she stabs

her brother with a knife when he comes to visit. But who

wouldn’t get a little “stabby” when your husband locks you
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in the attic, pretends that you don’t exist, and makes a move

on the governess?

Maybe Bertha wasn’t mentally unstable to begin with, and

Rochester just made her that way because she threatened his

masculinity. She acts almost inhuman, dare I say “monstrous”

next to angelic Jane, because he treats her like an animal

that he cannot control. Because he is a man, his actions are

justifiable. He demonized her because she wasn’t “pure,” yet

it is okay for him to attempt polygamy.

Maybe Monsters are created by monsters. Gender has

nothing to do with it.
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Freud was Wrong: Psychologist

Burned by Local Feminism(s)

PAIGE SCHOPPMANN

Within this reading, it was proved that Freud definitively

had ideals that were problematic as well as thoughtless. This

reading completely shows the notion of the 2 feminisms that

were present in that time period, how Freud was important,

and how all of that ties in together.

Essentialist feminism is more closely related to the feminists

that make the rest of us look bad. They are the feminists

that are quite frankly stating that women should be able

to stay inferior to their superior men. They believed that

gender roles were psychological as well as biological, and

can therefore, never be changed. The essentialists were the

feminists that said “Wait, hold up… Freud was a misogynistic
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turdblossom, BUT he did have some good points!” Spoiler

alert: he did not have good points.

Quick outline of what I perceive essentialist feminism to

be: like if you go to a family holiday dinner/gathering, and

you’re explaining that you want to bridge the gap of unequal

gender pay. Your uncle responds with stating that there’s

nothing unequal about how we treat our people, and that

maybe women don’t get paid higher because they don’t go

for the higher-paid positions.

Overall, essentialist feminism is “more inclined to the idea

that gender reflects a natural difference between men and

women that is as much psychological, even linguistic, as it

is biological” (766-7). The essentialists also believe that men

need to dissociate themselves from their mothers very early

on, so that they can “get a ticket into the patriarchy,” and
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distance themselves from the natural, motherly nature that

comes with being connected to your mother. (Aka: “Freud

was KINDA right’ #OedipusComplex?)

Constructivist feminism approaches feminism very

differently than the essentialist feminism. They see gender as

a man made construct, that “is made by culture in history,”

and is therefore “no less a construction of patriarchal culture

than the idea that men are somehow superior to women; both

are born at the same time and with the same stroke of the

pen” (767-8). These feminists critiqued Freud as well, stating

some of his most obvious mistakes are regarding women.
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What do I perceive constructivist feminism to be: All of those

strong female characters that push the boundaries of what

it means to be a woman in our society, and how women

can do anything men can do (especially in superhero films).

I also remember the young women going through life and

proving their worth and stability in what being a woman can,

and does, mean. The revolt of today: women demanding the

respect that they deserve, and men not knowing what to do

about the situation.

Overall, constructivist feminism is definitely more aware

of the ideals of a woman being her own person without

her husband or partner. Gender is manmade, and therefore

unimportant. Women and men can intermingle and switch

gender roles, and learn what it is to be a society without

gender stereotypes. Constructivist feminism also discusses the

“mothering” factor of the relationship between men and

women. They don’t think that children have to dissociate

from their parents, because there’s more to them than their

relationship with their parents.

Constructivist feminism is the notion of gender being a

manmade construct in order to potentially divide us further.

There is so many other things to women, and therefore, that

begins to be shown during constructivist feminism.
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Underwear analogies are fun. Content

warning: killer abs.

NICHOLAS A. PRESCOTT

I just read through the first two parts of the book and boy do

I have some questions. Clare is a two-faced gal (yes, I get that

that’s the whole point. Shh. This is my blog post). I wrote

several times “what is this woman getting at?”

In an attempt to not only make the answer to the question

of “how constructivism and essentialism rear their mangy

heads in Passing“, allow me to use some analogues for

examples: briefs and boxers.
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Allow me to compare white people to boxers

and black people to briefs
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Great, now that we have that out of the way, let’s talk about

Clare’s extremely racist husband who is a white dude boxer.

During a conversation about black people briefs, he says “I

don’t dislike them, I hate them… She wouldn’t have a [brief]

maid around her for love nor money” (30).

What’s ironic about this is that he is talking about this in

the presence of three boxer briefs- erm…
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these guys.

So he is making assumptions based on the general alikeness

to boxers, overlooking the fact that while briefs usually sit

much higher on the thigh and are tighter, not all briefs are

created equal. Some look very similar to boxers. Some allow

you to perform the same way that a brief would while still

giving the leg coverage of a boxer. It’s a small difference, but

one that is easily overlooked.

This is where the novel shows a more constructivist view;
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that a clear brief hater can, given that the briefs appear and act

a certain way (some might say the “pass” for being a boxer),

miss the fact that what they think is a boxer, is really a brief in

disguise. Because of how the underwear appears to onlookers

and how it performs on the body (society, in this case), make

it a boxer.

Examine the following quote, “She had to Clare Kendry a

duty. She was bound to her by those very ties of race, which,

for all her repudiation of them, Clare had been unable to

completely sever” (49).

Here is where we see the essentialist side of things. Irene,

even though Clare is kind of manipulative and takes

advantage of people, has to stay true to the sisterhood of

the color of their sk- er, the tightness of their underwear.

Regardless of how Clare might act and how she passes off to

society, she is still a brief at heart and was born a brief. And

this sisterhood of the traveling underwear must always stay

together, no matter the costs.
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Pen Island

SAMANTHA LATOS

Reading Gilbert and Gubar’s “The Madwoman in the Attic”

was an adventure. I laughed, I cringed. I gathered that the

“madwoman in the attic” represents all of the subverted rage

and pain experienced by female authors.

Women writers get defined by men by two “paradigmatic

polarities.” Following that, women have to identify with

angels, or monsters.

Under this ideology, women and men are totally separated.

Men have the upper hand, because they can write freely.

Women however, have to define themselves according one

of the two crappy choices prescribed to them by men. Here’s

why:

“Precisely because a woman is denied the autonomy -the

subjectivity- that the pen represents, she is not only excluded
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from culture, but she also becomes herself an embodiment of

just those extremes of mysterious and intransigent Otherness

which culture confronts with worship or fear, love or

loathing,” (Rivkin & Ryan 814).

Okay wow. Since women do not have the -subjectivity-

that a pen symbolizes, they cannot write like men.

Women cannot be free-thinking writers because they are

not readily equipped with a pen(is). Thus, they become tools

for literary form. Women’s presence is shown through angels

and monsters.

I’m gathering that angels and monsters represent

submissive women and madwomen.

Submissive women, meaning those who fulfill their

repetitive role of obedient, baby-rearing housewife, are

represented as angels in literature. Continuing on page 814,

we learn that angels take different forms other than little

cherubs with wings; angels are also fairies and sprites. They

are happy, whimsical beings that serve to reward submissive

women who do what they are instilled to do.

The fun part is the monsters in literature. The monsters,

meaning us scary women who live to watch the patriarchy

burn. They are madwomen, in the sense that they do not

bow down to the patriarchal household commands. On that

same page we learn that monsters can take the form of real

monsters, which are defined as imaginary creature that are

typically large, ugly, and frightening, or they can also be

witches, ghosts, or fiends. In my mind, witches are inherently

female, the male archetype being warlocks, so that one does

not surprise me. Ghosts and fiends representing madwomen

on the other hand? I think we’re talking apples and oranges

on that one.

All in all, men get to be self-governing writers, simply
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because they are “equipped.” Women writers, however, have

to choose one of the two outlets that women are limited to.

The entire female gender is separated into two categories:

submissive women and non-submissive women, i.e.,

monstrous women.
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Angel, Witch, or Monster?

TUCKER MILWRATH

Disclaimer: I love Harry Potter and I’m not hating on it. Just

doing homework.

While reading Gilbert and Gubar’s essay on the monster/

angel theory, I thought of one person and one person only;

Hermione Granger. This is mostly due to how I perceive this

theory as a whole. Basically, a woman (or girl in this example)

is defined as an angel in literature based on her ability and

desire to please male characters and she’s a monster if she

doesn’t really care about what they want and has anything

that resembles a personality (I apologize for the lack of

scholarly language). The chapter discusses Paradise Lost and

yeah, I get why. Eve doesn’t really do anything except agree

with Adam. But when she does do her own thing, she messes

everything up. Paints a lovely picture doesn’t it? Anyways,
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Hermione Granger does her own thing but she definitely

doesn’t ruin things. In fact, she usually makes most scenarios

infinitely better. But in the first book, Ron disagrees strongly

for quite some time.

From the first moment we meet her, Hermione is what

old literary men define as a monster; she has a personality,

disses everyone with her brain, and just generally does things.

Obviously she and Ron are 11 so there’s not a ton of sexual

stuff (that’s later in the series) but verbally, maybe she could

be more angelic. The text says “[t]he arts of pleasing men,

in other words, are not only angelic characteristics; in more

worldly terms, they are proper acts of a lady,” (816). A proper

lady wouldn’t dare correct a man on his pronunciation.

If Hermione were a proper lady, she’d sit on sidelines

cheering “Ron you were sooo close!” and “You can do it!”

according to Gubar and Gilbert’s theory.

She is so hated by Ron that he says it’s a wonder Hermione

has any friends. It’s only later, after Harry and Ron save her

from a troll, that Ron begins to kind of like her. And after

reading about the angel/monster theory, is it only because she

threw herself under the bus for him?
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And Eve Was Weak

BECKY NORTON

In literature, the angel transformed from a woman of

Heavenly virtue to a woman who does housekeeping, smiles,

and waves. Goethe literally describes the angel of the house

as, “a life whose story cannot be told as there is no story”

(815). The angel has no life of her own, and instead lets

people with lives use her and then leave…but she doesn’t

mind, because she’s an angel. How lovely.

The monster is the woman who does not conform to

the selfless, actionless, spineless female role. She is cunning,

manipulative, and she fights. The monster is therefore

characterized as being really disgusting looking, and mainly

looking like a woman up top and a monster below the waist.

The sexuality of a woman is only acceptable when it is to
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selflessly please her man and bear children — the moment she

starts to enjoy it?

I think the dynamic between angel and monster is similar

to that of heimlich and unheimlich in the way that it develops

and transitions. “That is, precisely because a woman is denied

the autonomy…she is not only excluded from culture…but

she also becomes herself an embodiment of just those

extremes of mysterious and intransigent Otherness which

culture confronts with worship or fear, love or loathing”

(814). By not allowing women to partake in common

culture, she becomes a sort of mystery to those who are

involved in culture. No one knows what to think about

women, or more importantly what women think, because

they never give her the chance to express herself. As a result,

they can either transform her mysterious, unknown image

into a kind of Utopian ideal, or they can shape her into

a dangerous creature who harbors everything bad with the

world. They isolate women to make them perfect angels, but

once they realize they know nothing about women, they

turn women into monsters.

On the same note, the angel is an angel because she

experiences everything like everyone does, but she does not

let it affect her and her mission to be quiet and proper. She is

able to put on a smile and give advice when really, she might

not have the faintest idea what is going on. “The fact that
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the angel-woman manipulates her domestic/mystical sphere

in order to ensure the well-being of those entrusted to her

care reveals that she can manipulate; she can scheme; she

can plot” (818). The woman unintentionally manipulates the

energy and feelings of others with her own “angelic” actions,

which only proves that she is capable of manipulating, lying,

and acting without her husband’s command or permission.

If she has to manipulate the information in order to respond

appropriately, as opposed to just responding appropriately off

the bat, doesn’t that mean she does not possess the qualities of

a genuine angelic nature?

Gilbert and Gubar also discuss how the angel transforms

into an Angel of Death. “But if, as nurse and comforter,

spirit-guide and mystical messenger, a woman ruled the

dying and the dead, might not even her admirers sometimes

fear that, besides dying or easing death, she could bring

death? As Welsh puts it, ‘The power of an angel to save

implies, even while it denies, the power of death,’” (818).

The woman takes care of those near death, so technically

speaking, she can choose whether to help someone live or

let them die. At that point, she is the most powerful person

in the house, yet at that point in time everyone neglected to

acknowledge the type of power and responsibility she had.

This type of woman, the Angel yet Angel of Death,

reminds me of Margaret White, the mom in Carrie. Towards

the end of the movie, Carrie comes home from the prom,

removes her chest-baring prom dress, and bathes off the pig’s

blood. Margaret strokes Carrie’s hair and coos to her, until she

rreacheseaches fforor thethe knifknifee sheshe stashedstashed andand stabsstabs CCarriearrie. She proceeds to

chase Carrie around the house with the knife until Carrie uses

her telekinetic powers to fling knives and other sharp objects
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at Margaret, unintentionally crucifying her so she replicates

the statue of Jesus they have in their house

Carrie’s mom reminds me of an angel who transformed

into an Angel of Death or a monster. The whole movie,

she shames Carrie about her boobs, her period, and having

sex (even though Carrie is literally a virgin) while claiming

she is protecting Carrie from sin. Margaret tries to live as a

virtuous angel in the eyes of the Lord, guiding her daughter

to the path of righteousness. When she fails to do so, she

uses the power she has as Carrie’s life-giver to become her

death-bringer. Carrie’s mom, who may have once been an

angel, uses her angelic power and responsibility to become

the Angel of Death.
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She Certainly is No Angel, but I Love

Her

JEN STELLATO

Lately, I’ve become obsessed with the 1998 anime, Berserk. I

often tend to relate whatever is going on in my real life to

my latest obsession, whether it be a book, movie or TV show.

This section on feminism seemed to coincide with the most

recent episode I just watched of Berserk.

Long story short, the anime follows a group of mercenaries

called “The Band of the Hawk”. One of the main characters is

a woman named Casca who also happens to be their second-

in-command. She is the only female member of the Hawks

and she is one of the most skilled warriors in their ranks.

Her male comrades often praise her for her military prowess

and recognize the fact that her swordplay far surpasses theirs.
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Although she has the respect of her own men, whenever

she encounters enemies on the battlefield, they always see

her as their idea of what a woman is “supposed to be” and

mock her solely because she is a woman. Her enemies often

underestimate her and become shocked when they realize she

is a more-than-formidable-foe. And this realization brings

them to hate her. The idea that a woman could possibly

match or surpass their skills humiliates them, and in turn

they reflect these feelings on to her by often threatening to

rape her once they defeat her in battle (seriously, every time

she’s in a fighting scene they threaten this, proving that they

cannot recognize her as an equal, but only a sexual object).

The thing is she never gets defeated by them, she either kills

them herself or gets assisted by one of her loyal comrades.

The phrase that resonated with me while reading Gilbert

and Gubar’s “The Madwoman in the Attic,” was,

“assertiveness, aggressiveness- all characteristics of a male life

of ‘significant action’- are ‘monstrous’ in women precisely

because [they are] ‘unfeminine’ and therefore unsuited to

a gentle life of ‘contemplative purity’ (819). Because Casca

cannot be defined by the docility normally attributed to

women, her enemies loathe her even more than they would

if she were a male opponent. She commands her men with

an effective hand, and they follow her without hesitation.

Her position of power on the battlefield is usually something

garnered by men; her enemies seem to be unable to grasp the

notion that a woman can be just as powerful as a man– if

not more so and are made uncomfortable by this. They see

her a vile and monstrous being and become enraged, often

taking their duels to a personal level because they feel that

their manhood is threatened by a woman of power.
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Even her own commander, Griffith insults her status when

he tells her that a woman’s duty is to keep a man warm at

night. He orders her to lay by the side of wounded solider

in order to keep him warm through his recovery time. To

me, this feels like he is trying to force her into an “angelic

role.” In order for female characters to be received positively,

it feels like they have to be “neither great nor extraordinary”

and serve as a foil to male characters (816). Despite the fact

that she proves herself to be a valued member of the Hawks

time and time again, despite the fact that she is second-in-

command, her own leader is blinded by society’s hegemony

of they idea that women must be subservient to men.

For me, Casca serves as a motivational character, a strong

female who is not afraid to fight back and prove her worth.

A character like her is refreshing to find, especially in anime

where female characters are often over-sexualized with

disproportional breasts and butts. Yawn.
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Film Noir and the Interpretation of

Women in Media

JARED GENDRON
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Grape juice for the ages Source:

http://www.filmnoirblonde.com/film-noir-file-tcms-badass-

binge-continues-with-darkside-divas-barbara-stanwyck-

lizabeth-scott-and-more/

To Gilbert and Gubar, the angel dynamic is the

characteristic of women’s existence to men’s well-being.

“The arts of pleasing men, in other words, are not only

angelic characteristics; in more worldly terms, they are the

proper acts of a lady” (816). On the other hand, the

demonization of women by men is the monster dynamic.

The monster portrayal of women usually involves their own

selfish motivations, usually intellectually, against the will of

man. During the time of World war II, women’s activism

was well under way. American men left their jobs

unwillingly to serve in a war that the U.S attempted to stay

out of. When men had to leave behind their families and

obligations back home, it was up to the women of America

to pick up the mantle for them. Women proved their
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competence in the workplace by single-handedly

administrating America’s businesses. After the war ended,

men returned home. They felt useless, given how women

could do their jobs as good or better than they could.

Moving into the 1940s, men’s disdain towards women

escalated as policies and feminist recourse were received

more seriously. Enter film noir, a bleak and existential genre

of film that demonizes the role of women. Film noir sprung

from the stigmatization of women post-WWII. The genre is

iconic for developing the archetype of characters such as the

hard-boiled detective and, of course, the femme-fatale. The

femme fatale’s methods include using her sexuality to her

own personal gain. In the 1944 film Double Indemnity, the

femme fatale is Phyllis Dietrichson. She seduces the main

character, Walter Neff, into killing her husband. She

convinces him to make it look like an accident on a business

trip so they can take the amount of money from the

insurance payout. In the film, Walter is continually

manipulated by Phyllis, who we come to learn has a history

of manipulative behavior. These types of movies were

popular to people who felt like the world has cheated them,

that women have stripped them of their power or control

over their lives. “…the female monster is a striking

illustration of Simone de Beau-voir’s thesis that woman has

been made to represent all of man’s ambivalent feelings

about his own inability to control his own physical

existence, his own birth and death” (822-823). As we can see

from film noir, the social implications towards misogynist

interpretations of women don’t exist within a vacuum; they

exist from real-world contexts surrounding the functions of

men and women.
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Today on Maury: Billie

Jean...essentialist or constructivist?

JOSHUA BARTSCH

In 1982, Michael Jackson unveiled his sixth solo album

entitled Thriller and the second song on the now highly

celebrated album, had the world “hee-eeh”-ing to a funk-

tastic and bass bumping story–one which told of an

interaction between Jackson and a woman named Billie Jean

whilst dancing at a club. Now over thirty years later, let us

look back and apply the basic principles behind essentialist

and constructivist feminism’s in order to shed light upon past

social and gendered norms and attempt to answer the long-

awaited question that no one ever asked, was Billie Jean an

essentialist or constructivist?
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Firstly, we will briefly define the differences between

essentialism and constructivism. According to Rivkin and

Ryan,

“two perspectives began to form, one constructivist or

accepting of the idea that gender is made by culture in

history, the other essentialist, more inclined to the idea that

gender reflects a natural difference between men and women

that is as much psychological, even linguistic, as it is

biological” (766-767).

Let us first look at the pre-chorus as we examples

supporting both theories.

“People always told me be careful of what you do
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And don’t go around breaking young girls’ hearts

And mother always told me be careful of who you love

And be careful of what you do ’cause the lie becomes the

truth”
Jackson paints a vivid picture of what morally is not

acceptable for this time, which is to “go around breaking

young girl’s hearts.” This sentence supports constructivism,

which was heavily influenced by Marxism, thus arguing that

the “…signs of a good female nature were in fact attributes

assigned in capitalist culture to make them better domestic

laborers, better angels in the house” (Rivkin and Ryan 768).

As our female character, Billie Jean is a single mother trying to

inform Jackson that her son is actually his, thus introducing

her struggle to her duties within the domestic labor realm in

the absence of a father.

Essentialist’s would observe Jacksons reaction towards

Billie Jean, “Billie Jean is not my lover/ She’s just a girl who

claims that I am the one/ But the kid is not my son,” as

quite common because of how “men must abstract themselves

from the material world as they separate from mothers in

order to acquire a license to enter the patriarchate” (Rivkin

and Ryan 767). Later in the song, we are given evidence to

support Billie’s claim of Jacksons involvement regarding the

fatherhood of her son; this could be seen as the reason why

Jackson “separated” away from his mother’s wisdom of being

“careful of who you love” merely to have a one-night stand.

I conclude by arguing that Billie Jean would have agreed

with the essentialist feminism because of how “men (Jackson)

think in terms of rights when confronted with ethical issues

(paternity testing), while women think in terms of

responsibilities to others (Jackson fulfilling his role as father)

(Rivkin and Ryan 767).
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Turns Out That You Can Choose Your

Race Like a Flavor of Ice Cream

AMELIA BERUBE
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When it comes to Nella Larsen’s Passing, there are conflicting

views on racial identity both between characters and the

portrayal of the subject within the novel. Certainly, the novel

itself juggles the concepts of essentialism and constructivism

of race like a true professional.

The essentialist argument for race, as anyone could tell

you, comes down to skin color, defining physical

characteristics, or blood. However, Passing complicates this

idea by having women who are white in color, with black

ancestry as the main characters. Being that this is a large

part of the identity of these women, it shapes their lives,

so much so that it drives the plot of the story. When it

comes to essentialism in Passing, where do we draw the lines?

What lines do we even draw? These women have a foot in

the white world, and the other in the black world. This is

an extremely dangerous line to walk, especially during the

rampant racism of the 1920s. We see this with Clare and
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the lies she’s told her husband of twelve years. If she were

to expose herself as having a black ancestry, she would face

heavy retribution from her “Negro”-hating spouse. Yet, she

is able to flip between two worlds, both figuratively and

literally, as we see her switching between black dances and

the white world of her marriage.

This novel makes a much stronger argument for

constructivism. This is especially true because of the notion

that these women are allowed to choose whether or not they

will “pass.” We see this when Clare, Gertrude, and Irene

speak about their families. Clare leads a life with her white

husband, and so does Gertrude. Yet, Gertrude’s family is well

aware of her heritage and could care less. Meanwhile, Irene is

married to someone who is also of African-American descent.

We can see their portion of the spectrum that is involved

here.

One of the more compelling examples of constructivism

is when Irene is at the Drayton cafe and notices a woman

(Clare) staring at her. “Did that woman, could that woman,

somehow know that here before her very eyes on the roof of

the Drayton sat a Negro?” (16). This was a surreal moment

for me. For a few moments I suspected a racial appropriation

of some kind. The idea of race is completely constructed here.

If Irene had been orphaned as a baby, how would anyone

know what race she was? How would anyone know her

heritage? She certainly wouldn’t. But because she is aware of

who her parents are, and who their parents were, she uses

that information. She fits the puzzle pieces of her identity into

the social construction of race that was so prevalent in her

time, and still is. Irene views herself as black, so to herself she

is black. It’s as simple as that. Just like how Clare flip-flops

between white and black.
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So when it comes down to what race you are, get in line

and pick a flavor.
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All The World's A Stage

SHAYLA LOCKE

According to Judith Butler, gender is not something that

is innate or natural. In her own words, “Gender reality is

performative which means, quite simply, that it is real only

to the extent that it is performed” (Butler 907). The way she

describes this concept is that there is no such thing as innate

gender, but there are gendered acts that one can perform so

as to present as their gender. Genitalia or a physical sex has

nothing to do with gender. In order for one to be a man

or woman, one must only act like one according to Butler.

These acts are also socially mediated, for if one performs their

gender wrong they are punished by society.

The stakes of not recognizing this is simple: society

continues to see gender as defined by one’s biology and as

such fails to recognize that gender is a social construction.
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Society will continue to put people in boxes according to

their gender most commonly assigned to their biological

appearance and fail to recognize the personal and

performative nature of gender. Portraying one’s gender

“wrong” in the eyes of society will continue to be punished,

despite the nature of gender being impossible to truly get

“wrong”.

One critique that Butler had for feminism, or for women

in general, was that to be a woman is a “historical situation”

(904), which means that in order to be a woman, one must fit

into the historical woman’s role. In suggesting that women

do not actually exist, it would seem futile to fight for the

liberation of a category of people whose definition

historically relies on being oppressed. Also, some types of

feminism, essentialist feminism in particular, places a large

emphasis on women’s biological differences from men,

ignoring what Butler believes, that there is no “true” gender

based on someone’s biology. Finally, women tend to express

themselves in very different ways and there is no universal

way to represent all women equally.
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The Birth Certificate Contract

WILLOW MOULTON
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According to Judith Butler, gender is entirely an imitation.

Just like when we are young and we learn facial expressions,

their meanings and language. We imitate all of these things

to learn them. Therefore, Butler’s argument is that gender is

learned and then ‘acted.’ She writes in her essay, “..gender is

in no way a stable identity or locus of agency from which

various acts proceed; rather it is an identity tenuously

constituted in time—an identity instituted through a stylized

repetition of acts” (900). She writes about how gender is

determined in a historical sense. I looked at this with the

phrase ‘stylized acts’ in the last quote to mean that it changes

over time based on society and the norms based on time

period. Butler argues with many points of what gender is but

one thing she says is that it definitely is not is natural. She

uses Simone de Beauvoir’s quote to show this, “one is not
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born, but, rather, becomes a woman” (900). In other words,

your biology doesn’t determine your gender. It’s not a natural

process: gender is an act. Over time a person becomes male

or female by doing certain ‘acts.’

The problem with not recognizing Butler’s theory of

gender is not understanding the ‘self’ within society and how

it functions. Most of Butler’s argument revolves around

preconceived notions and historical contsext. Butler dives

deep into the mind of who we are and what become:

“Merleau-Ponty maintains not only that the body is an

historical idea but a set of possibilities to be continually

realized” (902). This shows over time; we all recognize phases

that we go through especially in middle and high school. If

you didn’t go through the emo/Goth phase, then you have no

idea what you’re missing. Slowly over time we become more

and more of ourselves and this is where Butler is making her

point that gender is something we determine over learned

behavior and acts.

Butler’s point is to break the sex binary that there are

two genders that everyone is placed into at birth: male and

female. She talks about how women are all put into one

group—women. They are never branched out from just

being women so they never have a unique identity. Butler

argues about how her theory of gender could support

Feminist Theory in helping create more unique identities

for women and for people in all. Butler says that “there is,

in my view, nothing about femaleness that is waiting to be

expressed; there is, on the other hand, a good deal about the

diverse experiences of women that is being expressed and

still needs to be expressed..” (910). Feminist theory has so

many different avenues within it and that is where Butler’s

gender theory connects in wanting to show that there is more
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uniqueness in an identity than just the black and white of

male and female.
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Constructing Gender

RYAN FRENCH

According to Butler, gender is an identity “tenuously

constituted in time – an identity instituted through a stylized
repetition of acts.” This means that Butler sees gender not only

constructed, but continuously constructed. Gender is not,
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according to Butler, something that you are born into. It

is not a predetermined appearance or a tangible part of the

body; gender, rather, is an idea that is enforced by culture.

Following Butler’s theory puts much at stake for particular

groups, such as those deemed “heteronormative”, or for those

following certain forms of feminist theory.

Heteronormative discourse is our discourse. It’s the

discourse that gives the mythical norm – straight, white,

Christian, “well-off” men – their power, even if they do not

necessarily seek that power or agree with it. This discourse

places all those with “abnormalities” – women, people of

color, boys who kiss boys- into a lower social class, a class

that they can never break out of due to the inherent power

patriarchy has within the discourse.

By never realizing that gender is a play, an act, something

continuously done and not born into, then we will always be

stuck in this same discourse, this same narrative where even

if there are women’s rights or gay rights or civil rights, the

rights are still needed or else we risk falling back into the

same-old same-old.

This idea challenges feminist theory, which is built off of

the word “women”. “Women deserve equality!” they chant.

But by holding onto that word “women”, they will never

truly be freed from the oppressive chains that seek to

desperately to destroy. By using the word “women”, they are

continuing the gender-binary – by identifying themselves as

women, they are saying that women even exist at all. People

with vaginas exist, and those individuals need some kind

of identifier for themselves. But to use the word women is

counterproductive – there is too much wrapped up in it, too

much claim by discourses that are running wild in an attempt

to keep a thumb over those outside of the mythical norm.
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We are the Constructs.

BRADLEY RUCKER

“… gender is… an identity tenuously constituted in time –

an identity through a stylized repetition of acts” (Butler 900).

This quote from Judith Butler’s paper lays the foundation for

the argument. Gender is nothing more than a performative

role that is reinforced by the repetitive nature of humans. It

is a social construct that is piece of what and who we are in

society.

Identifying this brings forth Butler’s disagreement with

feminism. Feminism, at the time, took strong foot in that

women’s struggles came from their biological position as

women, their sex. The problem with this position is that “…

the body is ‘an historical idea’ rather than ‘a natural species'”

(Butler 901). In the patriarchal order, “… heterosexuality

masculinity seem(s) inseperable from a ‘panic’ component,
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an apotropaic move or turn away from a certain

homosexuality…” (Rivkin and Ryan 886). The gender

construct of the heterosexual male that dominates the

patriarchy is, in a sense, inversely created by the fear of

belonging to the discursive formation that was created for

homosexuality. Within this discourse is a ‘feminine’ behavior.

Since these gender roles are constructed, one could assert

that it is not only biological women who feel the wrath of

the patriarchy through their being female, but that also, any

individual who does not play their gender role that the

patriarchy has ingrained with the biological sex, becomes a

victim.

This repetitive nature of reenacting the heterosexual

“normative” roles through history that have been assigned to

us, further complicates the notion of gender. We imitate the

social roles we see and we become a part of the ingrained

system but we must come to an understanding that this

concept of gender is all an act. If feminism were to continue

to ignore the spectrum of gender and to identify woman

as being a biological female and defining being a woman

by these standards, than it will become a part of the very

oppressive system that it is trying to fight. To ignore and

disseminate the connections queer theory and feminism share

with each other, is to carry on the role the patriarchy has

imposed over all of us.
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Here's to Another Week Where

bettyc005 Tries to Put Words

Together Nicely

BRITTANY JOHN

Let me just start off by saying that Judith Butler’s Performative
Acts and Gender Constitution was a freaking WHIRLWIND

for me. As I was reading, I’m pretty sure I audibly said

“WHAT???” multiple times, and I know that I put lots of

question marks next to some sections. Perhaps that’s all part

of the process. Bear with me, my friends, as I try and dig

through this mass amount of information. Also for some

reason, after reading this, I have an odd thought that Butler

could do anything and make it look easy. Don’t ask why
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I think this because honestly, I’m not sure. I have a vibe.

Anyway. Back to the stuff.

Butler believes that gender is a strictly performative act.

Gender is something that’s been constructed through history

and culture, and we perform gender because it’s something

we’re taught to do by society. Butler states, “gender is a

basically innovative affair, although it is quite clear that there

are strict punishments for contesting the script by performing

out of turn or through unwarranted improvisations” (910).

So although gender is performative and innovative, there

are “punishments” for not going by the script, which I’m

assuming is the “Universal Script” that people are supposed

to go by. The biological sex script. She also states that the

performance of a gender is an act that is repeated. We put

on this act daily, and we repeat it over and over again.

According to Butler, gender is not something you were born

with, and is not “passively scripted on the body” (910), but

it’s also not “determined by nature, language, the symbolic,

or the overwhelming history of patriarchy” (910). So… if

gender isn’t scripted on the body, nor is it determined by

nature, language, etc., then what exactly determines it? Our

own minds and how we see ourselves?

The problem with not recognizing Butler’s theory is the

fact that the act of gender will still be seen as “a natural or

linguistic given”, and we won’t have the power to put on that

act anymore. Butler is saying that if we don’t start looking at

gender for what it is (an act), rather than what people think

it is (natural), then the power we have of performing our

gender is taken away.

This next part may be a total guess on my part, but I believe

that Butler’s critique on the feminist theory lies within page

903. She writes,
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“Indeed, the feminist impulse, and I am sure there is more

than one, has often emerged in the recognition that my

pain or my silence or my anger or my perception is finally

not mine alone, and that it delimits me in a shared cultural

situation which in turn empowers me in certain

unanticipated ways” (903).

I believe that this is saying that sometimes feminists take

an approach to womanly experiences in a less than effective

way. Butler critiques this approach. Some feminists say that

one woman’s pain is another woman’s pain because they’ve

all “been through the same thing”, which probably isn’t

exactly the case. She goes on to saying, “My situation does

not cease to be mine just because it is the situation of someone

else” (903), which shows how Butler feels about her

“situation”, her pain, silence, anger, etc., not being hers just

because those things are everyone else’s, too. A woman may

feel a pain that another woman feels, but Butler argues that it

should still be viewed as individual pain, not shared pain.
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*Recall to your memory the scene in

Titanic where Rose wants Jack to

teach her how to act like a man*

SHANNON HALEY

Related image

According to Butler, gender is an “…an identity tenuously

constituted in time- an identity instituted through a stylized
repetition of acts” (Butler 900). She then goes on to explain

that gender is an action and performance and states that sex is

biological and gender is a signifier. Butler uses Beauvior’s

statement that we are not “born, but, rather, become” to state

that gender is not “a stable identity or locus of agency from

which various acts proceed” (900). Butler’s argument works
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against this statement by saying that we do not become a

man or a woman naturally or by chance, but our gender

is decided and displayed through individual actions and

behaviors which work with or against the “mundane social

audience”.

A quote that stood out to me on page 904 dealt with

feminism and oppression. Butler writes:

“Indeed, one ought to consider the futility of a political

program which seeks radically to transform the social situation

of women without first determining whether the category of

woman is socially constructed in such a way that to be a woman

is, by definition, to be in an oppressed situation”.

This quote was interesting to me because Butler is saying

that within society, women are meant to be oppressed, and,

later on in the same paragraph, that women seek solidarity

so desperately that they often believe in the fake promise

of political equality. It reminds me of the previous essay we

read in class about feminism by Audre Lorde. At one point,

Lorde writes that white women are more easily lured into

false equality by the patriarchy because of the “fantasy” of

sharing power, because even if they believe in that fantasy,

they are still being oppressed in one way or another.

The problem/danger with not recognizing Butler’s theory

is the fact that we are stuck (and could possibly stay stuck)

in the idea that there are two set genders, male and female,

which we become through different social rites of passage

and traditions. By staying in this mindset, the idea that

gender is decided and expressed through actions and

performances will be overlooked and the cycle of oppression

and strict labels will continue to repeat itself.
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Butler critiques feminism by arguing against gender roles

that are often displayed in feminist movements. She argues

that a large portion of the feminist movement is overly

concerned with the segregated roles of men and women

rather than working with gender and the idea that it is an

“act” in order to achieve the ultimate goal of equality. If

people believe that there is no set gender categories, then

gender becomes nonexistent and, ideally, everyone goes

home happy (this being put in a very simplistic manner, of

course).
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I Am Not a Gender, I Play a Gender

JARED GENDRON

In her argument Performative Acts and Gender Constitution,

Judith Butler asserts that gender is performative and dictated

through the repetition of acts across a population. Using her

own words, gender is compelled by “taboo” and “social

sanction” (901). What gender isn’t is a fact, or in other

words, it isn’t predetermined by our sex. Rather, gender is

social and historical. Butler argues that the body has the

potential for possibility that is not dictated by our biology,

and gender follows that principle. It is something which one

becomes rather than what one is from the advent. “To be a

female is, according to that distinction, a facticity which has

no meaning, but to be a woman is to have become a

woman…” (902). The significance of Butler’s argument is

that gender serves the sanctity of society. What that means is
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that defying the norms of gender will lead to reprimands and

disdain from the conforming power because gender is a

concept meant to drive forward life. Without the distinction

of gender, supposedly there would be no attraction to the

“opposite”. If there was no attraction in this case, then living

beings could not survive through reproduction. Gender

serves this function, but in human society gender has

surpassed it, and any semblance of defying gender is

“uncanny”, as we have observed. Gender “might be well

understood as the spiritual or psychological correlate of

biological sex” (908). Gender can only exist as far as humans

act out its narrative. Butler argues to feminist theorists that

gender must be described as a performance. She highlights

the imitative nature of gender and that people are actors

playing our roles. She also is against the simple binary system

of heterosexuality, citing that gender is not restricted to that

convention alone.
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An Introduction to Ideology

CARMEN MAURA, EDWARD LOSSMAN,

SAMANTHA LATOS, AND BRADLEY RUCKER

In Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses (1968), Louis

Althusser discusses how Ideological State Apparatuses impose

ideologies upon society and ideologies are always tied to

apparatuses. Under ISA, Althusser uses the following

examples: Church, Family, Media, and Culture. The family

example states that we are all subjects before we are born.

“[I]t is certain in advance that it will bear it’s father’s name,

and will therefore have an identity and be irreplaceable,”

(Rivkin and Ryan 302). We are expected to carry out certain

ideologies even before birth; human identities are born before

humans themselves. Our identities are partly prescribed to

us by our parents. Ideological State Apparatuses interpellate

subjects into the ideology by getting subjects to agree with
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the ideology. This is partly achieved by the ideology

ensuring, “the absolute guarantee that everything really is so,

and that on condition that the subjects recognize what they

are and behave accordingly, everything will be all right…”

(Rivkin and Ryan 701). This shows us how the rules of

ideology are imaginary and are just our connection to the real

world through our participation in the imaginary guidelines.

These Ideological State Apparatuses allow for the ideologies

to continue to operate, unmanned, in society as a functioning

machine.

However, when subjects are not good and do not behave

according to the ideological guidelines, the Repressive State

Apparatuses must take physical action to ensure the

continued function of the ideology. The Repressive State

Apparatuses are institutions such as prisons, military, court

systems or police.

An example of this system can be viewed with the ideology

of liberty within the United States. Liberty is an ideology that

is imposed upon the subject from their beginning. It is said

that to be born an American is to be born free, assuming

that Liberty is something that is prescribed in the being of

an American. The education systems further this idea by

ensuring that students understand their freedoms as

Americans and demonstrate how we have spread liberty and

how it is America’s mantle of responsibility to uphold this

ideology. This can be seen when history textbooks discuss

the Vietnam War and our fight against communism, or the

Manifest Destiny as the advancement of civilization

westward. We then become ingrained in the ideology of

what it means to have liberty in the capitalist-American

views. The Repressive State Apparatuses uphold this via

police, fear of incarceration for draft-dodging (Vietnam
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War), military, outside individuals threatening the ideology

of liberty, the National Surveillance Agency, monitoring

subjects behaviors, etc.

The Ideological State Apparatuses and the Repressive State

Apparatuses work cohesively to ensure the clockwork of an

ideology operate smoothly. Subjects are interpellated into

the ideology through the Ideological State Apparatuses, thus

tying all ideologies directly to their apparatuses. The subjects

are then expected to play by the given rules and guidelines

of the ideology and be good subjects. Those who act outside

of the prescribed rules threaten the functioning, mechanical

state of the ideology and therefore must be enforced to abide

by the guidelines. These bad subjects are then physically

coerced into complying by the Repressive State Apparatuses

to punish these subjects and bring them back into the

boundaries of their relationship to the ideology.
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Introduction to Interpellation

DALTON PUFFER, JARED GENDRON, JESSICA

CHRETIEN, AND BRIANNA ROMIGLIO

In the final pages of Althusser’s Ideology and Ideological State
Apparatuses (1968), he coins the term “interpellation”: that

ideology can only exist if there is a subject that can produce

a performative role attached to that ideology, therefore

creating the subject. Thus, the paradigm of a subject and an

ideology are intertwined; ideology can only exist if there is a

subject to hail it, and a subject is created by an ideology.

Althusser defines this unique relationship as a “duplicate

mirror-structure.” Interpellation is the abstract binding of

the subject to the ideology. Ideology is a ubiquitous concept

that is created by a subject, of which subjects become

immersed in and identify themselves with. They are systems

of thought production and processes that influence
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interpretations of reality and the senses. “There is no

ideology except by the subject and for subjects” (697). The

subject and the ideology cannot exist without the process of

interpellation, because an ideology must be recognized for it

to become real. And it is by this recognition of one’s ‘role’ or

one’s ‘performance’ into that subjection of ideology that they

have successfully been interpellated. Perhaps the best way to

understand interpellation is through a simple narrative used

by Althusser in his essay of being ‘hailed’ by an officer–a

member of the Ideological (and sometimes Repressive) State

Apparatus. It begins with the officer calling for you, this

being the officer’s hailing. You then recognize the officer’s

call and at that moment choose whether or not accept his

call. By accepting this call, you have become a subject of the

authority calling you. If you refuse to turn, then you are still

a subject but are acting along the principles of a different

ideology. Either way, interpellation occurs and the subject is

placed within a corresponding ideology.
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Respect the patrol pig

The acknowledgment of these words and sentences, for all

intents and purposes, is an ideology that engages a subject

(the reader) and an ideology (the discourse of the processes

of interpellation). In itself, interpellation is occurring as you

read this because an engagement of subject and ideology is

inherent within literature, the ideology of language and

verbal / textual communication. Althusser says himself in his

writing, “The writing I am currently executing and the

reading you are currently performing are also in this respect

rituals of ideological recognition [interpellation], including
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the ‘obviousness’ with which the ‘truth’ or ‘error’ of my

reflections may impose itself on you” (699). With this idea in

mind, everything that we do and think falls within an

ideological circumstance. Every thought you’ve ever had is

determined by an ideology and works within said ideologies.

And it is these ideologies that have been interpellated upon

you by the process of which we recognize our subjection to

what that ideology may be. We are always being

interpellated into more ideologies through every thought

and performative action we make. Interpellation is perpetual,

and ideology is omnipotent. We are, as Althusser says, “an

ideological animal by nature” (698).
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Beauty Standards are (and I cannot

stress this enough) CONSTRUCTED

BRIANNA ROMIGLIO

I think that the uncanny and ideologies intermingle in an

interesting way. In most cases, an ideology is only going to

become uncanny once one is aware of why and how it is an

ideology. For example, flipping through a fashion magazine

is a normal experience that can happen without much second

thought. When analyzing the photos and models found

within, readers may discover the same body type being

displayed over and over again: the super skinny type. Some

may argue that “healthier” bodies are shown in magazines

and that the removal of flaws with Photoshop is not

problematic. I would argue that showing these body types

and only these body types perpetuates false standards of the
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average body type and false expectations of beauty. We may

only notice that magazine editors use a specific body type

when something steps away from the norm. Recently, lots of

companies have been using plus sized models. This brings up

something potentially uneasy in readers because they are so

conditioned to that standard airbrushed smooth-skinned, no-

fat, skinny body type. And not everyone greets these plus-

sized models with open arms. I will often see comments on

social media saying that using plus- sized models is glorifying

being obese and unhealthy, yet do these individuals not

believe that showing girls who are unrealistically edited in

Photoshop to appear so small will have a negative effect on

readers as well? Big name brands such as Victoria’s Secret

still predominantly hire petite models to wear their clothing

and when they do hire “plus sized” models (who are still

pretty thin in my opinion), it turns into a publicity stunt.

The fashion industry is forcing these unrealistic expectations

about body image hoping that you will buy their clothing to

become closer to the “ideal” look. And we keep consuming

these clothing because what else are we supposed to do, not

wear clothing anymore? Society continually buying these

goods and supporting these advertisements only allows these

companies to prosper and make money off of fake societal

beauty standards. Performing the action of supporting these

companies only gives them the fuel to use the same tactics

again. Individuals perpetuate these false ideas of beauty by

supporting these brands and putting money in their pockets,

and the cycle continues.
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Hygiene is an Ideology I Can Get

Down With

SHANNON HALEY

In the book, ideology is defined as “the imaginary

relationship of individuals to their real conditions of

existence” (Rivkin and Ryan 693). The book then goes on

to talk about how we as humans operate in these ideologies

that are created by society. Though we didn’t talk about

ideologies as “things” in class, we did talk about how ideology

as a concept works with other theories we have covered in

class like the uncanny and performativity.

One of the biggest topics we talked about was gender

performativity and how each gender has to perform certain

tasks in order to blend with society and avoid ridicule. One

of the main points we focused on was body hair and the
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different expectations placed on males and females about

whether or not they shaved. Girls are expected to shave their

legs and armpits because it supposedly makes us more

attractive and “feminine” looking, whereas boys are not

expected to do so. Leg and armpit hair is seen as masculine,

so when it is seen on girls/women, people tend to recoil and

judge females who don’t shave. Our “relationship” to our

conditions of existence, specifically gender performativity, is

very strong in the way that people are afraid to end that

relationship, per se. Not only are girls nervous about not

shaving their legs and boys nervous about not having enough
leg hair (or whatever other things boys have to worry about

concerning their roles in society), but people are, in multiple

cases, afraid to be themselves. In a previous chapter, we read

about gender fluidity and how gender is an act, a

performance. And by performing different gender roles, the

ideology of gender itself becomes broken and chaos ensues.

Another one of the topics that we talked about was

hygiene. The thing that stood out to me the most in that

conversation was when Becca started talking about an

episode of Queer Eye when one of the people they were

working with wouldn’t shower. At first, I was disgusted

because who wouldn’t want to shower? Why wouldn’t you

want to be clean? But then as the group talked about it

more and Becca pointed out that, rather than get the man to

shower, they were able to work with his lifestyle and make

sure that he wasn’t doing anything that was detrimental to his

health. I still disagree with the idea that people don’t “need” to

shower because, personally, unwashed body is one of my least

favorite smells. But I now understand that personal hygiene

and the idea that we need to shower on a regular basis is

an ideology that our society has a strong relationship with.
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It is not an absolute necessity (for the most part) but most

people’s relationship with showering is so strong that they’re

practically married to it.
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Confirmation Bias in Religious

Ideology

KRISTINA MEHEGAN

Ideology and the uncanny work hand in hand because

ideology is an illusion created by the individual as a way of

seeing the world. When reality seeps through the illusion,

we experience the uncanny since what was familiar is now

strange. Conversely, ideology is our solution for soothing the

dread the uncanny causes since it is the mystical constructions

of norms through which we can understand the world. In

a manner that is both heimlich and unheimlich, ideology

works both to provoke and resolve the uncanny.

This too connects to the idea of performativity, where

deviating from the prescribed performance of norms in the

categories of gender, race, and sexual orientation, all of which
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are imaginary ideologies, sparks a feeling of the uncanny.

These three terms are inextricably linked, since they all refer

to expectations and associations and how one is “supposed” to

behave, any alteration of which necessarily incites discomfort

and dread.

The norms we accept in our ideology are bolstered by the

environment in which we exist. Being a Christian myself, I

will be the first to admit that those who are raised religious

and grew up surrounded by fellow church attendees and

those of the exact same religious mindset tend to exist behind

the veil of a particular ideology. In some circles, the religious

ideology suggests that those who are not Christian are worse

off than those who are. According to some, they might get

sick more often or get in with the wrong crowd, resulting in

a life of drugs and crime due to their avoidance of the church.

Those who are inside the church observe those outside, and a

kind of confirmation bias is created in every case where one

who is not religious is observed to not be doing well. This is,

of course, nothing more than coincidence at best, but it is an

illusion that the ideology reassures and creates; for those who

are religious to remain so, in this particular ideology, they

must believe that those who are not have worse lives.
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Feeding the American Disease

RANDY GARFIELD

The prompt for this assignment was this: “Is this commercial

about capitalism?”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OPi9nTE70aA

Where would we be without Coke?! Sun-kissed afternoons

in the park, a bike-ride in the city carrying a hazardous

amount of balloons (but, to each their own), the wonderment

of being a cowboy in the moonlit desert- none of these

would be as enjoyable without the bubbly, sugary

refreshment of a Coca-Cola. And did anyone notice how

good looking all of these young, fit people are? I wonder

how many of these actors drink Coke. This commercial is

subliminal mind-manipulation at it’s finest.

This commercial absolutely promotes capitalism. First and

foremost, it’s a commercial from an independent (albeit
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publicly held) corporation. This fact automatically puts it

under the umbrella of capitalism.

Coca Cola is the largest producer of soft drinks in the

US. They’ve made their fortune hooking people on caffeine,

sugar and a unique taste one can’t really put their finger on.

I can attest to the addictive properties of Coke products. To

name a few addicts: my mother (since recovered), our Fearless

Leader, Donald J Trump, and golf legend, John Daly (watch

an interview with him, your jaw will be on the floor). I,

myself have a serious sugar addiction, and at one time had

a serious caffeine addiction, so being an eligible candidate, I

can see why Coke is so successful.

Another reason Coke is so successful is the incessant drive

for us to buy buy buy. For most, it’s incredibly gratifying

to buy something; to be an active participant in capitalism.

These are foundational arguments for Coke’s role in

capitalism, (we haven’t even dove into the commercial yet)

but they shouldn’t be overlooked. A for-profit company

wouldn’t exist if not for capitalism. Soda would’t even exist if

not for capitalism. Ever hear of water? Plymouth has a natural

spring spurting water 24/7, available to anyone with a ride

and a receptacle. Every time someone uses that spring, they

give the Capitalist Agenda a little slap in the face.

To focus more directly on the commercial it’s self, I want

to go back to the blatant lie it perpetuates: that their customer

base is active, progressive young people. As a generation,

we’ve woken up, and these kids in the commercial aren’t

fooling us. We know that Coke is incredibly unhealthy.

Sure, we all indulge sometimes, but by and large, Coke’s

demographic are those less aware and more susceptible to a

uniquely American disease: obesity.

Soft drinks and lack of exercise are two of the biggest
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reasons for obesity. A “free country” has it’s costs. If Coke

were to tell the truth in their portrayal of their customer base,

the commercial would take place in McDonald’s, minivans,

couches and unskilled 9-5 job sites. Coke and Capitalism

have a mutually beneficial relationship that, when paired

together, create a parasitic relationship for Americankind.

I just want to end by saying that, “A coke for we,” sounds

incredibly stupid. Look, I’m no grammatical angel, but the

fact that, “A coke for we,” was a line in the commercial makes

me cringe. Maybe it’s just a pet peeve. Does anyone else feel

me? I get the sentiment, I get the idea, but don’t deal in

incorrect grammar, Coke. I know they know it’s incorrect,

but I still don’t like it.
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Under Siege

MERAK ALOSA

Louis Althusser describes ideology as “the imaginary

relationship of individuals to their real conditions of

existence” (Rivkin and Ryan 693). For this blog post, I have

chosen to examine a commercial for the only adult-karate-

class energy beverage to contain 100% juice, Tibetan Goji

Berries, AND Asian Cordyceps. Steven Seagal’s Lightning
Bolt is now out of production energy drink concocted by

the renowned actor, martial artist, sensei, and deputy sheriff

himself. Coming in three flavors (Asian Experience, Cherry

Charge, and Root Beer Rush), Lighting Bolt is a very dumb

drink that probably tasted like radiation. The commercial

is a great example of interpolation because Steven Seagal is

terrible at nuance. It is clear to see what he is trying to sell
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you, and the Steven Seagal ideology you are buying into

when you purchase and consume Lighting Bolt.
Commercial:

A YouTube element has been excluded from this version

of the text. You can view it online here:

https://opentheoryhandbook.pressbooks.com/?p=250

In the opening of the commercial, we see Steven Seagal

sitting by his pool in his trademark tiny sunglasses. He is

watching an attractive young woman fill a swimming pool

with Lightning Bolt so that she and Mr. Seagal can swim

in the beverage. After she is done, and he has shoved her

into the pool, he is approached by another young woman

carrying a snack plate. She and Steven speak in russian with

each other before she kisses him and leaves. He then turns
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to the camera and states “Its good to be the king isn’t it?

This could happen to you, if you drink Lightning Bolt.” It

is with this phrase that Steven hails, and then interpellates the

viewer into the ideology of Seagal. If you drink Lightning

Bolt, then you can be the king too. With this phrase and

the imagery in the commercial, Steven creates an imaginary

“poolside karate/energy/eastern european babes” reality and

invites his intended audience to participate by purchasing

Lighting Bolt. He creates an ideology that is meant to be

appealing to a certain demographic, and then provides access

to this ideology with his product.
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The Educational System as Ideology

JARED GENDRON

NOTE: This is a direct, metacognitive post that describes
our education as a product of ideology. It engages students in a
way that challenges their concepts of reality.
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Who gets to choose if this is “wrong”?

During our Socratic Seminar last Wednesday, there was a

point near the end of class that, I felt, heavily linked to

ideological assumption and taking the status quo for granted.

This subject was education. Without calling anyone out (I

don’t even remember who brought it up anyway), a

discussion arose amidst the discussion of interpellating the

self with that of authority–specifically, the authority of the

school instructor and how their credentials play a role into

how they identify with their students. In this discussion, a
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controversial statement was brought forth: “It doesn’t matter

where you happened to earn your credentials, America or

North Korea. The same knowledge is learned everywhere.”

This is paraphrased, but you get the idea. “All knowledge is

learned the same everywhere. This is an interesting notion,

because, as I will try to explain, the idea that “all knowledge

is the same and is learned everywhere” is, unsurprisingly, an

ideology, and in the case of this class discussion- much like

how we take a map of the Earth for being the “correct” way

of observing it- this is an ideology that is fueled by

presumption. So is all education really the same? Well, can’t

instructors pick and choose what material they wish to

teach? And does the larger university curriculum have a say

in what knowledge is dispersed and what isn’t? Remember,

as Althusser writes, ideology exists “in an apparatus, and its

practice, or practices. This existence is material” (695). So

what if a teacher wants to teach something that the college

disapproves of? Does that make is “right” or “wrong”

ideology? Why should we have to read Althusser instead of

reading theories on the Red Pill forum of Reddit? Can’t that

be studied and discussed? It’s “right” and “wrong” education

are picked and chosen by the collective intellects, and over

time certain authors and works are cemented into the

education of “valuable” educational material. Don’t you see?

Our classroom represents a broader ideology linked to the

production of ideas inside the academic curriculum. Just by

reading “Critical Theory” on our transcripts, a power

beyond ourselves can infer what sort of ideas we learned at

this New England university. It’s a matter of standardizing

norms and cultivating effective communication. To end, I’d

like to leave a couple of articles that help represent what I’m

trying to get across. One is about the Texas school system
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voting to change its portrayal of slavery in the Civil War.

The other is about the defamation of foreign powers in

North Korean textbooks. I’d give them a quick read if you

have the time! https://www.npr.org/2018/11/16/668557179/

texas-students-will-soon-learn-slavery-played-a-central-

role-in-the-civil-war http://sapardanis.org/2016/03/16/

propaganda-in-education-a-math-textbook-from-north-

korea/
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Forgotten Interfaces, Imaginary

Relations, and the Ideological

Performance of Language

JESSICA CHRETIEN

When I originally brought up whatever became the question

“Does ideology provoke or resolve the uneasiness of the

uncanny?,” in our group, I think I had been assuming that

it resolves the uncanny–it acts to cover it up or provide

reassurance that eases the uneasiness. I’m pretty sure that

as soon as I started trying to articulate the idea out loud,

I realized that perhaps it was kind of both–or rather, that

ideology is a cycle which is constantly provoking AND

resolving the uneasiness of the uncanny and cognitive

dissonance.
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Sometimes it feels like ideologies are almost like a strange,

temporary, and reductive interface that we just stuck on top

of “reality” (what ever that is), but that we somehow forgot

that we did it and are confused when more complex parts

show themselves. It is as if we were doing a math problem

and had to estimate numerical values, but somehow forgot

that we were just estimating, and then we become anxious

when something reminds us that our ways of navigating

reality are just based on estimates or some strange thing

we created ON TOP OF “the thing.” Of course, these are

analogies, and of course, no one ever “decided” to create this

interface or apparatus on top of The Thing.

Language seems to be a very pervasive, and perhaps

fundamental, part of this interface; though I doubt it’s the

/most/ fundamental. Language is indeed like an estimation,

and an arbitrary one at that (but numbers are also a form

of language, interestingly). The ideological practices of our

language system (our imaginary relations to our material

existence) are enacted, to some extent, constantly. Even when

we are not speaking or writing, language affects and shapes

our thoughts. We perform utterances daily and in doing so,

lend legitimacy to the illusory (and allusion-ary?) system of

language, which in a sense causes us to forget that it is just

an imaginary relation to material conditions. We created a

system of estimation, representation and then forgot it was

just that; and we continue to forget. We perform language,

but fight over: taxonomies; labels; the meaning of words;

when the “right” situation to use a word is; when the use

of a word becomes misuse, appropriation, degradation of

meaning; etc.

The performance of this ideological relationship to the

world soothes the uneasiness of the uncanny sense that it
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is just some strange system that is divorced from what we

are trying to refer to, understand, communicate about, figure

out what to do with, etc. Arguably, language systems seek

to soothe the uneasiness of the shifting essence of

things–language seeks to freeze the world into stagnation in

order to gain a stable sense of our position inside of, and in

relation to, it.

When ideological language performances fail us, it creates

a sense of unease. When two people don’t agree on the

meaning of a word, for instance. Or when two people with

opposite views start claiming the other is presenting “fake

news.” The agreed upon meaning of “fake” and what qualifies

as “fake” becomes suspect. Perhaps what follows is further

performance of, and increased belief in, language–attempts to

freeze the definition of “fake” and to freeze other things into

being always and definitively “fake.”

Or “consent,” for example: the uncanniness that pops up

when one attempts to further investigate whether anyone

can ever consent to anything, given the restraints that are

imposed upon them in all directions–both socially made and

potentially essential (the reality of eventual death, for

instance). Consent slides into coercion; and the ideology of

language and its attempts to transcend a shifting, complex,

unstable, incoherent world into tangible objects leads to

confusion about the boundaries between labels and about the

world itself.

If language is an imaginary relation to material conditions,

I wonder what a non-imaginary relationship to material

conditions would look like. What would it look like to

actually be attuned to the absolutely constant shifts from

moment to moment in the state of things? To have a

conception of your self and body, is to construct of a stable
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and reductive interface “on top of” the reality of your body

as literally enduring constant flux. Would it be possible to be

cognitively attuned to the flux that is existence?

This post and, indeed, my entire desire and attempt to

understand this “phenomena,” (if “to understand” is “to create

a stable conception,”) lends legitimacy to the ideology of

language, even as it tries to disrupt it.
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Postcolonialism and its Problems

NICHOLAS A. PRESCOTT, SHAYLA LOCKE, MR,

ETHAN DORVAL, AND MASON MASOTTA

There are many problems with the term “postcolonialism”,

as addressed by Anne McClintock in her essay “The Angel

of Progress, Pitfalls of the Term Post Colonialism”. “Post”

implies a coming after; therefore the term “postcolonialism”

would imply that colonialism and its effects are over. While

colonies as we knew them seem to be a thing of the past, the

effects of colonialism still linger and greatly affect our world.

These effects, while not quite “colonial”, have derived from

colonialism. First, colonialism is defined as settlers coming

into a land, setting up a colony, and taking advantage of the

land while typically violently removing the natives or forcing

them to conform to their culture. This effectively destroys the

colonized country’s culture. While countries are not actively
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invading lands anymore, America and other large countries

are still using facets of colonialism in order to keep third

world countries under their power.

One form of a postcolonial system put into practice by

colonizers is the idea of a deep settler colony. With the

“decolonization” of a territory from the colonizing country,

deep settler colonies maintain a continuing form of control

from this original colonizing body. This can manifest itself

with the establishment of a remaining form of governmental

control, or more commonly with the influence of white

settlers still being taken as a priority over the landscape. One

example of this is Zimbabwe, as one-third of the land of

this country is still controlled by British settlers. This goes

on to our group’s understanding that the idea of being a

postcolonial nation is an inaccurate statement. With “post”

implying the end of something, we can understand that deep

settler colonies keep the presence of colonialism still intact.

The second form of postcolonialism is a “break-away”

colony. Unlike deep settler colonies, breakaway colonies

completely separate from their “mother” country. This

country forms its own form of independence from the other

country though it can still maintain a trade or market

relationship with the mother country. Examples of break-

away colonies are the US, Australia, and Canada. All of them

separated from their founding countries to create their own

“independent” countries. Although these countries may still

have trading or market relations with their mother countries,

none of the trades are mandatory or required by the mother

country like you might see in deep settler colonies.

There are many other reasons why the term

postcolonialism is problematic. The term postcolonialism

redirects global history in terms of the colonized and the
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colonizer. Even more specifically, the word “post” creates

an Eurocentric view of the world in which all the world’s

cultures are compared to the colonial powers. This

centralizing of focus allows for the plight of the individual,

both globally and within those cultures participating in

colonialism, to go unnoticed. The proponents of

postcolonialism argue that the phrase allows for a more

liberated and positive future for the nations that are

considered to be postcolonial. However, this grouping

creates a fetishized exoticism of those “postcolonial” nations

that only increase racism and other impediments to equality

on the global scale.
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Progress, Development, and

Post-Colonialism: Three Terms that

Don't Apply

SHANNON HALEY, AUTUMN STEARNS,

KRISTINA MEHEGAN, BECCA KELLY, AND

JAMES SONIA

We’re moving forward. We’re better than we used to be.

Columbus was a murderer, colonizers were evil, and our

current society is in no way implicated in the wrongs

committed by our forebears. Right?

These are all statements with which contemporary society

might be fairly comfortable. For the ordinary individual, the

brutality of history is watched from afar with a certain degree

of smugness and comfortability since, after all, it’s not like
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that anymore. We’ve made progress. We’ve developed. We

are post-colonial.

These assumptions are called heavily into question by the

essay “The Angel of Progress: Pitfalls of the Term ‘Post-

colonialism’” by Anne McClintock. When carefully

examined, these three concepts – progress, development, and

post-colonialism – are inextricably linked, and are equally

inaccurate in their usage in colonial discourse.

As McClintock argues, with the term “progress,” there is

this image created in our minds of moving forward in history

and always necessarily improving. This probably comes from

our understanding of evolution and natural selection; if bad

traits are weeded out in biology, it stands to reason that this

should also happen in society. It’s an easy idea to rationalize.

Since we now know that colonialism was wrong, we believe

our contemporary society to be better.

The great irony of this term “progress” is that it was for

the sake of progress that imperial nations oppressed and seized

control of colonies – to leach materials for industry and

technology in a swiftly developing world, and, of course,

to spread the control of the supposedly superior white race.

The people of the past, too, saw themselves as more moral

and more enlightened than their predecessors. In her essay,

McClintock lays bare the fallacy behind this assumption,

which is easily observable in today’s society.

With the proliferation of this idea of progress in colonizing

nations comes a much more contemporary example of

colonialism in the economic arena. The United States wanted

to forcefully spread the idea that mass consumption was

equivalent to prosperity, and as a massive world power, it had

a huge amount of influence in making this happen in poorer

nations. However, with the economic downturn of the 70s
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and 80s, it began to take advantage of aid it had provided and

proceeded to bleed these tiny nations dry for the repayment

of debts. The American dream of progress crumbled globally,

wounding resourceless countries in the process.

McClintock also frowns at the word “development,” which

carries with it a handful of assumptions that we are not

positive in our colonial understanding. In labeling our society

as post-colonial, we invent this three-part development of

first the pre-colonial, then the colonial, and finally the post-

colonial, a process that is problematically linear. This

interpretation forces the colonial experience into one rigid

category, which is minimizing and inaccurate. How can one

compare the experience of African countries and South

American countries, for example? Can they all be unified

under one group colonial experience? Certainly not; to do

so completely ignores the incomprehensibility of the discrete

cultures in each colonized nation in addition to the vastly

different ways colonization affected each society. This is

particularly relevant in terms of the decolonization process,

which is a key part of this term “development.” This process

occurred at different times in vastly different ways in each

individual colony, and development cannot be the one word

that is used to describe the change.

McClintock looks at another nuance of the term in the

economic realm, which is where we arrive at the dichotomy

of “developing” and “developed” nations. A developed

country was one in which mass production and consumption

had to be the norm, at least by American standards. The

United States was supposedly enlightened and ahead, so it

seemed reasonable that every country that wasn’t on the same

playing field would eventually get there if they followed the

same capitalistic viewpoint of this massive world power. This
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idea is still widely believed, evidence of the continued power

of colonialism.

Progress and development are two concepts that add a

new sort of bitterness to the term “post” in post-colonialism.

The world cannot be described as post-colonial when the

beneficiaries and casualties of colonialism are still present, so

we should be wary of feeling too self-righteous in our study

of the past.
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The Lion Sleeps Tonight

ANNA GREENWOOD

Our discussion based around Ania Loomba’s book from

Thursday has been buzzing around in my mind… and it’s

ruining the things that I love! Don’t get me wrong. It’s not a

bad thing to realize that there’s an imperialistic influence that

surrounds a great deal of the media that we consume… you

gotta ~stay woke~. But I had a certain type of epiphany that

hit me hard on Friday night. I was in my friend’s car and I was

offered up an aux cord. I playfully selected one of my favorite

sing-along songs, The Lion Sleep Tonight by the Tokens. In

my mind, it’s always been a lighthearted song about a drowsy

big cat. I can even remember singing this song as early as my

fifth grade music class. However, as I listened to these white

guys from the 60’s doo-woping phrases like “a-weema-weh”

over and over again, a dark cloud loomed over my mind. I
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realized that there’s either an aspect of cultural appropriation

at hand or something worse. When I got home, I cracked

open my laptop and did some digging.

IT TURNS OUT that the song was originally titled

“Mbube” (1939) which means “lion” in Zulu. “A-weema-

weh” is actually a phrase that plays on the Zulu word

“uyimbue”, which means “you are a lion”. “Mbube” was

written by a South African man named Solomon Linda about

his childhood memories of herding cattle and trying to keep

the lions at bay. You can check out the original song out

right here.

Under Apartheid, black people had limited rights,

including those that had to do with royalties for songs.

Solomon initially sold around 100,000 copies of his song, but

in 1948 (the start of Apartheid) he sold his song to a recording

company for less than two dollars. He died in poverty in

1962 (only one year after the Tokens released their version

of the song). In the end, The Tokens in America made a

BOATLOAD of cash from their westernized interpretation

of Solomon’s work. Solomon never saw any of the royalties

and I’ve also never heard of him getting any credit for

composing the original. At the bottom of this blogpost is an

NPR article from 2006 that explains that Linda’s family is due

to receive 25% of the royalties from the song. It only took

fifty years.

So what does all of that have to do with postcolonial

critique? First of all, Apartheid is a direct result of

colonization. Correct me if I’m wrong, because it’s been

a while since I’ve studied this, but wasn’t South Africa

imperialized by the Dutch and then the British in a way

where a good deal of white people moved there and tried to

implement Christianity and all the other types of westernized
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cultural stuff? My point is white people moved there. Once

South Africa was no longer under British rule, there was

an intrinsic racism that lingered…. obviously. This racism

produced the racially oppressive government that came into

power in South Africa from 1948-1988.

The fact that Linda existed within this government is a

direct relation to postcolonialism. In the book, Loomba

makes sure to emphasize that “‘postcolonial’ does not apply to

those that are at the bottom end of this hierarchy, who are

still ‘at the far economic margins of the nation-state’ so that

nothing is ‘post’ about their colonization.” (1104).

Is there anything more economically debilitating than

having your own creative property taken from you? And

THEN you look at the American interpretation of the song

which isn’t bad, but it’s definitely cultural appropriation. This

is the type of cultural appropriation that I find particularly

sinister. When intellectual property and cultural expression

is taken, reworked, and then distributed for economic

consumption from a white cooperation or individual it’s

appalling to me. And it happens all.the.time. !!! This is an

element of capitalist imperialism that is alive and well in our

media today. I know I selected an example from the 60’s but

it doesn’t mean that it’s stopped happening. Like what about

the ‘Cash Me Outside’ girl?!

https://www.npr.org/templates/story/

story.php?storyId=5300359
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A Few of the Things Wrong with

Pocahontas

SHAYLA LOCKE

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=BjTtQ_p9qNs&feature=youtu.be

It’s interesting how Disney can take a horrific encounter

between Native Americans and white colonizers in which the

white men tried to completely annihilate them, and smooth

it over with some magic sparkles and listening to the heart.

Astonishing.

There are so many things wrong with this video that I’m

not even sure where to start, even ignoring the historical

inaccuracy, but I suppose the biggest thing that I noticed

was the way that John Smith initially talks to Pocahontas. He

speaks to her like one would speak to a scared animal or child,
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saying “it’s alright, I’m not going to hurt you” (which we all

know is a colonizer’s LIE). He assumes she needs help getting

out of the canoe when she is obviously perfectly capable of

doing so herself. He also gets frustrated when she speaks to

him in her native language, saying “You don’t understand

a word I’m saying, do you?” I’m sorry Mr. Smith, do you

expect a Native American, who has literally never seen a

white person before, to be fluent in your language?

After Pocahontas gives him the sexy eyes and reaches for

his hand, the heavens start singing “Listen with your heart,

you will understand” and the wind picks up and forms some

kind of magic aura around their clasped hands, and then all

of a sudden Pocahontas can speak English! Huh, maybe all

the Native Americans should have tried listening with their

hearts and then maybe they would have been able to

convince the colonizers not to kill them!

Pocahontas magically being able to speak English after

being told to “listen to your heart” implies that all Native

Americans are truly white at heart, because they have the

inherent ability to speak English; they just need contact with

the white man in order to unlock this amazing ability. What a

way to normalize whiteness and portraying the native culture

as abnormal and something that must be corrected by, you

guessed it, white settlers.
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What if Pocahontas Was a Dude?

JEN STELLATO
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First enjoy this

artist’s rendition of a genderbent Pocahontas, then, think

about how the scene of their first meeting might have gone if

she actually had been a man.The first thing I noticed was that

John Smith immediately pulls his rifle out and locks it on the

figure in the mist– which happens to be our beloved Native

American Princess, Pocahontas. Her hair is elegantly flowing

in the breeze, as if this is a photoshoot from America’s next

top model and there is a fan perfectly pointed in her direction.

She’s smeyesing, (smiling with the eyes) she looks beautiful,

as Tyra Banks would say, she looks FIERCE; not fierce

enough for John Smith to want to shoot her though. But if
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Pocahontas were a man, don’t you think John Smith would

have just pulled the trigger?

Maybe John Smith thought it was a bear or some rabies-

ridden raccoon, but he was very quick to pull his gun, and

very quick to set it back down once he realized his target

was a beautiful woman. Disney took this ‘first encounter’ and

totally sexualized it; it is not a meeting between colonizer and

colonized, it is simply a scene that evokes the idea of “love

at first sight”. The movie circulates around their love story,

and the conflict between the the colonizers and the native

people is evident, but it seems to only serve as a highlight to

the strong, almost, magical, bond that Pocahontas and John

Smith share.

Disney princess movies traditionally follow this pattern by

focusing on some sort of forbidden, “star crossed” love, so

they took this same old cookie-cutter plot and pasted it onto

a historical event in America’s history. The only problem is

they butchered the real story entirely. This movie perpetuates

a false idea that the European take-over of this land was some

cheery and romantic thing. As children, we grow up loving

this movie; as adults, we look back at it, almost disgusted by

its ludicrous representation of the ‘first encounter’. But then

again, it is a children’s movie, so I guess that brings up the

question: how old do kids have to be before we start teaching

them the true history of this country, when does the sugar-

coating stop?
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John Smith the Imperialist

WILLOW MOULTON

After reading both the assigned readings on postcolonialism,

I watched the 1995 film Pocahontas. And I definitely feel

like I have a better understanding now. This movie is the

perfect example for a postcolonial critique. We all know

the story of how the English settlers came onto Pocahontas’

land in 1607 to take over the land and form the colony

Jamestown: an example of colonialism in its height. In the

Rivkin and Ryan text, Ania Loomba defines colonialism as,

“the conquest and control of other people’s land and goods

(1101). This is exactly what these English settlers were doing

under King James I. They were specifically there for the gold.

And as we know from Loomba’s article, “[i]n whichever

direction human beings and materials travelled, the profits
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always flowed back into the so-called ‘mother country”

(1101).

More importantly, this movie is the perfect example of

imperialism. My working definition of imperialism is the

taking over a country through diplomacy or military force.

The English settlers planned to get the indigenous land and

gold through violence. They referred to indigenous peoples

as savages and referred to the land they were taking over as

the ‘new world.’ In the beginning of the movie when the

men are boarding the ship to head to Virginia, Thomas says,

“[t]his new world’s gonna be great, John. I’m gonna get a

pile of gold, build me a big house, and if any Indian tries

to stop me, I’ll blast him” (Pocahontas 5:00-5:07). I think it

is important to note the racism amongst the imperialism in

this movie. It creates a bigger kind of imperialism—a racist

imperialism, if you will. As Loomba’s article states:

“..Mr. Singh, towards the tribals replicates colonialist views

of non- Western peoples—to him, they are mysterious,

superstitious, uncivilized, backward. In other words, they are

like children who need to be brought in line with the rest of

the country” (1105).

This quote reminds me of the scene in Pocahontas when

Pocahontas and John Smith first come in contact. When John

Smith is telling Pocahontas about London, he says that she

will see buildings on her land. He says, “[w]e’ll show your

people how to use this land properly” (Pocahontas 38:22).

And when Pocahontas tells him that they don’t need any

better he tells her she only thinks that because she doesn’t

know any better. This is an example of racist imperialism/

colonialism. There is so much ignorance. John Smith refers to

Pocahontas’ people as savages and of course, she is offended.
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Then he tries to help himself by explaining that it is just a

word for uncivilized people. Not much better, if you ask me.

Loomba states that it is easier to use the term

postcolonialism because it would include people displaced by

colonialism such as the indigenous peoples represented in

this movie (1106). But after looking at the many different

arguments against postcolonialism being an acceptable

concept, it is hard for me to believe that anywhere in this

world is post.
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Imperial Pocahontas

MERAK ALOSA

In Anne McClintock’s essay “The Angel of Progress,” she

examines the implications of the term “postcolonial.” She

looks at how using such terminology as a framework for

understanding the context of colonialism within history is

misguided, and only further perpetuates colonial ideology.

She discusses how describing history as “postcolonial” is

reductionist, and can be used as a cover for the still very real

implications of colonialism and current exploitational efforts

being undertaken around the world by colonial powers. Near

the beginning of this essay, McClintock discusses how, when

something is described as “postcolonial,” the relation between

“colonizer” and “colonized” becomes skewed towards the

“colonizer.” By describing a culture as “postcolonial,” we

define the entire history of that culture and its people through
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its relation to the colonizing power that stripped them of their

resources and independence.

As McClintock states: “Other cultures share only a

chronological, prepositional relation to a Euro-centered

epoch that is over (post-), or not yet begun (pre-). In other

words, the world’s multitudinous cultures are marked, not

positively by what distinguishes them, but by a subordinate,

retrospective relation to linear, European time.”

This relationship reinforced in Pocahontas. Specifically the

scene when she first meets John Smith. In the scene, John

Smith (colonizer) and Pocahontas (colonized) spot each other

across a waterfall. Despite the fact that John Smith’s first

reaction upon catching a glimpse is to waste her with his

musket (if he didn’t see her as another resource to possess

that probably would have been the outcome) they meet in

the mist and fall in love. Upon realizing that Pocahontas does

not speak English, the language of John Smith’s colonizing

power, he says “[y]ou don’t understand a world I’m saying,

do you?” While directly colonial and not postcolonial, this

interaction demonstrates the point that McClintock is

making in “The Angel of Progress.” Pocahontas’s language

and distinct, non-white, culture is immediately reduced to

the colonizers relationship to it.
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Shanti's Self-fulfilled Prophecy

SAMANTHA LATOS
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A YouTube element has been excluded from this version

of the text. You can view it online here:

https://opentheoryhandbook.pressbooks.com/?p=69

I grew up watching Disney, and I have no memory of the

song “My Own Home.” I have seen The Jungle Book many

times, so I must have repressed this one. When I think of The
Jungle Book, I remember “The Bare Necessities” and “I want

to be like you.” Wholesome songs that evoke joy; not songs

that make you think, “Yikes! How did they get away with

that!” I can safely predict that I will again remove this song

from my mind as soon as we’re done with this unit.

Shanti lays out her life plan within the lyrics of this song.

Shanti is going to get the water, bring it home to her family,

rinse and repeat, until the day she finds a man, births his

babies, cooks his meals, instills the same gender roles into
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their children, and dies. That is her whole agenda as an Indian

girl living in the jungle.

This scene is an example of imperialism without

colonialism, in terms of an absence of colonial rule.The Jungle
Book takes place in a lush Indian jungle that seems untouched

by human industry, and yet there is a clear separation

between the jungle and civilized society. The native animals

inhabit the jungle, and the native people inhabit their “man-

village.” According to Bagheera and Baloo’s attitudes in this

scene, and throughout the movie, the animals and humans do

not interact. Everyone minds their own business.

This song and corresponding scene from The Jungle Book
exemplifies imperialism through Shanti’s powerful influence

over Mowgli. He consensually follows her into the man-

village. She did not force him in any physical way; she used

her girlish charm to appeal to his budding sexuality. Notice

that she’s wearing pink, a traditionally feminine color.

Mowgli is 10 years old and has never seen a girl before.

He cannot HANDLE this much feminine beauty. His initial

reaction is a bit much though; keep it in your loincloth there,

buddy.

Notice the verse Shanti sings right after she meets Mowgli:

“Then I will have a handsome husband

And a daughter of my own

And I’ll send her to fetch the water

I’ll be cooking in the home.”

(Her vision for her future is so lame. We all cook.) This

ideology creates a conventional and therefore heterosexual

domestic relationship. In order to achieve her life goals, she

must first have a handsome husband.

Shanti does not say that she wants a daughter, she states

that shewill have a daughter. She simply must carry out her
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purpose as a woman through reproduction. Specifically, she

must have a baby girl, to pass on the torch of misogynistic

gender roles. This verse in particular insinuates that her

mother likely sang this song in her youth, and her mother

before her.

The young women of the man-village fetch water each

day, waiting until they are “grown.” In a setting like this,

a woman is “grown” when she gets married. Marriage is

what separates a girl from a woman; they now answer to

their husbands rather than their fathers. It’s all about the day

when Shanti can cook the food that her husband hunted for

their growing family, rather than repetitively fetching water.

It’s so much less degrading.

This movie was made in the 1960’s, a time where many

women lived to please their husbands. Ania Loomba touches

on the history of patriarchal control, “[T]he ideology and

practices of male domination are historically, geographically,

and and culturally variable. English patriarchal structures

were different in the sixteenth century from what they are

today, and they varied also between classes, then and now,”

(Loomba 1109). Gender roles have always existed, but they

are ever-changing. In this setting, Shanti’s purpose is to obey

her parents and wait around for a man to propose marriage.

Mowgli’s role is to use his boyish charm to win her over. I did

not see The Jungle Book 2, so I’m not sure how our boy played

out.

The only (false) hope for this song is that Shanti uses

the possessive pronoun, “My” own home. At least she owns

something, right? Wrong; it deceptively pushes the allusion

even further. For Shanti, the combination of her female

identity and her coming-of-age story lands her as a doting
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housewife. Shanti’s life goal of having a home of her own

only reinforces a heteronormative domestic setting.
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Magical Bean Juice in a Short Story

MEREDITH RYAN
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In Julia Alvarez’s A Cafecito Story, Joe, with a boring name,

has a boring life in the most boring state I can think of:

Nebraska. So, what better way to escape his bland life than to

travel to the tropical country that is the Dominican Republic?

Maybe people vacation to tropical destinations with little

thought that people live mundane lives there as well. Just
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because it is a destination for one person, does not mean

it isn’t home for another. This itself shows secondary

colonialism. Within our readings for class, the one that stuck

out to solidify secondary colonialism the most was “A Small

Place” by Jamaica Kincaid.

In Kincaid’s piece she states, “[a] tourist is an ugly human

being. You are not an ugly person all the time; you are not

an ugly person ordinarily; you are not an ugly person day

to day. From day to day, you are a nice person” (1228).

Comparing this to Alvarez’s A Cafecito Story, we see that Joe

is not an ugly person by default, and although his intentions

are innocent when deciding to travel to the Dominican

Republic, the fact that he goes there as a tourist brings out

an ugly side of him. Yes, he wanted to escape his mundane,

dismal life, yet exploiting other’s equally if not more

mundane lives for his enjoyment makes him, as Kincaid states

“ugly”.

We, as tourists are not ugly humans in general, but what

we do without consciously thinking about it makes us ugly.

We, for lack of a better word, exploit individuals’ boring lives

to make our own lives a tad bit more interesting. Although

Joe and his government don’t formally own the Dominican

Republic, through the use of consumerism and tourism, he is

partaking in a form of colonialism: secondary colonialism.
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Tourist or Parasite?

JESSICA BOWMAN

Much like Great Britain did to the rest of the world, trapping

them in economic dependency of a mother colony during

the 18th century, the U.S.A. keeps their hold on developing

countries through imperialism and secondary colonialism.

In A Cafecito Story this is the negative message that Julia

Alvarez tries to get across to Americans and it’s seen

everywhere in the book-in fact it’s the man premise of the

book.

Secondary Colonialism as defined by Jamaica Kincaid,

“occurs when inhabitants of wealthy, highly developed

[usually northern or western countries] convert poorer

formerly colonial [usually southern or eastern countries] into

sites or objects of useful pleasure” (1224). This is noticed as

tourism in simpler terms.
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A Cafecito Story features Joe, a lonely financially stable

American in need of a vacation who travels to the Dominican

Republic (a colony he finds out to inhabit lots of poor

workers) to become a tourist for Christmas vacation on a

fancy tropical island. Joe argues this is exactly what he needs,

“some time to figure out where he was going, maybe mend

a broken heart with a new romance-and get a suntan in the

bargain” (8).

Without realizing it Joe has made the conscious decision

to become a tourist of a poor country and during vacation

puts his blinders on to ignore the hardships that take place

daily in this country so that he may use their beautiful sunny

weather as a “useful source of pleasure.” Joe has taken the poor

economic and daily struggles these people go through and

chosen to ignore it so he can enjoy their land more than they

do.

However Joe becomes interpellated in his process of doing

this. He enjoys the Dominican Republic so much he decides

to spend his whole Christmas vacation down there and

during this time is told to go visit a coffee farmer in the

mountains. This coffee farmer teaches him what living in the

Dominican Republic is like for people who are not tourists.

Joe brings up the subject of how the coffee here tastes better

than anything he’d ever had and he wonders why the coffee

back home doesn’t taste this way, especially if Miguel the

coffee farmer is supplying the Americas with coffee. The

answer is urbanization caused by secondary colonialism.

“The new way [of making coffee] you plant more coffee,

you don’t have to wait for trees, you can have quicker results,

you can have more money in your pocket. Miguel keeps

pointing at Joe when he says ‘you'” (21). The people of this

colonized country rely on tourism to keep their economy
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going; they have to rely on the tourist’s money because they

don’t make enough on their own and as such they have to

cater to the tourist to make sure the tourist’s visit goes as

smoothly as possible so they come back next year.

It’s an indirect urbanization of a culture that controls the

way the natives live their life. By not even being in the

country, simply by buying their products from overseas, Joe

and the rest of the coffee-drinking Americans have kept the

Dominican Republic trapped in economic dependency. And

it is this economic dependency that, as the book continues,

Joe goes on to eliminate but it is an economic dependency

that exists in far too many places of the world and one this

book works to raise awareness of.
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Postcolonial Critique: Fern Gully

JOHN J. BUSH III

Clip From FERNGULLY
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A YouTube element has been excluded from this version

of the text. You can view it online here:

https://opentheoryhandbook.pressbooks.com/?p=78

After reading, The Angel of Progress: Pitfalls of the Term ‘Post-
Colonialism‘, by Anne McClintock, I have gotten a better

understanding of the term. Applying a critique of

postcolonialism to Fern Gully, we see that the film is simply

about taking over the forest from the native people. There

are many little details like the fairies being small and women,

as the male characters are deemed to be bad and abusive to

the environment. In this snippet, you see the two characters

interacting in a way that seems disconnected when trying

to communicate. He tries to give her a handshake and she

does not know how to do this, while this male and female

split is shown in many different ways. The antagonist is the
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industrial movements and his pollution is his colonizing tool

to strip the fairies of their cultural and native lands. Leaving

them poor, homeless and dehumanized (Women fairies) as if

taking over a country with political and imperial powers.

Much like what is said on page, 1194. “By 1989, the World

Bank had $225 billion in commitments to poorer countries,

on condition that they, in turn, endure the purgatory of

‘structural adjustment’, export their way to ‘progress’, cut

government spending on education and social services (with

the axe falling most cruelly on women), devalue their

currencies, remove trade barriers and raze their forests to

pay their debts.” (McClintock 1194). This makes me think

a lot about how Fern Gully portrays women and how the

forest is removed for goods and currencies–how the effects

of industries and the patriarchy deludes the idea of expanding

and growing, but destroys cultures and dehumanizes many.

This idea of male hostility towards women and cultural

disintegration emerge through ideas of postcolonial

views. Fern Gully is a prime example of colonization of the

fairies and their home (the forest), as well as the effects of male

power; they literally bulldoze their lives and take everything

from the poor, little defenseless fairies.
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Colonizers vs. The Colonized: Black

Panther

MASON MASOTTA

The impact of colonialism across the entire world is a

persistent and permanent one in today’s connective

understanding of society. In many forms of media this

relationship is often given a physical representation to re-

contextualize the idea. One of the most interesting ways that

recent filmography has done this is in the 2018 film Black
Panther. This film deals with the effects of colonialism on

individual cultural identity, and even the effect of it on the

rest of the world.

The film centers on the hidden fictional African country

of Wakanda. Using advanced alien technology they have

remained hidden from the rest of the world for thousands
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of years. They have remained completely un-colonized by

outside European or western influence and remain “their

own country.” This is an idea that is discussed as many

members of the community do not wish to expose their

country to the Western world for fear of colonization, or

the alterative that they may need to impress their own world

order with their advanced weaponry.

A major figure who enters in the film is Erik Stevens. He is

the son of a Wakandan who was raised an orphan in America

and as such grows up with an African-American identity

that is entirely different from the ideals and history of his

home country. By growing up in the Capitalist and colonized

United States, he is shown to grow up with an inherent anger

and violence that is correlated with being a black man in the

United States. Near the middle of the film he “returns” to his

father’s home and states that Wakanda should take over the

rest of the world because they are superior to the Western

“colonizers.”

This is a startling concept to come to terms with. So often

in historical and film examples we are used to seeing the

European colonizer arrive and change landscapes and cultures

(Avatar is a great example of this), but here it is an African

man who plays the role. Erik Stevens was only given an

opportunity in the United States to be successful by doing

one thing: Killing (hence his nickname Killmonger). As such,

it is all he understands and knows in his adult life, which is

why he seems determined to have Wakanda take over the

world in order to free his oppressed people.

Killmonger’s entire world view and experience as a person

of color stands in direct difference from that of the

protagonist of the film T’Challa, the Black Panther. He grew

up a Prince of a country with trillions of dollars in economic
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surplus and expected to one day become King. Erik Stevens

did not. He grew up in Oakland, California without parents

in a place that, he saw, would never accept him as equal.

T’Challa may be the hero, but he never grew up in the

same environment as Stevens and was content with Wakanda

hiding from the world. The fact of the matter is, if he never

was challenged by Killmonger for the throne, he never would

have shared Wakanda with the rest of the world.

This entire situation is showing how the arrival of the

colonized Erik is a form of colonization in of itself. His

culture is an American one, in his dialect, dress style, and

personality traits. As a result of this, Wakanda is forever

changed. Once the outside colonizing force has arrived and

challenged the ideas and ideals of the un-colonized country

there is a permanent change that is undergone. By the end of

the film it is even shown that Wakanda will enter the open

market of the entire world and start sharing their resources,

thus allowing outside influence to enter the country. Erik

was changed by the colonized US, and Wakanda is equally

changed by the appearance of Erik. He is no longer African

in their eyes. He is African-American.
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Unca Eliza as Hybrid Colonizer

KATHERINE WHITCOMB

The Female American is considered to be part of early

American Literature. The story of a hybrid woman, Unca

Eliza, who is half Native American and half European,

reproduces the imperial discourse of postcolonial literature.

The “hybridity” of Unca is what really drives the point home.

She is meant to act as the physical representation of what

happens when European countries colonize distant lands. Her

appearance is exotic in Europe, as she looks like her Native

mother with her “tawny” complexion and dark hair, but she

was raised as white person would be within the setup of her

home life and educational background. That being said, she

also equally possesses the skill of shooting a bow which she

learned from her Native American roots; this comes across

as a party trick more than anything else. Unca displays traits
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associated with Natives like it’s a fun game at times, even

placing wagers on her skill. This furthers the imperial agenda

in that she is the show pony of colonization; “through the

epic stages of colonialism, post-colonialism and enlightened

hybridity” (RR 1186). She is the highlight of what hybridity

is possible, the best of both worlds that combine when

colonization occurs.

Beyond the mere representation of Unca Eliza’s physical

traits and abilities that display both sides of her heritage, she

also works to spread colonialism on her own terms. When she

is thrown off a ship in the middle of the ocean, she washes

up on an island that is not directly inhabited, but is being

used for religious rituals by a group of natives. She must

work to survive. Once she discovers that the Natives travel

from their island to the one she finds herself on she forms

a plan. And not a normal one, mind you. Instead of asking

for help up front and hoping for the best, Unca decides to

impersonate one of their gods to be received as a person of

power in the community. Through this manipulation, we

learn that she just happens to speak the same language as

these natives. It’s not English, but some Native American

language that she learned from her mom. This gives off

the message that it doesn’t matter where in the world you

are, the natives are all going to be the same. It reduces the

cultures of different people to such a simplistic view that the

reader cannot differentiate one culture from the next. Nor

does it matter to the story what the culture of the natives

is. The only thing that matters is Unca’s power and ability

to manipulate her way to the highest point in the society

in which she inhabits. This relates to postcolonial studies in

that the term effectively blurs the identities of those taken

over by (typically) European entities; “how seldom the term is
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used to denote mulitplicity” (RR 1187). Grouping every type

of Native together works to create the homogeneous group

of “others” in colonial encounters. The term “native” also

effectively blurs the identities of every native and different

cultures even within continents in this story, creating a single

story which leads to “generic abstractions voided of political

nuance” (RR 1187).

Unca Eliza also created an agenda to further European

tendencies, specifically religious practices. She works to

further imperialism by colonizing the natives to fit Christian

beliefs. Unca describes the tribe as backwards, in that they

serve and pray to multiple gods, rather than just the one God,

and believes they have to be fixed. She assigns her way of life

to these people, and uses it to further her own life of power

while on the islands.

Overall, The Female American works to further the

imperialist agenda by showcasing the protagonist as a future

thinker and leader through European powers and life choices.

She is the embodiment of what an imperialist society wants

people to believe about it: that it’s progressive and better for

furthering society in every aspect.
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Pocahontas standing on a rock and

John Smith Standing on another rock

opposite her with water between them

is just a metaphor for British

colonialism.

NICHOLAS A. PRESCOTT

And if you thought you would never see a title that long, you

were wrong.

Let’s talk spatial organization in the scene of Pocahontas

given…

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=BjTtQ_p9qNs&feature=youtu.be

here^. Jump to 1:20 in if you want to get to the nitty gritty.
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There’s obviously an essence of space in colonial theory.

The people of the colonizer must leave and inhabit the

colonized land which is inherently different and new from

their old one. We also come to understand coloniality as

something that is linear, “… an unbidden, if disavowed,

commitment to linear time and the idea of ‘development'” (R/

R 1186).

We can clearly see that there is this idea of development

here. Pocahontas (only after coming to contact with John

Smith) learns to speak English. This happens after John

exclaims “Here, let me help you out of there”. John is

“helping” Pocahontas become like him and therefore better

than she was before.

Pocahontas was, in that moment, colonized.

There’s something, though, to how space is arranged by

Disney in the clip.

The colonial encounter here can be embodied by the

image of John Smith standing, rifle loaded, on one rock with

good old Pocahontas standing opposite on a different rock

with the water between them.

Smith’s fire starts when he sees the figure through the

waterfall. It persists once he’s burst through it and seen that

across a body of water is a lovely girl woman that is most

certainly of age.

They stand off for a moment and John lowers himself into

the water and approaches her island, only to cause her to run

away in fear (or disgust/confusion). This only serves to propel

John to follow her and more forcefully come to contact with

her.

If you’ve not gotten it by now, go look at a map,

specifically this section of it.
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Get the picture yet?

The clip simplifies the spatial organization of the John

and Pocahontas, but it also does so in a way that is cleverly

indicative of how the larger landmasses the two come from

are on the globe. Their interactions at the waterfall and by

the tree, in reality, are a romanticized version of British

colonialism; the colonized saw something that was beautiful

for the taking and takes it whilst bettering it.

I’m watching you, Disney, and I’m coming for Aladdin’s

lack of nipples next.
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Trouble in Paradise: Hawaii, Golf, and

Postcolonialism

GENEVA SAMBOR

Drew Berrymore, Adam Sandler, and Rob Schneider star

in 50 First Dates, a comedy set in Hawaii. I was drawn to the

film when we first discussed Postcolonial theory in class,

mainly because Hawaii has been the fiftieth state of the

United States since August 21, 1959. Hawaii exists as a

hybrid culture: Asians, a category that includes Chinese,

Japanese, Korean, Thai and Filipino immigrants whose

ancestors once worked on the islands’ sugar cane and

pineapple fields, are collectively the largest group at 37%.

CulturalSurvival.org features writer Trask Haunani-Kay’s

article, The Struggle for Hawaiian Sovereignty – Introduction, in

which he writes:
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The latest affliction of corporate tourism has meant a

particularly insidious form of cultural prostitution. The hula, for

example, an ancient form of dance with deep spiritual meaning,

has been made ornamental, a form of exotica for the gaping

tourist. Far from encouraging a cultural revival, as tourist

industry apologists contend, tourism has appropriated and

cheapened our dance, music, language, and people, particularly

our women. Burdened with commodification of our culture

and exploitation of our people, Hawaiians now exist in an

occupied country whose hostage people are forced to witness,

and for many of us to participate in, our collective humiliation

as tourist artifacts for the world’s rich.

Haunani-Kay’s point here is that the Hawaiian culture is

significantly diluted within this hybrid-island, capitalist-

driven, tourism-centered space of being. Yes, this state of

being would indicate secondary colonialism, but would it

not also point to the debris of a postcolonial explosion? Anne

McClintock differentiates

between colonialism, postcolonialism, and hybridity:

To enter colonial space, you stoop through a low door, only

to be closetted in another black space-a curatorial reminder,

however fleeting, of Fanon: “The native is a being hemmed in.”

But the way out of colonialism, it seems, is forward. A second

white word, POSTCOLONIALISM, invites you through a

slightly larger door into the next stage of history, after which

you emerge, fully erect, into the brightly lit and noisy

HYBRID STATE.

(McClintock, The Angel of Progress, Pitfalls of the Term

‘Postcolonialism’)
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McClintock refers to the hybrid state as “brightly lit” and

“noisy” here, which suggests a range of discord and disorder.

The emergence of the term hybridity as a postcolonial

epiphany attracts attention away from the colonial atrocities

the indigenous culture endured, and normalizes the colonial

experience. McClintock makes the point in her essay that

the term ‘postcolonial’ implies singularity–and singularity

overshadows diversity within a cultural narrative.

The golf scene in 50 First Dates is a spectacular example to

explore Hollywood’s representation of the Hawaiian culture

as it merges with the ‘new’ cultural norms imparted by the

West:

A YouTube element has been excluded from this version

of the text. You can view it online here:

https://opentheoryhandbook.pressbooks.com/?p=158
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Adam Sandler (Henry) is juxtaposed with Rob Schneider’s

Hawaiian persona, Ula, as they take part in the traditional,

elitist game of golf. Ula’s shirt is open, he is a disheveled-

looking, laid-back version of a Hawaiian native projected

by the Western viewer. My central analysis of this scene

is devoted to Ula’s conversation about sharks with the golf

caddie:

“What’s wrong with that, cuz, sharks are naturally peaceful.”

“Is that right? How’d you get that nasty cut anyway?”

“A shark bit me.”

(1:24)

If one were to think of the U.S. as the colonizing country

in this context, Ula’s close relationship with Henry indicates

the initial trust of colonization. Ula and Henry’s friendship

displays traditional Western qualities of manhood, yet the

two characters have completely different origins. Henry is a

different kind of colonial shark, but he still passively partakes

in the hybrid-narrative. Colonial residue remains in the

ocean, and the sharks will continue to bite again and again.

Lastly, Henry’s sexualization of Drew Berrymore (Lucy) as

she walks toward him in traditional Hawaiian dress is dictated

by a Westernized view of beauty. Henry does not dream of

a indigenous Hawaiian woman, he instead envisions a white

woman walking on the beach. Henry even goes so far as to

refer to Lucy as a ‘local‘ when he is surrounded by Ula and his

children, who are of Asian descent.

I suppose my remaining questions surrounding

postcoloniality in Hawaii are, who has the authority to dictate

what a local or native Hawaiian is when Hawaii exists as a

hybrid culture? Will Hawaii ever emerge as a new culture
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altogether that is separate from its original culture? Has this

already happened?

Hawaii’s reputation for being a vacation hot-spot plays a

significant role in the native Hawaiian narrative:

[NOTE: The video features inappropriate language]

A YouTube element has been excluded from this version

of the text. You can view it online here:

https://opentheoryhandbook.pressbooks.com/?p=158
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Disney's Tarzan: Revealing the

Positives and Negatives of Colonialism

JORDAN CADY

It seems that a majority of Disney movies have tried to

glamorize colonialism, because they want to teach children

from a young age that it was an all around positive thing. But

one Disney movie that came to mind was Tarzan, because of

the mere fact that it some what disproved this glamorization

of colonialism.

Europeans started to colonize in the first place, because

they wanted colonists to think that what they were doing was

helping people. But in reality it was for economic gain and

an increase in power. This concept was further explained in

the Rivikin and Ryan book when it states “The essential point

is that although European colonialisms involved a variety
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of techniques and patterns of domination, penetrating deep

into some societies and involving a comparatively superficial

contact with others, all of them produced the economic

imbalance that was necessary for the growth of European

capitalism and industry (1102).” Which is saying, that it was

for the growth of the country and the benefits that other

lands provided. Everyone believed during this time that

conquering new land and spreading their culture to other

people was doing the best thing. But colonization was not

about that, it was about making profits.

In Tarzan, there is a scene where the female character

Jane and her father were showing Tarzan pictures of their

culture and trying colonize Tarzan and teach him their ways.

Jane and her father were not the bad guys. Jane wanted

Tarzan to learn their langauage and culture so she could

embrace her love for him and they could live happily ever

after (yuck). Proving the idea of this “bettering people” idea

with colonialism. Jane was not the issue, it was who tagged

along during this expedition. Clayton, was the ideal character

created to fit the power thirsty leader of colonialism. He

did not go to learn about gorillas like he must of said to
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the people in England; he was there for the economic gain.

Which happened to be the gorilla pelts and the gorillas

themselves.

Tarzan is a perfect example of trying to show the positives of

colonization, in this case a forbidden love. But also showed

how evil it could be by using Clayton and his ideals about

colonizing the land and taking the goods (gorillas).

Image 1 : https://www.pinterest.com/karen895/lol-thats-

me/?lp=true

Image 2: http://disney.wikia.com/wiki/

Category:Tarzan_Villains
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Postcolonialism in Aladdin

ANDREA WASGATT

This clip, taken from the Disney film Aladdin, outlines an

underlying play on the evil qualities of the villains and other
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characters with bad intentions through the exaggeration of

their physical “Arab” qualities- the thick accents, the turbans,

the long noses. However, Aladdin, Jasmine, and the Sultan all

appear throughout the movie as more “Western” characters-

and these characters are the protagonists throughout the film.

The message that this conveys to the audience is that: So long

as you’re Western and appear European, then you must be a

morally just person. However, if you feature more Eastern or

“Arab” qualities, then you must either: A) Not be as advanced,

intelligent, or fast on your feet as the other characters of the

film, or B) Then that character or person MUST be evil or

have bad intentions. But why would the film separate these

characters, displaying a very obvious difference between the

two different types of characters being portrayed by the film,

when all the characters of the film are ultimately Arab?

Loomba argues, “… Colonialist views of non-Western

peoples… they are mysterious, superstitious, uncivilized,

backward. In other words, they are like children who need to

be brought in line with the rest of the country.” (1105). From

a colonialist’s standpoint, it would be extremely difficult to

portray a protagonist and his loved interest in a film such

as Aladdin without warping some features to seem more

European… for example, you could not have a popular

protagonist that an audience can cheer for if he appears and

acts like those around him, including the villain and the

“lesser” characters of the film (those in the marketplace, non-

major characters, etc…). However, this assumption alone,

that the protagonist has to appear different from those around

them in order to be a successful hero is just one of many

examples that “… complicate the meanings of the term ‘post-

colonial’.” (1103). For example, Aladdin was not set in a

postcolonial time period, nor was it really the perfect example
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of a colonized country, but it is still very possible to critique

the film using a post-colonial lens due to the way the

filmmakers play on the physical features of a specific people

in order to make them seem less civilized or not the “ideal”

race to the audience.
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Winter is Here and Boi is it Spicy

BECCA KELLY

Game of Thrones. It’s in the title, really. This beloved book

and HBO series is for sure representative of imperialist

discourse, and here’s why. Let’s start with the following

scene:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aewtOGH9ab4

In this scene, Cersei, the Queen of Westeros, is counseling

her son, Joffrey, on how he plans to act when he becomes

king. Joffrey begins the main discussion when he says, “we

allow the Northerners too much power. They consider

themselves our equals.” This establishes the separation of

ultimate power (the throne/King’s Landing) from the

controlled (the North and the rest of the kingdoms). It also

establishes that Joffrey is grounded in the ideology of this

kind of separation, and he also believes in the hierarchy the
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separation allows for. When his mother asks what, upon

becoming king, he would do about “them,” Joffrey explains

that he would suck resources out of them, using the North

for monetary and economic gain.

It’s also important that he wants to establish a “Royal Army,”

arguing: “why should every lord command his own men?

It’s primitive, no better than the hill tribes. We should have

a standing army of men loyal to the Crown, trained by

experienced soldiers, instead of a mob of peasants who have

never held pikes in their lives.” In this argument, Joffrey

further establishes that he believes in enforcing and even

strengthening the hierarchy of power. By calling everyone

who is not part of “the Crown” “primitive” and “no better

than the hill tribes,” he both belittles them and suggests that

there are still those that are below the people he considers

“primitive.” In this way, there is the Throne, the Lords,

their peasants, and then the hill tribes. The concept of a

“Royal Army” is important when relating this to Imperialism

because an army, especially in the world of Game of Thrones,
is a huge economic and power resource. Having one Royal

Army instead of a bunch of armies lead by each individual

lord would also transfer all of the military power to the

Throne, allowing whoever reigns to have even more control
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over the seven kingdoms.

From here, though, Cersei points out that Joffrey’s plan is

not realistic, because “you invaded their homeland, asked

them to kill their brothers… The North cannot be held, not

by an outsider. It’s too big and too wild…a good king

knows when to save his strength and when to destroy his

enemies…everyone who isn’t us is an enemy.” In this bit,

Cersei doesn’t necessarily disagree with Joffrey’s attitude

towards the people in the North, as she calls them “wild.”

She also is continuing their conversation of talking about

this group of people as if they’re some kind of object, and

this objectification furthers the hierarchy of power enforced

by this imperialist ideology. They also both come to the

conclusion that the hierarchy of power also means that those

who are not on top with the Crown should be seen as less-

than and potential threats to that system of power.
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I think that Game of Thrones is a good example of different

ideologies surrounding conquering and imperialism because

it’s filled with moments like this that delve into and flesh out

how this works in their world.
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Go Go Godzilla

JAMES SONIA

Godzilla is a representation of American oppression on the

world. Alternatively, in one interpretation of the

character, Godzilla, Mothra, and King Ghidorah: Giant
Monsters All-Out Attack (2001), Godzilla is an evil spirit

inhabited by the souls of those who died during Japan’s

invasion of China and Korea during WW2. In the clip below,

you can see Godzilla make landfall on an unsuspecting town

and devastate it. He shows no mercy and no discrimination in

his rampage, much like the Japanese Imperial Army showed

no mercy and discrimination during such “conflicts” during

the war like The Rape Of Nanjing. The brutalization of these

villagers at the hands of the soldiers is highly reminiscent of

the treatment of natives during the prime days of colonialism

and colonization. As Anne McClintock writes in her essay
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“The Angel Of Progress”, “[i]nternal colonization occurs

when the dominant part of a country treats a group or region

as it might a foreign country, Imperial colonization, by

extension, involves large-scale, territorial domination of the

kind that gave late Victorian Britain and the European lords

of humankind control 85% of the Earth…”(1188). Events

perpetrated by the Japanese during WW2 are examples of

modern-day imperial colonization to a degree so severe that

it almost makes the exploitation of the Congo look like

Disneyland. These events happen in GKM: All Monsters
Attack, and it causes the rise of a giant indestructible evil

lizard to roam the country side, forcing the Japanese people

to atone for their ancestors’ sins. This is such a departure

from traditional Godzilla lore as well; the filmmakers clearly

wanted to convey a message of never forgetting the sins

of the past, or they will come back to haunt you…in the

form of a giant evil lizard. I mean, Godzilla in this movie

is so evil that KING GHIDORAH is the good guy, and

I know that probably means nothing to most people, but

in every other Godzilla movie, King Ghidorah is the bad

guy, like a genocidal space dragon. It kinda works like this:

imagine Godzilla is Superman. King Ghidorah is the Lex

Luthor to his Superman, and when Lex Luthor is the good

guy, you’re in trouble. That is how important the message of

the film is. Superman is evil now, because we as a society did

unspeakably evil things during this war.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_pSsZLYJKo
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Passing: The Success of Imperialism

and Neocolonialism

DALTON PUFFER

While trying to think of ways to perform a postcolonial

critique with a medium of my choice, I came around to

looking at Passing as holding a sort of internal

imperialism–something we spoke briefly of during our class

discussion on Wednesday.

Imperialism is, for myself, still a murky subject. The best

definition I can muster of it now is that it is a process by

which a country extends its power and/or influence through

abstract, colonial-like means or through the use of capitalism.

It is not as physical as colonialism is. It’s not simply finding

acquiring, overpowering, occupying, and exploiting. It

works along the same lines, yet it is more abstract. If anyone
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would like to comment and help form my definition of
imperialism more I’d greatly appreciate it!

With this idea of imperialism, I began to think of how

it take’s place in Nella Larsen’s Passing. I realized that it is

strongly connected with neocolonialism, which exemplifies

that we are not post-colonialism. In Passing, Irene is a black

woman who can often pass to be white–or rather, not

black–sometimes being seen as hispanic. Why is this? Well

it is because people who are not black are able to live much,

much easier in the United States during this time and that

derives from effects of colonialism.

When countries colonized African lands, they claimed

them to be primitive, primal people, of less worth. This

ideology carried on long after this happened, even into the

day of Larsen’s novel. The reason why many people who

were black that tried to pass as white were doing it is directly

because of the lasting effects of that colonialism. Even though

the process and stage of colonization have long passed, its

effects still persisted. Thus coining the idea of neocolonialism:

that there is no post-colonialism, rather a lasting effect of

colonialism.

This also has to do with imperialism in that it is an abstract

concept of holding control. The majority of the county

actually believed the ideologies created about people with

dark skin and with that, the country was able to extend its

power over those unfortunate victims. This, in a capitalistic

country, was effective because it made them into profitable

items. It relates strongly to Audre Lorde’s idea of the profit

economy.

As I before mentioned, I still am not completely sure of

my definition of imperialism. It’s difficult to completely
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differentiate it from colonialism. Hopefully, that gets cleared

up soon.
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Postcolonialism: Is Aladdin Safe for

Kids?

DAVID WALKER

Postcolonial critique on Disney??? Get ready, the liberals are

trying to ruin Aladdin now!

Actually, colonialism ruined Aladdin. One thing people

might not realize is that the colonization of Western powers

in other nations has changed our perception of those regions.

It seems obvious, but there are people out there who believe

colonialism just happened, ended, and stopped affecting the

world in an era of “postcolonialism.” So, what does this have

to do with Aladdin?

Postcolonialism is recognized as the period after a nation

that was previously occupied by Western powers gains its

political independence. In the case of India’s independence,
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the end of the Britain’s political prominence in the region

was what made it “post-colonial.” What the term postcolonial

fails to address is that once colonialism is acquired, there’s no

magical way to turn a country’s culture back to the way it

was. The only representation of that original culture Western

children get to see in their mainstream is Aladdin.

Aladdin is a hybrid piece, according to postcolonial theory.

It’s a cross-fertilization between Western and Middle Eastern

cultures, making it something familiar, but new. The

portrayal of Indian culture through a western lens, however,

can lead to oppressive missteps and cultural

misrepresentation. So when Disney represents Indian society

as wildly impoverished, brutal, barbaric, and silly, Western

children grow up with false perceptions that, over time, alter

cultural perceptions.

If you need any proof of how Disney alienates Indian

culture, get a load of the characters who have thick

(attempted) Indian accents as opposed to American ones.

Jafar, Razoul, Farouk … that weird merchant guy? Their

accents are there to either be threatening or comic relief.

All the protagonists have perfect American/English accents.

What does that tell the kids?

I guess before we show our children media about different

cultures, we should go to college and learn about lingering

colonial power structures, or else our offspring will be

subliminally militant oppressors, or just screwed up, ignorant

people, in general. All we can do is hold our breath and hope

this blog does enough.
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Abu Dhabi D- that's not funny...

BRETT HANSON

There is a lot of racism and patriarchal ideology in the movie

Sex in the City 2. The ignorance of this movie to have an

immediate punch line about a culture’s language right after

the title sequence is beyond me. This text has a place in a

postcolonial study because of it’s ignorance to a culture that

is an independent power. In the clip at 10 seconds, one of

the women uses English to manipulate a language and make

fun of it. That is automatically putting a sense of hierarchy

on these two languages, saying that English is the dominating

one by playing around with the other language just because

it sounds different.

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=AVYLjUNILtw&w=560&h=315

This scene depicts the idea of being able to take a language
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and inflict a dominance on another due to historical relations.

Loomba touches on this idea when she talks about the

patriarchal structures: “English patriarchal structures were

different in the sixteenth century from what they are today,

and they varied also between classes, then and now” (1109).

In this movie they are treating this English patriarchal

structure as if they are living in an English dominated country

when in fact it is the complete opposite. Language is a

meaningful subject that can define a culture; it shows

complete roots of what the culture is. That is why this media

can be looked at in a postcolonial lens because you can see

that the colonization/globalization of the white man has

established a sense of dominance over a culture. You can

view the literal white patriarchy that happens in the above

link. Also after looking into this idea of the white patriarchal

dominance, I found this picture:

This picture shows the white women being served like

royalty by a local. At first glance, I looked at this image and

immediately thought of a portrait of gods. These women
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are put into this area that does not belong to them and

they are being represented as Queens of this land. This just

brings forth the “magic orient” which is being represented in

this image. They are portraying this land as an oasis where

you live like a king/queen and that the people who live

there are put there in order to serve. The audacity to put

this image in the movie almost makes it seem like they are

still living in a colonized society where they are visiting

from the ruling empire. This movie completely negates the

idea that a culture can get out of their colonized days, and

shows the ugly aftermath of being a colonized state. I think

that Hollywood needs to read some postcolonial analyses

and understand that the world is not owned by a white

dominating empire anymore and they should focus on the

idea that culture needs to be preserved, not made fun of.
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The World is a Meshy Place

ANNA GREENWOOD, ROWAN CUMMINGS, KYLE

CIPOLLONE, RANDY GARFIELD, AND KAMAL

SINGHANI

The ecological thought is the idea that everything is

interconnected, and has to do with society and our

coexistence in the world. It has to do with music, culture,

philosophy and literature. This thought process includes the

ways we imagine ourselves living together, and everyone’s

relation to each other and all other beings. An ecological

thought process sees everything in the big picture:

“[t]hinking in totality,” as Timothy Morton describes it.

All of our actions affect the planet and every other being

that inhabits it. Thinking about these actions in totality, you

can imagine what the impacts of them will be in the future,

hundreds, thousands or even millions of years from now. One
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way to illustrate an ecological thought process is thinking of

it in relation to the nature that surrounds us. In our modern

society, nature has already served its purpose to us.

Time spent in Nature has long been seen as an essential

element of human existence. We often view Nature as a

tangible thing with the ability to bring us back to “a time

without industry, a time without ‘technology’, as if we had

never used flint or wheat” (5). It is our escape from our

boring, confining, mundane lives of school, work, or

anything else making our lives less than we think they should

be. We idealize Nature and place it high upon a pedestal; so

high in fact, that we are unable to ever reach it. Somehow,

we have made it pristine in our minds; all clear blue skies,

green fields, and singing birds. It is widely thought that true

Nature is untouched by man and civilization, making it the

perfect place to go when our rough and overly industrial lives

become too much.

It is imperative to examine ecology without the

romanticized notion of nature looming over its discourse.

There are numerous instances of environmentalist

movements that are primarily focused on preserving this

idealized “nature” instead of considering what is actually best

for the environment. For example, solar and wind farms are

often rejected by communities because they don’t look

“natural”. Instead of being concerned about energy

preservation, the public is wary that these large industrial

farms with “spoil their view.” Morton writes that this “is truly

a case of the aesthetics of Nature impeding ecology” (9). It’s

because of instances like this that the human race will not be

able to truly address the environmental realities of the planet

without first eradicating this ideological perception of what is
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“natural” and “unnatural”. Industrial facilities are a part of the

modern society in which we all exist.

Morton argues that in order to have a more honest, holistic

perception and grasp on “the ecological thought,” we must

reframe and accept the seedier sides of ecology. He calls for

a new aesthetic called “dark ecology”. Dark ecology is the

antithesis of the bright, sunny, straightforward rhetoric often

found in environmentalist spheres. The classic rhetoric in

environmentalism is counterintuitive in that it is incomplete.

We must see the whole picture; the good, bad and the ugly.

Morton writes on dark ecology: “A more honest ecological

art would linger in the shadowy world of irony and

difference…The ecological thought includes negativity and

irony, ugliness and horror.” We must not shield the ugliness

inherent in ecology from our view, but rather, acknowledge,

or even celebrate it. Oil spills, windmills, landfills and road-

kill; these are some examples of dark ecology. If we are

thinking in the totality called for by the ecological thought,

we need the whole picture.

The concept of “posthumanism” is also introduced under

the umbrella of ecotheory. Its main idea is that a “human”

as we understand it is much more complex than we think at

first. Morton quotes Donna Haraway’s statement that human

beings are “cyborgs.” The logic behind this idea is that

humans are eternally reliant and therefore interconnected

with technology.

This cyborg identity can be seen in the earliest humans

using fire and spears in order to survive, to current day,

where humans are so connected to screens that it seems we’re

slowly biologically adapting to our coexistence with them. A

phone is an extension of a person that offers different versions

of one’s self. Body alterations are commonplace in today’s
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society. Breast enhancements, lip rings and tattoos challenge

our original (if that ever existed, that is) human state. Even

practical, helpful medical advancements push us further into

the realm of posthumanism – hip replacements, prescription

pills and braces- they all make you a little less you.
Another consideration in the realm of posthumanism is

humans’ role in the universe; in what ways should we wield

our power? Does our invention of GMOs, artificial

intelligence, and alternate reproductive technologies

jeopardize our position as humans? Posthumanism seeks to

critique and alter the way we define human, and proposes a

radical view of our existence.

Two of the concepts within the ecological theory are: the

mesh and strange stranger. In the broad world, the more

we know something, the more ambiguous it becomes and

understand it less. Morton defines the the mesh as the

interconnectedness of all living and non-living things. He

recognizes that the mesh is jumbled and tangled and is not

easily navigable. “It is a vast, sprawling mesh of

interconnection without a definite center or edge” (The

Ecological Thought 8).

The other tenant of ecotheory is the idea of strange

strangers. The idea of “strange strangers” bases its legitimacy

on the inner logic of knowledge. It suggests that the more

we understand our connection to each and every life-form,

the stranger they become to us. Morton uses the logic of

learning about WW1 to illustrate his point: “The more you

know about the origins of the first World War, the more

ambiguous your conclusions become.” This is just like our

relationship with the most seemingly distant and insignificant

life form. Much in the spirit of the Uncanny, these “strange

strangers” are distantly familiar, yet our understanding of
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them becomes less clear the more we inspect them and our

relationship with them.

Ecotheory depends on the “ghost of Nature” being

acknowledged and analyzed in such a way that we gain a

whole new perspective on our lives, as well as humanity and

nature as a whole. Rather than focus on one singular thing or

event, ecotheory presses for humans to think about the bigger

picture and look at the darker side of beautiful or “natural”

things, allowing them to be scary or “unnatural”. With this

perspective as a tool, we can begin to unpack the deeper

meaning behind things as simple as roadkill, or as complex as

cyborgs and other mind-boggling technological advances.
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Hey There, Nature, You Strange

Stranger

WILLOW MOULTON, MARISSA VARGAS, TUCKER

MILWRATH, AND JOSHUA BARTSCH

Timothy Morton argues that ecology is more than just

biology and science. It is everything in this world connected.

It is art and the humanities along with science. He calls this

the ecological thought. Morton writes, “[i[t has to do with

reading and writing. It has to do with race, class, and gender.

It has to do with sexuality” (2). The ecological thought forces

us to become one with nature instead of “othering’ it like

we always have. We put it over there, far away, somewhere

almost unreachable. But Morton is saying it is us, everything

around us and in between. Morton terms it “the mesh,” an

intimacy, interconnectedness, a coexistence that is open-
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ended (8). The mesh is just as hard to grasp Morton’s queer

ecology. But think about this: the mesh questions and

deconstructs ideologies, just as queer theory does. When we

construct the simplest ideologies, we group things almost

unconsciously. For example, gender ideology places men and

women in their rights and responsibilities in society. We’ve

all heard the saying “women belong in the kitchen.” The

mesh deconstructs this ideology because it would argue that

men and women are connected and coexisting: they are not

separated by male and female. The grouping in the mesh is

an entirety instead of little ‘social groups.’ It is more of a ‘we

are one.’

The mesh tells us that EVERYTHING is connected.

There’s no way we can wrap our head around how each

little part is connected; this is the strange stranger. Morton

is saying we haven’t been able to comprehend that nature is

connected to us instead of this far-away thing but we need

to. We’re not going to understand it all though, no matter

how much we try. Trying to comprehend it is strange, but

realizing you can’t comprehend it all is stranger. By realizing

that we are closer to nature than we seem it brings up the

concept of dark ecology. Morton writes, “..life is catastrophic,

monstrous, nonholistic, and dislocated, not organic,

coherent, or authoritative” (275). Dark ecology is part of the

reason we have othered nature and put it over there, away

from us. We have repressed its dark side.

Morton argues that queer theory and the mesh challenge

an “inside-outside manifold” (274). This manifold proposes

that nature is a closed system, just as gender ideology

proposes that genders are stable and binary. But like the

body, how has nature ever been a closed system? Both queer

theory and nature defy these boundaries. We as humans have
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defied the boundaries by accepting queer theories and

deconstructing ideologies; changing genders and nature does

the same thing because as Morton states, “biology shows us

that there is no authentic life form” (275). He writes about

how plants benefit from encounters with others but

specifically with life forms different from their own such

as insects. Ultimately, Morton’s argument on the ecological

thought and queer ecology is important for us to actually

come a little closer to saving our planet.

Works Cited:
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The Tree of Life and the Problem with

Nature

MALCOLM HOLMES

According to Timothy Morton, the problem with “Nature”

is that it exists only in the minds of human beings, as a

simplistic, imaginary, and ultimately damaging

misrepresentation of the physical and symbolic resources that

serve human life. The guiding principle that shapes the ways

in which humanity culturally characterizes and interacts with

the natural world is to view nonhuman life as a mirror, a tool

through which we collectively define ourselves. Humanity

imposes its image onto the complex interconnectivity of all

life, reducing the intricate entanglement of organisms and

their environments to this reductive, self-serving construct

of Nature with a capital N, a hallucinatory division between
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the world of human civilization and the world of Nature.

The problem with this division is that it undermines the

complexity and co-dependency of all life on the planet,

marginalizing and alienating the natural systems of life which

organically strive to operate independently of the sole

purpose of accommodating human activity. Tim Morton

states in his introduction to “The Ecological Thought,”

“Just like a reflection, we can never actually reach it and

touch it and belong to it. Nature was an ideal image, a

self-contained form suspended afar, shimmering and naked

behind glass like an expensive painting.” (Morton, 5)

This passage illustrates the problematic distance created

between human beings and nonhuman life as it exists beyond

the boundaries of civilization, a distance almost like that

between a deity and its devotees. This distance plays an

infinitely counterintuitive role in the efforts to achieve any

semblance of an understanding of ecology, as it obscures

the necessity of acknowledging interconnectivity between

humans and nonhumans, and makes it all the more inevitable

that we obliviously and irreparably damage our environment

and hinder its ability to properly sustain life.

The implications of Morton’s problem with Nature are

explored in the films of Terrence Malick, a director with

a highly distinctive style who routinely examines the

relationship between humanity and the natural world in his

work. In the beginning of the trailer for his film The Tree of
Life, a female voice over says, “There are two ways through

life: the way of nature, and the way of grace.” While these

words are spoken, we see footage of the movement of water

beneath its surface, outer space, a meteorite colliding with

the earth, seen from outside the atmosphere, sunlight filtered

through a wave in the ocean, a circle of towering treetops
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shown from the forest floor, and, finally, two human hands

clasped around an infant’s foot. The first twenty-three

seconds of the trailer exemplify one of Malick’s trademark

fixations in his work: the mysterious enormity of the natural

world, and the unfathomable puzzle of the place that human

beings occupy within it. Malick’s visual style violently

celebrates the notion of Nature as an awesome,

incomprehensible mystery, as he focuses on the aesthetics

of sweeping landscapes, massive waterfalls, vast expanses of

desert, animals, the dwarfing depths of outer space, forests,

empty beaches, and the various images of the sky, often

shown through a swooping, dizzying perspective. This

representation of the natural world contributes to the

conception of Nature as possessing the “unnatural” qualities

of, as Morton puts it:

“…hierarchy, authority, harmony, purity, neutrality, and

mystery.” (Morton, 3)

An interesting facet of this portrayal of the natural world

in this context is that Malick uses a similarly sweeping,

grandiose visual style in the way he presents human life,

intercutting shots of grand, wilderness vistas with similarly

filmed scenes of children playing and dancing, a husband

and wife having an argument, a small 1950’s neighborhood,

etc, as if to suggest that the conception of Nature as a pure,

colossal mystery is something to be found in the daily life

of human beings, as if children running though a suburban

street is symbolically on par with the epic, inhuman enigma

of the universe itself.

https://youtu.be/RrAz1YLh8nY
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The Nature of Romantic Literature

ZOË KAY

Dark ecology is a way to explain the “irony, ugliness, and

horror” of ecology. This is a way to look at and appreciate not

only the lush, serene, and idealistic pieces of nature, but also

simple or ugly things. Dark ecology seems to interest Morton

more than anything other part of nature. This the reality of

Nature.

The mesh is a way of explaining the interconnectedness of

all beings and the thinking about this. Living and non living

creatures are all a part of the mesh.

William Wordsworth, a groundbreaking poet in the

Romantic era of literature in England, focused greatly on

Nature in his poetry. His concept of the sublime, being

overtaken by awe or terror in nature, is a hotspot for

ecological discussion.
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In his poem, “Resolution and Independence,” Wordsworth

meets a very old man in the woods. The man is a part of

nature, and a part of the mesh. He is found in the muddy

water allowing leeches to climb up his legs and suck his

blood in order to collect them and make money. This is an

example of dark ecology. The leeches, a swamp, and a man

so old that he is “not all alive nor dead, /Nor all asleep; in his

extreme old age” are not things that typically take place in

a serene or capitalist-centered environment. It is interesting

that Wordsworth spends time in other poems explaining his

love of nature and all of the beauty, but in this specific poem

the point seems to be that his life may not be perfect, but at

least it isn’t as bad as this muddy leech collector’s life. I don’t

think that the ugliness of his life, although completely natural

and part of the mesh, would not qualify him as part of the

idealistic Nature.
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(M)other Nature

KELSEY DAVIS

The main concept in Morton’s critique of ecology is the

idea that somehow, humans are separate from nature. In our

minds, Nature is this sort of “other” being, a concept that

is far away and not something that we are all a part of no

matter where we are. The best example of this that I can

think of is the mindset of going off to be “one with nature”

by going camping for a weekend in the White Mountain

national forest. This is dangerous because it provides the
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possibility to NOT be with nature at some point.
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While this is a longer comic, it presents the mindset that

many people have when regarding nature and the

environment. Mother Nature is presented as a being that

is outside of humanity, and to her, humanity is nothing. It

“won’t be missed”. This goes against Morton’s stance where

everything is connected together, and humanity is a part of

nature, no matter what.

An idea I find fascinating is the term “dark ecology”

because it combines many different theories into one.

Uncanny, ideology and ecology are all a part of “dark

ecology”. The term is defined as being the uncanny

realization that humanity is part of the destruction of nature,

and ourselves, rather than being a neutral bystander to an

external situation. We are instead intimately implicated in it.

In the comic above, this shows dark ecology where the man

is saying that he is part of the problem, but the issue is that

the scope of the problem is not recognized. Humanity is in

danger just as much as nature is as well.
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Earth Jam in Our Community

KYLE CIPOLLONE

For the second year in a row, I attended Earth Jam on the

Mary Lyon Green at Plymouth State. One thing that’s really

drawn me to going was seeing the live music that’s played

there. Of course, there are many other things that occur

during this event, such as stands run by students in the art

department, who sell their artwork. This included tie-dye

shirts, handbags and print art. Other stands included food and

drinks. An aspect that really sticks out at this event is the

way many of the attending people dress: they show a strong

illustration of hippie culture.

Looking at the numerous materials that are used to put

on such an event, I thought it would be great to relate

it to eco-theory. In particular, Timothy Morton’s concept

of nature being a possession by humans crosses my mind
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when thinking about Earth Jam. In Morton’s The Ecological
Thought, he says that humanity’s concept of nature has been

altered in a way that we view it as a possession rather than

an environment; a possession that motivates us to exploit the

earth because we see our planet as a sustainable resource.

“Our concepts of “faceless generous mother nature” are based

on “sedentary agricultural societies with their idea of

“possession”” (Morton 7).

With this in mind, I would like to relate back to the events

that happened at Earth Jam this year. The idea behind this

gathering was to promote the health of the environment and

depict our impact on the earth by thinking of it in totality.

Morton says that seeing our impact in totality shows us “the

big picture” of what our existence does to the rest of the

world. “Facing our impact is one of the profound tasks to

which the ecological thought summoning us” (Morton 5).

Thinking of the earth in totality and our impact on it,

this brings me to raise Morton’s concept of the mesh. The

concept of the mesh is that everything in the world is

interconnected. By everything, Morton means everything.

“Nothing exists by itself, and so nothing is fully “itself””

(Morton 15). This means that our existence as human beings

and our encounter with all other beings in the world has an

effect. We impact them with our existence and encounters,

and they impact us back.

When we look at the event of Earth Jam in the context

of the mesh, we see that it had significant impacts on other

beings around us. While the idea of the event was to promote

the health of the earth and environment, it produced a fair

amount of garbage and other non-biodegradable objects into

the environment, from the trash produced from attendees,

to the objects that were produced by people working at the
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stands. Many of the materials used to create the items for

sale could be harmful to other beings in the environment if

they’re non-biodegradable, thus having an impact back on us

in some way because of the mesh.

The resources used to put on such an event end up hurting

the very purpose of it. This event is an expression of the

human mindset that the environment is a possession used

for resources. The concept of the mesh brings these impacts

to the environment right back to us in some strange and

mysterious way, and it will take us thinking in totality: seeing

the big picture, to really change things.
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The Ubuhle Women: Feminists

Unleashed in South Africa

AUTUMN STEARNS

On the first semi-decent day in April, which also happened

to be my 22nd birthday, I attended the “Ubuhle

Women: Beadwork and the Art of Independence” exhibit at

the Currier Museum of Art in Manchester, NH. The first

thought that went through my mind when I heard the

Ubuhle women’s story was the chapter “Introduction to

Feminist Paradigms” written by Rivkin and Ryan in the

Literary Theory textbook.

The Ubuhle women from South Africa sew beads onto

humongous cuts of fabric to make murals, of sorts. The end

products are called Ndwango. These beads are just like the

little tiny beads on bracelets or earrings, they’re minute. The
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women work on these pieces of art for months and even

years at a time, depending on how large or small their pieces

of fabric are. The Ubuhle women bead because it is their

way of enacting feminism in South Africa. By beading, they

create meaningful employment for many women in South

Africa so that they can gain financial independence. Many

of the Ubuhle women moved to a small farm where tourism

is big so that they could sell their beaded works more easily

and therefore gain financial independence from their male-

counterparts. By gaining this financial freedom, these women

become liberated and have a sense of agency and power,

unlike before when they had to rely on men.

Because Africa, South Africa in particular, is so far away

from us, we rarely think about feminism or women’s

relationship with the patriarchy there because we are more

concerned with it here. Rivkin and Ryan stated, “…the

subject of feminism was women’s experience under

patriarchy, the long tradition of male rule in society which

silenced women’s voices, distorted their lives, and treated

their concerns as peripheral…such conditions was in some

respects not to exist at all” (765). Generally, women’s

relationship with the patriarchy isn’t all that great, and it isn’t

any different in South Africa. The Ubuhle women fought the

patriarchal norm and worked hard to gain their independence

so that they would have a voice and so that they would “exist”

in the patriarchal world. These women were tired of their

voices and concerns going to the way-side, so they decided

to group together and do something about it. This is when

the beading began.
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The Ubuhle women’s stories also relate to Butler’s theory of

performing a gender. Butler wrote, “The act that one does,

the act that one performs, is, in a sense, an act that has been

going on before one arrived on the scene…gender is an

act which has been rehearsed…this repetition is at once a

reenactment and reexperiencing of a set of meanings already

socially established…” (906). Many of the Ubuhle women

talk about their mothers and how their mothers always told

them “You must be strong like me,” so the women act strong

for their children like their mothers did for them. Many of

the women are single mothers because their husbands are

nonexistent or died from various diseases, some being HIV/

AIDS. All of the women have lost someone near and dear to
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them, whether that be their mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers,

husbands, or children. But, they have each other as they all

call one another “my sister.” They have created and grown

a community of women who have all obtained financial

independence and who have gained a voice, not only in their

society, but all over the world.

This Ndwango is HUGE! It’s from the floor to the ceiling and it takes up a

whole wall!
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For more information, check out this video and this

brochure!
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Ecotheory in Graphic Design

WILLOW MOULTON

Every year the Graphic Design and Studio Art departments

at Plymouth State University present the Bachelor of Fine

Arts Thesis Exhibition. The annual capstone exhibit consists

of the seniors from the Graphic Design departments invented

companies and brands and the studio Art departments works

consist of their chosen area of interest. The seniors work

all year on their works to prepare for the exhibition that

goes from April ninth to May sixth. This year I attended the

exhibition on it’s opening day April tenth in the Silver Center

for the Arts. As people started filing in to Silver the band,

“Kachow” started playing and the students began presenting

their companies. This year there was a lot to see. There was

a whiskey and bourbon company, an instrument company,

a skateboarding line with posters, shirts, sweatshirts, boards,
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and cards. There was a one hundred percent organic cosmetic

line, an adoption company for dogs, a vintage and retro

clothes line, and an outdoors adventure company.

What caught my eye the most was the outdoors adventure

company called “Moab Mud” based in Moab, Utah. The

senior did a great job with marketing and catching my eye

with the beautiful landscape pictures of nature. Ahh, our

beautiful planet where we can hike, climb, and off-road. She

highlighted her project with her slogans. The poster showed

a girl jumping across rocks with the slogan “Take a Hike.

Let Utah’s extraordinary red rock take you to another world.”

This company, with its slogans, represented Ecotheory so

well.
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Timothy Morton. in his essay The Ecological Thought, writes,

“…nature [i]s a reified thing in the distance, under the

sidewalk, on the other side where the grass is always greener,

preferably in the mountains, in the wild” (Morton). This

company relates to this quote because, by putting this

company out there with all these slogans, it is saying that

nature is over there, in Moab, Utah. That’s where you have

to go to get to it. It says that the red rocks are over there

and that’s where you need to go to hike, climb, and off-road.

But what about the nature we have right where we are? This

company kind of throws out that idea that we are always

within nature, that we don’t have to travel somewhere to get

to it.

Also, what came to mind when looking at these posters

was the idea of ownership of nature. These posters make it

seem like nature is there for us to use—to go hike. Morton

writes, “..our concepts of ‘faceless generous mother nature’
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are based on ‘sedentary’ agricultural societies with their idea

of ‘possession’” (Morton). In today’s society we have so many

things telling us that nature is there for us to use like the

flyers that invite you to hike these mountains, climb the

rocks because that’s what they are there for. What Morton

argues is that we don’t allow nature to be it’s own. It’s ours

because, as humans, everything is there for us, for our own

self-fulfillment.
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Wild and Scenic Film Festival

DALTON PUFFER
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To begin: the view of nature as something that is separate or

before humans is deeply ideological and romanticized.

Tim Morton’s book, The Ecological Thought, clarifies this

concept. Our species has, through all our

advancements—advancements that stem from evolution

recognizable in in all other species—brought us to that

conclusion of nature as some “weird other”. Morton says in

the introduction to his piece that we’ve estranged ourselves

and lead ourselves to believe that we’ve killed nature, creating

a “ghost of ‘Nature,’ a brand new entity dressed up like a relic

from a past age, haunted in the modernity in which it was

born.”

Through are ideology of nature as a relic, we begin to

romanticize it. We look to the trees in the woods, the

untouched hills, the sauntering deer under the canopy, as

something to be glorified and mesmerizing—something to

be framed. And we do indeed frame it. That framing places

nature vulnerable to capitalism. Everyone profits of the

fascination of a picturesque wilderness, whether it be

monetarily or emotionally. Look at L.L. Bean, Patagonia, or

The North Face’s means of income as an example. Then,

think of yourself: do you ever go outdoors to feel better?

Catch a breath of fresh air?

This current understanding of “nature” or “wilderness” is

heavily interpellated onto people through, as Morton calls,

“bambified” versions of that so called “other.”

Recently the Office of Environmental Sustainability at

Plymouth State held an event at the Flying Monkey titled

the Wild and Scenic Film Festival. An event which perpetuated

the “others” bambification. It was two hours of clips that

were to promote the beauty of what we see as “nature”

or “wilderness” in hopes to recover that “separate entity”
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in a time where a well-proven Climate Change is rapidly

encroaching. Even by looking at the events title we can

already see the developed idea of separation (wild) and beauty

(scenic).

The videos showed to the audience were of people living

through sustainable means, working in various sustainable

fields of science, or enacting the romanticized ideology of

nature through enjoying and making picturesque that

“other”—nature. It showed us bright and optimistic images of

the world.

The first clip we saw was of a woman who journeyed

out into Moab National Park and collected soundbites with

objects she found there: breaking twigs, dropping rocks, birds

chirping, the wind through grass. She said that this is to

show people the beauty of the world. She hopes that, by

romanticizing it to others, it will convince them to rescue it.

Whereas she may not be wrong, it is still painting a pretty

picture that people want to see.

Yet nature is not this purely beautiful place. There is a

dark ecology at play in the world. Violent storms, tidal waves,

angler fish tricking prey in the deep depths, grizzly bears

eating attacking humans, poisonous snakes. This is the real

nature, the one that we choose to ignore. Why, even when

presented with these scary subjects, do we only remember

nature as pure beauty?

The world—the nature (the real one, the one that includes

us)—is not as picturesque as we make it out to be. Events

such as this make it to be a magical realm of our own fantasy.

It is as Morton says we want it to be, a “mirror image”

where the “grass is always greener on the other side.” Even

in the events clip about biomimicry, the idea that we should

copy more what other creatures do, there is to be found
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a large contradiction. They only promote the good things

they found of animals in nature, things such as how some

animals bodies reflect light through their exterior structures

to produce colors, as opposed to creating highly concentrated

elements which are often volatile like we people do. Though

many animals, such as the Spiny Spider or Angler Fish, use

those exterior structure colors to lure in a tasty meal.

Nature is not as pretty as you want it to be, and it does not

exclude you.
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Kids But Not Really Kids

TUCKER MILWRATH

This isn’t an example from the PSU community, but it’s from

my community so I think it counts.

I assume we all remember what it was like being kids in

the early 2000s; bikes, street lights signaling it’s time to go

home, cartoons in the morning on weekends, a gameboy

or something (leapfrog?), coloring books, and not staring

at a phone all the time. Recently, I went to my brother’s

high school volleyball game and while the environment was

familiar, what the little siblings of high schooler’s were doing

was pretty foreign. Instead of sitting there or trying to run

around on the court or coloring, a lot of these elementary

school aged kids were sitting there glued to a tablet or a

phone. Looking at these kids, this different breed of kids,

reminded me of the uncanny.
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Like I already mentioned, we were all kids but not this

kind. Sure, I was sucked into a screen whenever there was

a Tom & Jerry marathon but, out in public, we didn’t have

the means. Looking back at it, I think the uncanny bit of

my observation is how much they remind me of me at my

current age. As a kid I wasn’t glued to a screen as often as

possible but I am now. The same is true for this 10-year-old

except he can look at a screen from whatever ungodly hour

he wakes up to his 8:30 p.m bedtime.

In “The Uncanny,” Freud writes that “…everything that

now strikes us as ‘uncanny’ fulfills the condition of stirring

these vestiges of animistic mental activity within us and

bringing them to expression,” (429). The key word in this

quote is “vestige.” It means a trace of something that either

doesn’t exist anymore or is slowly disappearing. And while

this is a very old person thing to say, I think that kids, like

we were anyways, are disappearing. Looking at a screen all

day is something that I always pictured some unhappy adult

doing in a bland cubicle; picture Mr. Incredible working at

an insurance company. But now it’s something that anyone

and everyone does and usually, they are happy to do it.

This uncanny observation really made me think. I’m sure

we’ve all heard an older person say that kids aren’t doing

kid things anymore and after seeing those tiny humans stare
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at a screen at that volleyball game, I am tempted to agree.

Freud says that the uncanny is something that is familiar but

still odd (I’m paraphrasing) because it stirs something inside

of yourself that you didn’t really know was there. Now that

I know, I believe that this experience has strengthened my

understanding of the uncanny as well as Freud’s theory.
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Blackkklansman and the Gyro House

MERAK ALOSA

Red River Theater is a small, community-oriented, movie

theater located on mainstreet in Concord, New Hampshire.

It was opened in 2007 after seven years of local efforts and

fundraising raised almost 1.8 million dollars. The theater has a

focus on arthouse film, and is known for showing movies and

documentaries that may not get a universal release. The space

can also be rented for community events or musical acts. It’s

a really cool space, and a great spot to see a movie. There

are three different screening rooms in the theater, two large

more traditional theater space and one small room with about

twenty seats. There’s also a Greek restaurant down the street

called Gyro House that makes a really incredible gyro. They

put french fries right in the gyro, which is a move that really

elevates the gyro experience. I’ve seen a few movies at Red
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River, but the one I will be writing about for this post is the

new Spike Lee film, Blackkklansman.
Red River Theater:

As stated by Louis Althusser in Ideology and Ideological State
Apparatuses: “Ideology represents the imaginary relationship

of individuals to their real conditions of existence.” By this

statement, Althusser is explaining how the imaginary belief

system an individual is indoctrinated into by a larger

apparatus (such as the state) manifests and reinforces itself in

reality. In Blackkklansman, Spike Lee uses deft filmmaking

and sharp writing to expose the ideology of white supremacy

in the United States, and show how it reinforces oppressive

“real conditions of existence.”

When I saw Blackkklansman at Red River, the theater was

relatively packed, and there seemed to be a lot of anticipation.

The film is based on the true story of Ron Stallworth who, as

the first black detective to serve in the racist Colorado Springs

Police Department, infiltrated the KKK with his Jewish

partner, Flip. Using an ingenious plan conducted by

Stallworth, the two penetrate and expose the inner workings
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of the KKK. Although the film takes place in the 70s, Spike

Lee uses Stallworth’s story to unmask the ideology of white

nationalism that very much still exists in modern-day

America. Lee does this through subtle but pointed references

to modern-day hatred and nationalist rhetoric- such as

references to “Make America Great Again” and “America

First”- and closing the film with a montage of the

Charlottesville hate attacks that occured in 2017. Most of the

events in the film can also be seen as allegorical references to

the modern-day ideology of white supremacy, such as white

cops asserting the dominance of the state through propaganda

and violence. By the end of the film, the audience seemed

really affected and thoughtful, sitting for a couple extra

minutes to really absorb what they had just seen, thinking and

internally raising questioning about where they have seen the

consequences of the ideology of white supremacy in their

own lives.

Spike Lee at the 2019 Academy Awards:

This film -and more importantly to the point of this blog

post, the theater itself- is important to the community and

critical theory because through Red River Theater ,a local
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audience (like myself) has the opportunity to see movies and

go to events that raise questions relating to theoretical

concepts, such as, in the case of Blackkklansman, the

underlying ideologies that structure our lives and the real-

world consequences of not recognizing them. This is

especially important our modern day in a media landscape,

in which we we are inundated with content and limitless

options. Red River offers a curated, more community-

oriented experience, that helps people question and examine

their world view. Something that is one the most important

results of studying critical theory.
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The Uncanny Community Disease

MOLLY INGRAM

In my town, I attended a speech about Lyme disease. The

speech was held in my local town hall to discuss the dangers

of the disease, how to prevent getting it, and the steps to

go about removing and treating if you find yourself with a

tick bite. Living in New England my whole life, I have been

taught this common lesson growing up. Experts claim to

know everything about this disease and have become experts

on the right ways to treat it, except they are missing one

important piece to the puzzle. How did Lyme disease start?

This question was asked at the end of the speech and the

room went silent. You could feel an uneasy shift in the

air as the speaker’s expression went from confident, to

uncomfortable. This uncertainty made the experience

uncanny from that moment till the end of the lecture.
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Sigmund Freud says that “we are tempted to conclude that

what is ‘uncanny’ is frightening precisely because it is not

known and familiar” (418). This shift in the room among

myself, the presenter, and the rest of the audience, made me

realize the community is also feeling this uncertainty, shaping

this feeling and recognition for me. The speaker went on to

bounce around the question and made the impression that he

had no idea.

Lyme disease has become a conspiracy, controversy, and

cover-up. There are many questions that have gone

unanswered, making this disease “incapable of explaining”

(424). Questions arise such as: Why do doctors who specialize

in treating Lyme disease patients get harassed by medical

boards? Why won’t insurance cover Lyme disease treatments?

It is called a disease. This mysterious chorionic illness has

been said to have started by Nazi scientists who went to Plum

Island in the United States right off the Connecticut shore,

to work on biowarfare weapon and germs. Lyme disease is
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known, but it is unknown how to treat it or how it started.

The uncanniness surrounds Lyme in every aspect. After the

speech, I could hear people in the community talking about

what they think or know about others who have told them

what they think. This is where repetition compulsion comes

into play. Repetition compulsion “prepares us for the

discovery that whatever reminds us of this inner repetition

compulsion is perceived as uncanny” (427). The majority of

the people who have come to this speech have the disease

themselves and grasp their understanding of what it is by

their doctor telling them the same thing over and over. And

with this person who is looked at as more knowledgeable

as you, you believe them. Going to this community speech

brought this concept to light by expressing how there is

missing evidence and assumptions about whatever is going

on with their health. Lyme disease is uncanny because it is

“nothing new or foreign, but something familiar and old –

established in the mind that has been estranged only by the

process of repression” (429). Going to this lecture opened

my eyes and showed me how theoretical concepts can be

applied and expressed in the world among multiple people,

their health, and the world. Lyme is being covered up leaving

the community to feel an uncanny suspicion.
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The Communal Ideology, a Perspective

Shift

JARED GENDRON

Looking back on my mindset as I came into college, I’ve

definitely transformed as a subject in my ideological

mindsets. In this post, I want to compare myself today to my

freshman-year self. In Louis Althusser’s essay “Ideology and

Ideological State Apparatuses,” he defines the subject and the

material existence that springs from the subject’s ideology:

“the existence of the ideas of his belief is material in that his

ideas are his material actions inserted into material practices

governed by material rituals which are themselves defined by

the material ideological apparatus from which derive the

ideas of that subject” (697). I will attempt to explain how my

material existence has been shaped by my ideology.
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This is what we all look like through our personal journeys

I didn’t hold a strong sense of community in my earlier years

of adolescence. I didn’t have any strong role models, nobody

in history of which I could identify with or recognize their

struggles as humans. This has left me feeling alone, an

outsider. Arriving at Plymouth State, my viewpoint was that

this is a school that people come to to stay close to home. Or

to party. Or to ski. That’s what I heard when I came here.

Because Plymouth wasn’t a “prestigious” Ivy League school

or somewhere far away, I felt like my problems were still

going to follow me. Clearly, that was an ignorant ideology

shaped by my inexperience in the world. My reality up to

college was ruled by middle-class privilege. I’d never signed
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a lease by myself before. I’d never had to deal with

roommates and responsibly juggling chores. I’d never voted

in a primary election. My mindset, before entering

university, was propagated by not fully realizing my rights

and freedom as a U.S citizen. As of writing this, at the age of

21, I have spent three years cultivating for myself a stronger

sense of connectedness with others. Especially as I have been

fostering leadership skills, my developing social and political

ideologies have changed my outlook on kinship with people.

The community event I would like to outline is the PSU

Alumni gathering. As a part of the Student Support

Foundation, I volunteered to attend a meeting in Lebanon

in which a number of Plymouth Alumni came for a social

gathering. I didn’t know to expect going into this; I assumed

more students from other organizations were going to be in

attendance. This wasn’t the case. Only two other people

from the organization and myself were there, and we acted

as a sort of guests of honor to the larger pool of alumni. This

was very humbling and an eye-opening experience. It made

me feel proud for being a member of a community,

specifically the PSU community. People were genuinely

interested and supportive of our goals as a student-driven

organization. We all held the passion to help people, and

that’s what tied us together. In general, over the past few

weeks, I feel as if I have greatly shifted my perspective on

communities and the power and agency that everyone

within them. I’ve branched out from a selfish person and

have become concerned with the pervasive power of

collaboration and teamwork. Next year, my senior year, I

will be officially a member of two PSU organizations. That’s

two more than I expected myself to be in when I came to

Plymouth. My changing outlook on working with people is
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to thank for this unexpected path I have taken. I want to

learn from others and service myself as to raise the quality of

life for others. As the subject of ideologies, I’m interpellating

myself in different ways than I did as an adolescent.
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Ideology, Performativity, Disruption,

and the Uncanny as a Student in Open

Education

JESSICA CHRETIEN

During the last semester I got to spend a lot of time learning

about and participating in conversations about Open

Education in the PSU community, but also in the larger

national, and even global, Open Ed community.

What is Open Education? Well Open Ed is… pretty broad

and always up for debate, always being reworked. A lot of

Open began with the faculty and staff at institutions of higher

education working to make textbooks affordable for students,

or to eliminate cost all together. Open Ed specifically focused

on OER, or Open Educational Resources. At the core of
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Open Ed is often a belief that knowledge should be open–it

should be accessible, it should be shared, it should be

unconstrained by various forces. As Open has developed, it’s

expanded into many values and practices, with a particular

focus on Open Pedagogy and the critical examination of

the traditions of creation and consumption of knowledge in

higher ed classrooms.

As I become more involved with Open Ed, I find myself

concerned particularly with certain critical approaches to

teaching and learning. Since this semester started, I’ve had

the chance to attend several events on campus, hosted by the

PSU Open CoLab, directed by Robin DeRosa. I had followed

Robin’s work with Open Ed for months, until in January, I

saw that the Open CoLab was going to become a distinct

place/ hub for Open Ed on campus, and that they were going

to be hosting “Fast Blasts” to familiarize faculty and staff with

the practices of Open Education (and the Open Ed online

community), Interdisciplinarity, and Project Based Learning.

After seeing these events posted on Robin’s Twitter, I

finally decided to introduce myself and ask if I could come

watch these “fast blast” sessions, as they were only targeted

at faculty and staff, and I wasn’t sure I could attend. Of

course, Robin immediately told me that she would never host

an event through the Open Co Lab that students weren’t

allowed to attend (which I figured would be the case

anyway).

During the semester, I went to all four of the different

fast blast topic sessions; three presentations that were part of

the interview process for the Instructional Designer that PSU

was/ is hiring; and next week I’ll be attending one for the

Interdisciplinary Studies Chair. At almost every single one of

these events, I was the only student present. I observed the
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presentations, I took notes, I thought a lot about what was

being said by presenters and other attendees, I asked my own

questions, I gave my own critiques, I contributed my own

ideas from my “official student” perspective.

In addition to all of this, I joined the Open Ed Twitter

community and thought about, asked questions, critiqued the

ideas that people from all over the world were putting forth,

and sometimes even added my own in the middle of this vast

community of people I didn’t know at first (but have started

to know).

I also spent a lot of the semester in conversation with my

professors about pedagogical practices in the classes I was

currently taking with them, or just in general. In short–I

spent a lot of time thinking about and trying to challenge

the education that was being given to me: what content was

being presented and how it was presented, what assignments

I was given and what learning outcomes I was supposed to

be achieving, and the general notions of authority in the

student/ teacher division/ hierarchy.

When I think about what theoretical concept to relate this

experience to, I feel like I could relate it to pretty much every

thing we’ve talked about this semester.

Above all, though, I have distinctly felt uncanny and

dissonant during this experience. In my group’s lesson on

ideology, we tried to challenge the ideological structures

of authority in higher ed, and our classroom specifically.

We looked at the different performative aspects that both

teachers and students carry out that reinforce this structure

and we tried to disrupt and question them. We sat at the

front of the class and we directly asked the class to have a

discussion on whether our professor’s authority was absolute

and unquestionable and about how our perception of her
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authority affects our discourse–while she sat on the side,

silently observing it.

In this activity, we disrupted out assumptions about the

roles we play–in what ways are we significantly attuned to

our professor’s affirmation, her directions, her assessment of

us, etc., and what does it feel like to not have those things?

Does the structure fall apart? Later, Dr. Goode told me that

after the lesson, she got back up to stand in front of the room

and instruct everyone and she felt strange, she felt like she was

“shimmering” and that it was strange to have to jump back

into her performative role of authority, and to have everyone

just go back into their own roles without hesitation, as well.

After we disrupted this ideological structure and became

more aware of the performativity we enact constantly, it

produced an uncanny feeling–the boundaries that are seen

as “natural” and unquestionable were dismantled (however

briefly) and one could say that it created a strangeness that

separated us from the previous Ideological State Apparatus we

had enacted so fully–there was now a small awareness that we

are essentially acting an ideology out without questioning it,

or without completely believing in it.

This class lesson was very similar to the experience that

I’ve had this semester as I attend faculty events and participate

in them as though my authority is in some way similar to

their authority. The boundaries between my roles become

increasingly blurred and the performances that I carry out on

a daily basis become increasing apparent to me–as I still am

(in a sense) forced to continue the ideological performance.

This involves a lot of context switching, a lot of moving

in and out of different group associations–I talk differently

about my experiences when with faculty than I do with

other students. Taking an active role in my education means
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learning in detail about the “background” assumptions, goals,

methods, etc. that my professors use to shape my experience

and my education (and therefore, my life). This felt/ feels

exceptionally strange because I know that I’m the only one in

my classes having that experience.

More and more I don’t feel as though I fit the tradition role

of “student,” and I obviously don’t fit the role of “faculty.”

How people see me shifts, depending on what context I’m in:

am I in the classroom, looking to the front, in reverence? am I

in a professor’s office hours, questioning whether I agree with

an assignment, or discussing the entire class’ development/

progression or the class dynamic at a level that most students

are not? am I talking with another faculty member about the

concerns I have about another teacher and what/ how I want

to bring up with them? am I in faculty meetings, listening

to people I immensely respect deliver a presentation, and

then after, raising my hand and critiquing/ challenging the

methods or content of their presentation in front of a bunch

of people with more “authority” than me? am I doing all of

this, and then going back to a classroom where I’m expected

to not question my professor as intensely as I did in the other

context?

One of the most uncanny experiences is the way that many

of my professors are (very fortunately) encouraging me to

question, to be engaged, to disrupt this structure–but the

awareness that it might have its limit. The awareness that I

am technically still in a position of lower authority, and that

my disruption is, in a sense, always dependent on how my

professors perceive that disruption and how they handle their

own reactions to these challenges.

In Open Ed we talk a lot about the anxiety that both

teachers and students experience when trying to shift these
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power structures–the structures are predictable, they are

comfortable. I am always aware that I can only challenge this

system if the people I am challenging feel stable enough to

be challenged, and have the time and energy to also question

this structure. To not live within the ideological structure, we

are required to do work and energy to rethink our bias, our

performance, our roles, our practices in all forms. I am aware

that burnout is always around the corner, and that a default

to the traditional structure is easier in times of strain; I am

also aware that the more I try to challenge, the more strain I

create.

Despite this, I have accepted/ engaged in, and indeed,

worked to actively create, a narrative of hope and community

with people that I know directly hold power over me

(whether it is through formal grading practices, or in the

way I value their opinion and probably want them to validate

me). I legitimize their authority over me quite regularly, and

often I am very grateful that I’m encouraged to challenge

these systems–in fact, I’m so grateful that I often tear up with

gratitude at my fortunate circumstance at being surrounded

by people who are so critical of these systems.

But underneath this, as I take this class, I wonder about the

narrative that I am purposefully perpetuating–in what ways

does it work to cover up the real power structure underneath

that I am inscribed into, day after day? I wouldn’t say that

I want not to feel community in Open Ed, because I very

much do depend on that sense of community, but I do think

it’s important to pay attention to uncanny sense that all this

disruption is, in some ways, performative, is always

precarious. That my “freedom” is still dependent on formal

authority, but even more interestingly–is dependent on me

challenging structures in a way that still ultimately preserves
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this “community.” At present I feel supported in this, but

always, I do know that I may overstep my role–and that’s a

pretty uncanny awareness when my “role” is constantly being

blurred and depends on the context.

In this way, Theory helps me express this feeling, this

underlying concern/ awareness publicly–on Twitter, in

person, and in this post. Theory helps me notice, question,

and work within the contradiction and uncanniness that

is–blurred roles; undefined, precarious, and contextual

authority; and a narrative that potentially seeks to preserve

communal unity even when it is not as unified as the

narrative needs it to be.
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How Poetry Can Save the World

JEN STELLATO

Over the course of this year, I have attended more than a few

open mic nights held by the Poets and Writers of Plymouth

State University. I suppose it could be called a cultural event.

The open mic nights happen every month and for me, it

is always something to look forward to. Occasionally, I will

miss one and then kick myself later because that means I have

to wait another whole month for the next. These events are
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located at Live Free and Dine, but their former location was

Burrito Me.

It seemed when I was a Freshman, so many more people

used to show up to these events and read. I don’t know if

it’s because Burrito Me is so small in comparison to Live

Free and Dine, or if there really is less people going to these

events. I remember them feeling so much more crowded just

a few years ago. I loved hearing everyone’s unique poetry and

funny little anecdotes.

I had to go to a number of these open mic nights before I

could muster up the courage to actually read my own work. I

could never forget my first time either. There was something

super scary and intimidating about the black microphone.

For some reason, when I stood behind it, my knees began

to knock. My palms were sweaty and I didn’t know the

appropriate distance between my mouth and the

microphone–too close, and you sound loud and muffled, too

far and no one can hear you. And of course for my first time,

I decided to read a rather lengthy short story I had written

and it seemed to go on forever. I was relieved by the time

it was over. But, my favorite thing abut these open mics is

that after someone reads for their very first time, Liz Ahl will

say, “I believe that’s the first time you’ve read with us,” and

then the restaurant will erupt into extra-loud applause for

you, because let’s face it: the public eye is scary and that’s a

big accomplishment! But if the “public eye” contains our own

eyes as well, why is it so frightening?

These open mics are a place for anyone and everyone to

come together and share their stuff. You can go up and

read anything you like. You could perform standup if you

wanted; I’ve seen people perform songs they’ve written, some

people go up and just simply tell stories off the top of their
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head. For this one night every month, it is a judgement-free

zone where you can share even your deepest, darkest, most

embarrassing poetry, and people will clap for you no matter

what.

When I was reading The Ecological Thought by Timothy

Morton, the part about Wall-E made me think about all of us

people who come to these open mics: “Wall-E happily shows

that the “broken” software, the mental disorder of the little

robot, is the viral code that reboots Earth”. I connected this to

the poetry nights because, poetry has sometimes been painted

as something we should hide and be embarrassed by. When

you write a poem that has your heart and soul in it, your

true self with all the layers peeled away revealing the inner

most core, it might be hard to show the world. Your friends

may find it in a page of one of your notebooks and jokingly

make fun of you for it. But maybe our embarrassingly mushy

poetry is our code that will restart the earth. By this I mean,

maybe if we, as a human race, opened up more, and bore

our souls to the world instead of hiding our inner most selves

away, we could all be just a little more comfortable in our

own skin. After all, humans are social beings, so what are we

if we cannot be comfortable with ourselves within our own

society? As Timothy Morton puts it, “Ecology shows us that

all beings are connected. The ecological thought is the thinking

of interconnectedness.” At the Open Mics, we use poetry as

some kind of abstract tether, tying us all together for one

night a month.

I don’t know exactly why I was so nervous the first time I

read a short story at an open mic night. I think I was afraid

that people might judge me. But, I eventually realized that

the people who show up to these events are like-minded to

me. We’re all just a bunch of weird little robots who come
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together once a month to share are inner-most coding: the

code that makes up who we are. I’ve gone to quite a few

open mics since my freshman year and I make it a point to

read every time. I don’t shake anymore and my palms don’t

get sweaty. In fact, I really enjoy sharing my little poems

to anyone who cares to listen. The Open Mic Nights are a

cultural event that “restart the earth” (or, my earth as I know

it, at the very least) by letting our “social guards” fall down for

a single night and allowing us to show our innermost selves.

P.S. Since it’s all English majors (that I know of) who will

be reading my blog post, I urge you to come to the open

mics! They’re a lot of fun. You can like the Poets and Writers

of PSU on facebook to get updates on the events. The next

one is April 30th!

Here’s PSU’s video for the Poet’s and Writers if you’d like

to know more:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_Y-

O6bSE8M&t=269s
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97

Who Know Corpse Pose Could Be So

Rejuvenating?

BRIANNA ROMIGLIO

A few months ago, I stepped out of my comfort zone and

decided to attend a yoga class with my dad. I traveled to

Laconia and found myself in a cute little yoga studio with a

gong on the wall, intense mood lighting, incense burning,

and an eerie calmness in the air. When I entered the room,

the lights were dim and I caught a glimpse of the smoke

pluming from the incense. It was so serene that my anxiety

was instantly relaxed by the mood of the space. I was

expecting a public room in a gym where the yoga was strictly

about the exercise. Yoga originated in 3000 BCE India and

was all about “a way to achieve harmony between the heart

and the soul” (yogasix). Therefore, the instructor tried his best
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to guide all of the participants to a relaxed state of mind,

and I can’t say I have ever felt more relaxed than I have

while doing some intense yoga. I was glad the instructor

had knowledge about the subject he was teaching. When

yoga became specifically about the exercise aspect of it, the

essential traditions and teachings of yoga became irrelevant.

This brings me back to ideas of postcolonialism and tourism.

Once a group of people (such as tourists) begin to take on

practices from another culture, these practices become diluted

over time and less true to the original idea.

One of the first things the instructor told us was that we

should always be conscious of our breathing. This was so

strange to me; a process I do everyday without thinking

about was suddenly brought to my attention. I remember not

being able to stop thinking about breathing for the remainder

of the class. What I really wanted to discuss was the end of the

class. To conclude the yoga, everybody in the room began

to enter Savasana. This word comes from Sanskrit; Shava

meaning “corpse” and asana meaning “pose.” So the phrase

“corpse pose” already has me a little uneasy going into this,

not to mention that I was in a dark room full of strangers

doing the same thing. We all laid on our backs and closed our

eyes while meditation music played in the background. It was

crazy where my mind went if I just allowed my thoughts to

flow themselves. The feeling of uncanniness began to creep

over me, however, as I realized after a certain point that I felt

completely in my mind and almost not at all in my body.

It’s hard to explain, but after relaxing for an hour of yoga

combined with breathing steadily and paced the whole time,

all while listening to very spiritual and calming music, my

mind was able to drift in directions it never has before. I

was able to forget everyday stresses and think about relaxing
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things like nature and art and my passions. Savasana for us

was 15 minutes, and at the end when the instructor spoke, it

startled me out of my head and back to my body. I slowly

began to move my limbs again after 15 minutes of lying in

the exact same spot. It was like sleeping, but slightly different

as I was still aware of the music around me and the fact that I

felt like my mind was still awake.

Ever since my first encounter with yoga, I have longed

to keep going back. The practice of Savasana is something I

look forward to again and again as it deviates from any other

form of meditation I have tried before. The human mind is

so powerful, and just like dreams, we never really know what

we are capable of thinking of until our minds are set loose to

wander.

https://yogasix.com/history-of-yoga/
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98

What Does "Free" Mean to a Student?

Ideology and First Fire

CAITLIN ANDREASEN

I attended the First Fire 2017 last fall. It’s a ceremonial

tradition of lighting the hearth in the Hartman Union

Building for the first time each season as it starts to get cold.

Liz Ahl reads one of her poems, the fire is lit, and everyone

gets free mug, coffee to fill it with, and a doughnut to eat

with the coffee. The whole thing lasts about ten to fifteen

minutes. And yet the HUB is packed.

I love hearing the poem each year. Though they are all

written about fire, the poems are always unique. And this year

was especially different. Liz included her Poetry Workshop

class in the reading. She stood at her usual spot in the

Fireplace Lounge, and her students were scattered
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throughout the crowd. Liz would read a stanza, and then

students would jump in to read the next few lines. Voices

sounded from unexpected places, sometimes solo, and

sometimes in unison. It was a great idea to have so many

people working together to read a collaborative poem. It

represented exactly what the First Fire is supposed to be

about: community.

Except you could hardly hear them.

I was situated above the Fireplace Lounge on the second

level of the HUB. I could hear the ceremony itself really well

with the help of microphones. The Poetry students didn’t

have microphones, and they were raising their voices pretty

loudly. But I couldn’t make out the words over the buzz

of chatter. The other attendees in the HUB could not keep

quiet. Because, unfortunately, most of the students attending

didn’t come for the poetry. They didn’t come for the

ceremonial fire lighting, or even the sake of tradition. They

came for the free mug.

As soon as the official bit ended, the crowd rushed to form

a line at the many tables stacked with mugs and doughnuts

and vats of hot beverages.

There is something about the assumption of “free” that

really gets people going. I have heard of students going from

one line to the next to get another mug, or even going

through the same line again. If you want any kind of even to

be successful, then offer a complementary souvenir.

I connected this to Althusser’s thesis of Ideology: “Ideology

represents the imaginary relationship of individuals to their

real conditions of existence.”

In this case, the individuals are us, the students. The

conditions of existence are the coveted coffee mugs. And the
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imaginary relationship is the idea that we aren’t paying for

them.

While it’s cool to collect a set of four mugs over four years,

they aren’t really free. We as students contribute to events like

this one through our tuition money. But the illusion of not

having to pay for something as simple as a mug is a big deal.

Gathering as we do each year is a sweet little Plymouth

tradition, and in some ways by doing so we subscribe to an

illusion of what Plymouth is. While there is a small-town

charm to the campus community, we don’t exactly sit by the

HUB fire in giant groups sharing poetry every day. There

is so much more to our school and our community, both

positive and not so positive. But First Fire represents the

marketable Plymouth, the one that we become so attached

to on Accepted Students Day, the one photographed in the

brochures. The imaginary relationship to our real conditions

of existence is believing that PSU can be defined by

something so narrow and so idyllic.
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99

Battle of the Bands and Spring Fling

DAVID WALKER

I chose to participate in Battle of the Bands at Plymouth

State University, and what I attended was an auditorium full

of crit theory. Of all my friends who managed to show up

in support, I was most impressed to find Louis Althusser in

the crowd. He was the one who helped me understand the

outcome of the event.

The winner would receive $500 and the opportunity to

open for headlining rapper, Hoodie Allen. My drummer,

Killian, and I decided it was worth seeing how far a two-

piece punk band could go in the competition, despite our

fears. Fears, like stage fright? Absolutely not. Our fears were

purely ideological.

Earlier that day, we learned that one of the acts,

GALLOW, was not a rad sounding punk band name at
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all, but a talented rapper–the only rapper on the ticket.

GALLOW brought with him a minor ideological

discouragement for all the other acts. Since the headliner for

spring fling is a rapper, we knew the audience would most

likely pick an act of the same genre. Upon this realization,

it felt like everyone who’d put in so much work refining

their acts were suddenly faced with an insecurity based on

an imaginary idea of what ought to be according to our even

more imaginary ideas of “typical Plymouth kids.” Pancakes of

ideology, I tell you.

At this stifling awareness of the Spring Fling Apparatus, I

accepted my band wasn’t going to win. Less specifically, I

knew punk, alt rock, and funk wouldn’t win. Could a more

talented two piece punk band than Killian and I swoop in

and steal the title? Maybe, if they were insanely good, but we

hardly possessed the skill to pierce the apparatus. Our petty

frustration led us on an investigation of interpellation. It can’t

all just be Hoodie Allen … who is turning these people into

hip-hop’s subjects?

It was after the music ended, a friend of mine from the

rock band, Squatch, informed me of something that gave my

sore ego the validation it was so craving. Apparently one of

the tables responsible for distributing ballots at the door, not

knowing he was competing, hailed him down and told him

to make sure he voted for GALLOW. Aha, interpellators!

What’s more is that he impersonated the girls behind the table

as if they were “typical Plymouth,” he didn’t even have to say

it. I knew something was going on, here!

Moments later, I was informed that some of the people

involved in counting the ballots shared a post on Facebook

urging people to come see my band. And then I found out

that almost all the acts were within 10 point range. Perhaps
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it was an even competition … maybe there was some slight

ideological treachery that was too small to notice and record

in this post … how can I wrap this up to satisfy my ego is the

real question …

How about a confession of hypocrisy? Those normally get

the likes. If anybody has an incomplete imaginary idea of me,

a self-humbling confession will absolve that, and somehow

my own idea of me will flourish. My life is imaginary.

Ideology is great.

Here are my options:

I could kick and scream, “of course the rapper won!” That

would be spiteful.

I could concede, “the best act won,” but that would be

saying ideology had nothing to do with it and I can’t know

that for sure, considering the affinity for hip hop in

Plymouth.

Either way, we’re all ideologically fixed. All I know is that

nothing is keeping me from not giving a damn, so whatever

ideological residue this may be, I will continue to go with it.
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The Sisters of St. Catherine in

Avignon, France

BRITTANY JOHN

On a cold day at the end of a long March, I attended a Guest

Lecture in Women’s History by Dr. Christine Axen who

works at Fordham University in New York. This lecture

was hosted by the one and only Dr. Abby Goode, the PSU

Women’s Studies Council, and the Department of History,

Philosophy, and Social Studies Education. In Hyde Hall,

room 220 at Plymouth State University, my roommate Sky,

Anna, and I learned all about the abbess and the nuns of

the thirteenth-century convent of St. Catherine in Avignon,

France. This lecture was about how the women of St.

Catherine expressed their agency and their female power in
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different ways, and how having the chance to choose is the

most liberating thing for a woman.

St. Catherine did a good job at drawing in sisters of all

kinds. They drew in the wealthy, and they even drew in

the distant. The convent was set in the city with large walls

surrounding the property, and the sisters would hardly ever

interact with the public. Although they rarely ever interacted

with the public, the city of Avignon as a whole worked

to keep the convent running. St. Catherine was heavily

supported across the entire city.

Sometimes, nuns seem to get a bad rap. People see them as

women who lose their identity in order to become a bride of

Christ. They are seen as women who have a dismal history.

People don’t see that a lot of the time, the nuns are choosing

this life. Axen has recognized this, and recognized the beauty

in their sisterhood. She has spent an admiringly large amount

of time researching the convent, the abbess, and the nuns

of St. Catherine by reading and translating charters, which

are documents that show all of the sisters of St. Catherine.

Charters list the names of the sisters, and their role in the

convent since there was a hierarchy of the sisters. The abbess

is on the top tier of the hierarchy, and she speaks on behalf of

the rest of the nuns and in defense of their space. So, Abbess

Tiburga, who was the abbess for a while according to the

charters, included the rest of the nuns in fights against the

Parish Priests. The voices of the sisters would be silenced if

Abbess Tiburga didn’t include them.

The nuns would cover themselves completely with

clothing; they didn’t necessarily want to be seen by men.

This is where their female agency comes in. Nuns profess

themselves to the convent, which gives the assumption that

a woman becomes a nun because she wants to. She has a
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choice in the matter. There hasn’t been any proof that a

woman was forced to become a nun against her will. Their

profession is the Profession of Novas, where the women give

themselves and their goods to God, Mary, and the monastery

of St. Catherine. The convent of St. Catherine included

parlors, which were spaces that the nuns could do their sacred

religious practices, and they also included cloisters. Parlors

and cloisters were the sisters’ spaces at St. Catherine. There

was a lawsuit by the nuns that was brought to the Pope

against a neighbor whose roof allowed him view into the

sisters’ cloister. That was a no-no. The cloister is their space

to do what they want, and peeping tom’s are not allowed.

Obviously.

What does all of this have to do with Critical Theory?

How does the convent of St. Catherine make us rethink a

theoretical concept, or an aspect of a theoretical concept?

The sisters of St. Catherine have a different relationship with

the patriarchy of the convent than most women have with

the patriarchy in general. In the book, Rivkin and Ryan

write, “the subject of feminism was women’s experience

under the patriarchy, the long tradition of male rule in society

which silenced women’s voices, distorted their lives, and

treated their concerns as peripheral” (765). The normal

relationship between women and the patriarchy usually isn’t

good, as Rivkin and Ryan point out. The sisters’ relationship

with the patriarchy of the convent isn’t the same as the norm.

The Abbess’s act of including the rest of the nuns in decision

making, and asking for their input before she goes to the

Parish Priest with a problem is making it so the nuns’ voices

won’t be silenced. The women choose to become nuns

because they want to, not because a man or anyone else is

forcing them to. The Priests and the Popes have to listen
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when the Abbess comes to them with a lawsuit, like the one

with the peeping tom neighbor. The dynamic between the

sisters and the patriarchy is different because the sisters make

it so with the agency they express. They’re pretty powerful

against the patriarchy of the convent.

As said before, sometimes nuns get a bad rap. They go

into a system where they’re supposed to cover up completely,

and they give themselves and their goods to God. They

give up everything in order to become a nun. Wouldn’t

that normally be seen as the opposite of liberating? The

opposite of “being free”? Sure. Some people can view it like

that, but the moments of choice for these women are what’s

liberating. One could say that the small, cramped space that

they’re supposed to their religious practices in is trap-like. I

don’t think these women would think of it like that, though,

based on what I learned from Dr. Axen. Yes, the system these

women go into could be seen as not liberating, but these

women show that you can choose something that could be

seen as not liberating, but the act of choosing is liberating.

They choose their own lifestyles. They take their space and

they claim it as theirs. Having the chance to choose is one of

the most liberating things for a woman, and it definitely was

for these women who became the sisters of St. Catherine.
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101

Is Camping Secondary Colonialism?

TONI GALLANT

For my blog post I decided to visit the Museum of the White

Mountains and see their exhibit on Summer camps. I was

excited to visit this exhibit because of our conversations about

secondary colonialism. When we talked about it in class, we

talked about it in the context of tourism. Seeing this exhibit

made me question if there is a difference from camping and

tourism. Kincaid describes secondary colonialism as, “when

inhabitants of wealthy, highly developed northern or western

countries convert poorer, formerly colonial, usually southern

and eastern countries into sites or objects of useful pleasure.”

(1224).

We use the forest for camping just like tourists go to

what they consider foreign places in order to enjoy their

culture. Camping might be a bit worse because we end up
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putting buildings and bathrooms and other things in the

forest that do not necessarily go there in order to make our

experience better. It makes the camping experience more

comfortable for the campers by giving them the comforts

of their everyday life where they would not have had them

before. Do not get me wrong; I love camping, but

considering secondary colonialism almost makes me feel bad

for camping. I am also wondering if it is just colonialism and

not secondary colonialism because the forest was never really

colonized. We did not go in there and change anyone’s way

of living as far as I know and we only disturbed a small part

of the forest.

However another Kincaid quote seems to counter the idea

that camping might be a form of secondary colonialism when

she said, “But the banality of your own life is very real to you;

it drove you to this extreme, spending your days and your

nights in the company of people who despise you, people

you do not like really, people you would not want to have

as your actual neighbor.” (1229). When you are camping a

lot of the time you are not in the company of anyone. You

are either by yourself or with friends who hopefully do not

despise you. Camping trips are supposed to be fun getaways

from life at home which screams secondary colonialism to

me but there is no one really there to hate you except for

maybe squirrels, but is that really the same thing? In the end,

Kincaid says something that makes me think that it does not

really matter. She says, “Every native everywhere lives a life

of overwhelming and crushing banality and boredom and

desperation and depression, and every deed, good and bad, is

an attempt to forget this.” (1229). There really are no natives

in the woods that I have ever seen before. At least I have

not seen any human natives. Only squirrels. Honestly I think
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that as long as you are not damaging the forest in any way,

it is not considered secondary colonisation. It is more like

colonization because we are bending nature to do what we

want it to do in order for us to be more comfortable in it.
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102

Theory and Teaching

CASSANDRA GRAY

I have learned throughout this semester that when I become

a teacher I want my students to fully understand what is

being taught. During the month of April, I went to an award

ceremony for a teacher accepting an award as well as giving

a talk about the importance of understanding student needs

and wants in order to be successful. Her method of teaching

revolved around mathematics but her theory behind teaching

pertained to all aspects of teaching and all subject matters.

One of the subjects she talked about was addressing students’
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needs and how they come back full circle to address your

needs as a teacher.

This teacher was struggling with making classes beneficial

for students. Her students were not fully understanding the

concepts. They were getting frustrated with the work and

the students were at different levels of understanding. She

was attempting to make sure everyone was learning at their

own pace but still understanding fully. Unfortunately, many

students were shutting down and reverting back to their

childhood behavior which included the refusal to do work

because it was hard. These kinds of behaviors are always with

us, but we have a way of keeping them inside, repressing

those ridiculous outbursts of defiance.

Theorists teach us about different theories. Sigmund Freud

is a famous theorist who studied psychoanalytic theory. This

theory has many working parts but comes down to one

specific whole; the workings of the brain. Some of the

working parts of psychoanalytic theory are repression, the ID,

and the ego. The ego is the conscious self and the one that

represses desires to fit-in. The ID is the unconscious self. This

compels us through life and places a boundary between itself

and the ego.

Freud spent most of his life studying the

boundary and the dynamic movements

between the conscious self or the ego and the
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unconscious, which he later came to call id.

The id is the site of the energy of the mind,

energy that Freud characterized as a

combination of sexual libido and other

instincts, such an aggression, that propel the

human organism through life, moving it to

grow, develop, and eventually die (Rivkin &

Ryan, 391).

The ego and the

Id are important

parts of the brain

that aren’t fully

understood, there

are many parts to

the brain but these

two parts are what

drive daily

responsibilities and

reasoning. Along

with the id and ego

is repression.

“Repression is

essential to

civilization, the

conversion of animal instinct into civil behavior, but such

repression creates what might be called a second self, a

stranger within, a place where all that cannot for one reason

or another be expressed or realized in civil life takes up

residence” (Rivkin & Ryan, 389). Repression is more than just

preventing ourselves from showing our animal instincts, its

also about leaving behind specific memories, stages of

development, tragedy, and harm. Leaving those things in the
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past, sort of like when children of abuse don’t remember

much of their childhood once they are removed from the

abusive situation, they go onto living healthy abuse free lives

and have little recollection of the past.

The connection between the ID, the ego, and repression

to teaching is beyond the traditional views of psychoanalytic

theory. Every student who comes into the classroom has

come from a different background and come from different

learning environments as well as different home life

situations. They have all repressed different parts of their past

but we as teachers see these repressed behaviors appear out of

the ego when things get hard. Sometimes the ego holds in

these outburst behaviors for society’s sake, but when the limit

is met and pushed we tend to see these behaviors reverting

back to childhood outbursts. “It is the secondary processes of

the mind, lodged in the ego and the superego or conscience,

that bring reason, order, logic, and social acceptability to

the otherwise uncontrolled and potentially harmful realm of

the biological drives” (Rivkin & Ryan, 391). As the speaker

was saying, these students would protest doing the work and

make comments like, “I already learned this” and “why do

I need to learn this again?” She also learned that this wasn’t

typically the case. These kinds of comments are made when

the work is too challenging or not challenging enough. I

have seen this happen with middle school aged students.

Once we get into high school and college then the working

world we have learned that this kind of behavior is not

acceptable in society. So unconsciously our ID takes those

kinds of learned behaviors and represses them into the ego.
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At first, I had no idea how

critical theory could

connect to teaching, or this

particular speaker. I left the

auditorium completely

discouraged, but as we have

been talking about all

semester long, theory is all

around us. We are

surrounded by theory

constantly, and people are

made up of many different examples of theory.

Psychoanalytic theory is relatable for everyone. Freud

analyzed the brain and concluded that all people have a

physical brain and all people have these parts of the brain that

holds things in, that helps them become a more socialized

person, and their identity which comes from the symbolic

order. The world gives us these identities, and we are who we

are because of these identities and we sometimes choose and

sometimes don’t. Knowing the identity of every student as a

teacher is extremely important because this is the only way

we will be able to understand them. In order to serve every

student appropriately we must understand how their minds

work, how their ego and id works. What things they have

repressed and what may surface and cause disruption. We

must know how to alter lessons to suit all students, not only a

few of them. Psychoanalytic theory surrounds us in daily

situations. The itch to yell at someone who is being

annoying, but having the ability to hold it in. Or seeing

someone get slapped might trigger something in you but

instead of getting out of character we rely on our id and ego

to keep us in line. We as a human race live surrounded by
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theory every waking moment. We are walking theories.

Whether we are teaching or get influenced by who we

surround ourselves with, we are surrounded by examples of

theory every minute of the day.

Citation

Rivkin, Julie, and Michael Ryan. Literary Theory: an

Anthology. Blackwell Publishing, 2013.
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Freud's Uncanny Meets a Dream Play

TIMOTHY MOONEYHAN

Seeing A Dream Play here at PSU was definitely an
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experience. The entire time I was confused as to what was

going on. The whole ordeal brought on a sense of

uncanniness for me. There were parts of it that seemed

familiar, like ideas about life on Earth being hard and about

finding meaning to life, but the rest of it was filled with

confusing characters, scattered plotline, and repeated themes.

The name more than fits the title, because it very much felt

like a dream—an overly confusing and unsettling one at that.

The story followed a young goddess who was sent to Earth

to find out how humans live. She ended up realizing that life

on Earth is miserable and that where they were led to believe

there’s some ultimate answer waiting to be revealed, that it’s

all a lie. She ends up wanting to go back to where she came

because living on Earth was too hard.

This play very much reminded me of the Uncanny by

Freud. The feeling Freud talks about when something

familiar becomes Uncanny, odd, and eerie, is exactly what

I felt while watching the play. The way the story was set

up, the placement of characters/actors, and the way characters

were portrayed were similar to stories used as examples by

Freud. Like The Sand Man, A Dream Play made me question

reality in general. This happened because of the bizarre ways

in which the story progressed.

What seems important about The Uncanny though is that

what happens is a consequence of something repressed. The

whole “dream” seems to be happening because of whoever

might be having it has repressed their thoughts about life not

being worth living and that there are no real answers. It has

presented itself in the form of a terrifying, creepy, dream that

is tied to reality.

Freud’s definition of The Uncanny actually hit it home

for me regarding the play. He says that “it named the effects
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of the unconscious that surprise us and create an effect of

‘uncanniness’ because we are unaware of the operation of the

unconscious” (Rivkin and Ryan, 418). The dream could have

easily been my own because the thoughts are ones that I have

also repressed quite a bit and seeing them come out on stage

scared me more than I would have imagined. The weirdness

of the play mimicked the effects that Freud was talking about.

I felt a sense of strangeness and mystery, with a bit of shock

and uneasiness.

A play like this solidifies ideas about The Uncanny, while

also questioning the required looseness of an example’s form.

By this, I mean that A Dream Play showed that it can

represent the uncanny without being told in a more realistic

setting like that of The Sand Man. On the other hand, critical

theory helps us look at community events and see things that

we otherwise wouldn’t have seen. I never would have seen

the main themes as something repressed if I had not been

exposed to Freud’s theory. This is the way in which theory

and the community interact with one another. Without each

other, each one cannot grow as much as they can together.
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Ecotheory and the Bernsen Art Gallery

EDWARD LOSSMAN

Earlier this semester, I was thinking about doing something

different than usual. The shows on campus are great, and

extra lectures are surely appealing. None of these things

seemed to spark my interest, however. Thinking about the

culture and creativity you can find this far North, I decided

to drive around and stumble upon something random that

strikes a certain interest within me. That’s when I pulled up

to the Bernsen Art Gallery in Ashland, NH. An interesting

looking building with sculptures created from scrap metal

laid out everywhere on the land around it, I had to see what

this place was.

My experience in the building turned out to be one of

the most interesting days I’ve spent here in the Plymouth

area. The local hikes are fantastic, the college campus is a
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blast, but something about this unique little art gallery, run

by a single artist by the name of Bill Bernsen, truly showed

me just how special this area and the people within it can

be. Clicking here will bring you to a presentation I created

that gives a general overview of my trip to the art gallery,

information about it, my thoughts while visiting, as well as

some photos of the fantastic art on display.

Noticing the reuse of metal scraps outside opened me up

to a few ideas in comparing the art gallery to Introduction:
Critical Thinking, involving Tim Morton’s essay on The
Ecological Thought. However, it was when I went inside the

building that I really hit the hammer on the nail with the

concepts of the theory in regards to the art displayed at the

location. You see, Bill Bernsen is what could be identified

as an ‘assemblage artist’. This means he uses scraps, natural

artifacts, and pretty much whatever else he sees that sparks

the creativity within him. Inside the building, Bill had about

fifteen different pieces of art on display, all designed the

same way. Bill goes out into the wilderness, not to enjoy

Nature and its pristine lakes, trees, and wildlife; but to find

the broken, dead, commonly uninteresting pieces of nature.

The dark ecology, we can say. When he finds the pieces he

wants to use, which usually consist of dead tree stumps and

logs, he gets to work. By snapping the wood in certain

angles, Bill has mastered a very original and unique style

of art. He shines bright colored lights on the inside of the

snapped pieces of tree stumps, which brings out the abstract

designs the splits create. Each piece looks like a different city

skyline, and using the lights, he is able to make us perceive

these skylines as different times of the day. He might use

darker lights at a lower angle to make it seem like the sun is

going down, or brighter lights up top to make it appear as if
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the sun is rising. Now, you may be asking yourself what this

has to do with the ecological thought. Well, lets analyze this a

bit.

To reflect on this, lets first talk about what makes up the
ecological thought in Morton’s essay. “The ecological thought

is also difficult because it brings to light aspects of our

existence that have remained unconscious for a long time;

we don’t like to recall them” (Morton 9). He goes on a few

sentences later to say “We lose not only our undisturbed

dreams of civilized cleanliness through this process but also

our sense of Nature as pristine and non artificial” (Morton 9).

Within the essay, we learn about society’s view on Nature

as pristine; a perfect setting with no negativity. An escape

from reality. For this reason, nature becomes Nature, a

construction formed by society that only points out the

beauty in the visually intriguing parts of nature. Going out

to find this beautiful construct of Nature is what Morton

refers to, in a general sense, for us as human beings. Let’s,

for example, use the beginning of Bills artistic process as

the process Morton refers to. Rather than going out to find

waterfalls, or beautiful lakes, and tall standing trees, Bill goes

out looking for the broken down pieces. The ones that have

died, broken off; essentially been removed from this ‘pristine’

view of the wilderness. This right here is what Morton refers

to as dark ecology. “Dark ecology puts hesitation, uncertainty,

irony, and thoughtfulness back into ecological thinking”

(Morton 16). Morton explains, within full-text essays, his

idea that dark ecology is what brings the natural beauty to the

real concept of nature. Without dark ecology, we fall into the

spectrum of humanity that sees the world as a never ending

resource, as well as only a visibly positive and uplifting place.
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Bill views the dark parts of the wilderness as beautiful. Based

on the conversation I had with him at his gallery, his comforts

within nature are with the broken down pieces. To him,

it shows that there’s a beauty in everything. He uses this

approach in his art and applies it to all aspects of his life.

With that being said, we come to the reshaping and

emphasis of this theory within our community based on

Bills form of expression. By promoting the use of metal

waste pollution and broken down pieces found within nature,

Bill follows Morton’s theory by emphasizing the importance

of dark ecology within nature. His message and intent is to

promote his thought that everything in life can have beauty,

especially within a realistic view on nature. By reusing waste

that gets left out on the streets and in the wilderness, Bill also

reshapes Morton’s idea that people view Earth as an unlimited

resource. He intends to give everything he sees a purpose by

making it into an artistic masterpiece, thus turning the dark
ecology concept into a more positive reflection for society.

Critical theory helped me understand Bill Bernsen’s art

from an entirely new perspective. Without my knowledge

on the ecological thought and dark ecology, I may have seen

Bill’s art in a different light, not truly appreciating the process

and perspective of beauty he puts into his work. Critical

theory helped me reflect on this visit and shed some light on

why he thinks the way he does and what his idea of ‘beauty’

is. In that sense, critical theory hasn’t just been another class

for me. It’s been a journey through some of the most

fascinating concepts I’ve learned about. It has opened me up

to the culture of rare fine arts. It has taught me about the

perspectives on society and the world around me. Critical

theory truly can be applied to all aspects of life, and this

experience 100% proved that to me.
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Earth Jam's Reality Check

JOHN J. BUSH III

I recently went to Earth Jam, hosted outside of Mary Lion

hall and it was a great time. The bands were playing with

a large group of people sitting on the lawn, talking and

embracing this day of joy. People where dressed in all sorts of

colors and seemed very happy, while others just relaxed, had

a few beers at the tent and listened to some creative tunes.

My experience there was joyful, friendly, and very relaxing.

Everybody was expressing their feelings for earth and its

beauty. Everybody was enjoying the bright blue sky, the nice

green grass and the warm breeze. It seemed at that moment,

the world was fantastical and perfect, but no one wanted to

express the hidden and dark version of earth that was in plain

sight. Afterwards, there was some trash and many misplaced
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items around the yard. No one seemed to care about picking

up and even caring about the earth at all.

Applying the ecological thought and dark ecology to the

whole event could have changed people’s perspectives on

their own hypocrisy–how people don’t even realize the dark

and uncanny things in Nature. The corrupted, ugliness, and

horror of ecology should be brought up and discussed. No

one wants to notice or acknowledge the disruptions of dark

ecology effects on us. It slips past their knowledge of ecology

and they almost look at the world with a fantastical lens.

Nothing is harmful in Nature and it is perfectly fine. Well,

that’s not the case in the real world.

“When contemporary capitalism and consumerism cover the
entire Earth and reach deeply into its life forms, is it possible,
ironically and at last, to let go of this nonexistent ghost. Exorcise is
good for you, and human beings are past the point at which Nature
is a help. Our continued survival, and therefore the survival of the
planet we’re now dominating beyond all doubt, depends on our
thinking past nature” (Morton 5).

I wanted to yank this quote from the reading to express

my analysis of Earth Jam. We now control the Earth and it’s

now depending on us to survive. People don’t realize the dark

and ere aspects of earth and the affects it has on us as humans.

We are a part of Nature and the disgust it brings with it.

If we could rethink Nature in a larger scale, then we could

allow ourselves this new perspective of it. We could help the

whole community realize this reflection in Nature and the

many disturbing things that lie beyond the dark. Applying

the theory and giving a better look at Nature, then we could

feel more apart of Nature. The practices of dark ecology will

help us stabilize ourselves. It would help us understand more
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of this darkness, and our lack of awareness to the situations. To

notice these problems (global warming, extinction, and fresh

water depletion.) we can understand ourselves with a more

intimate coexistence with Nature–a more consistent way of

viewing the ecological thought and expressing the realities of

the existence with Nature.
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GTL

RANDY GARFIELD

Last Friday, I woke up at 5 am to prepare myself for a day

of conquering nature like an American; like a man. At 6,

I was picked up by my friend, Cole, in his grey Jeep Grand

Cherokee. At 7:45, we arrived at the base of Mt Washington

(elevation: 5,100 ft.). Our goal was to walk up the snow

covered mountain, then snowboard down. Other activities

on my agenda were: get a tan, exercise, and catch a buzz.

I’ve been big into Jersey Shore lately (great indie film series

on an independent network, MTV. Ever heard of it?). After

this hike, all I had to do was a little laundry to fulfill my duties

as a lighter skinned (long since sun-burnt), less muscular

transplant (GTL).

We walked. It hurt. Then, we walked some more, and it

hurt even more. I had not been hitting up the gym, and the
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Gods were not pleased. I brought my Bluetooth speaker, just

so I could drown out the annoying noises of Nature with

deep house music while I beat that beat up like my mentor

and idol, DJ Pauly D. After about 2 hours of walking, we

made it to a base lodge at a flat spot in the mountain. My

calves were looking great. At the base, there was a mass of

people, many with dogs. Dogs are man’s best friend, just in-

case you didn’t know. From that base lodge, we did some

more walking toward the summt, and ended up at a second

stopping point. This second point was the bottom of the

natural ski-bowl known as Tuckerman Ravine. The last leg

of the trip was to climb this steep incline for about 1,900 feet.

Once you climb to the top of that, you get to ride down on

your snowboard.

Tuckerman Ravine is part of a National Forest, which

means that it’s maintained by a group of government

contracted park rangers. While I appreciate the forests and all

they have to offer, I know that the reasons behind making

and maintaining these pristine, plasticized forests are not as

benevolent as harmless recreation and appreciation of the

“natural” world. These forests (land) are claimed by the

government, and used as tourist destinations in order to

stimulate the surrounding economy. In addition, they

promote Nature (with a capital “N”), with their well

maintained trails and ease-of-access parking lots. In

promoting a Nature that exists solely because of a

romanticized ideology, the USFS, Morton might say, is doing

ecology a disservice.

All around me, all day, were people buying into the illusion

of adventure; like they were playing Lewis and Clark. Some

went as far as to have cramp-on’s on their boots, hiking poles

in their hands, camelbaks on their backs, and those silly zip
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off pants on their legs. Yes, I think these items are excessive

for this particular hike, but that’s not to say I blame them.

Nice gear makes the hike easier. However, the expensive

gear creates an illusion of adventure. It makes them feel like

bona fide hikers. The use of expensive gear further promotes

the de-naturalization of nature. Hiking while severely

unprepared is the most organic and “natural” way to do it.

Forget your shoes? Great! No sunscreen? Better tan.

We penetrated and conquered Nature that day, and we

know exactly what we did. We didn’t fool ourselves into

thinking we were expeditioners or mountaineers. This is

where my problem with Morton’s “Nature” lies: not

everyone is so naive as to believe that a hiking trail is natural,

or that nature is kind and forgiving. Even on the polished

trail, we got leg cramps- we didn’t stand a chance. Even in

the sanctioned ski bowl, there was a strict timeline on when

you could actually be there. If you stay up on the hill after

the sun goes behind the mountain, you might just die. It gets

incredibly cold and windy, the once friendly snow turns to

solid ice, and you have no visibility. If the path of friendly,

fluffy “Nature” leads to this frostbitten wasteland in a matter

of a few uninformed mistakes, then Morton’s “Nature“, to

me, is a myth. Catch me fist-pumping in the woods.
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Critical Analysis in the Community:

The Hierarchy of Knowledge and

Architecture on Plymouth Campus

BRADLEY RUCKER

If you walk around campus, you will notice a very distinct

separation of students based on their major. I would assert

that this separation mimics that of a distinct social structure

within the campus. This social pyramid is constructed and

based on the hierarchy of knowledge. Those with majors that

are higher up on this hierarchy are rewarded with both newer

buildings with newer equipment, and proximity of dorms

and facilities. I would describe the structure of this hierarchy

as mathematics, science, business and language at the top;
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humanities and social studies in the middle; and arts at the

bottom.

It is no mystery to English majors that many of the students

outside our major think that English is a worthless major.

This asserts a hegemony of wealth potential to control the

distribution of knowledge. Knowledge on a college campus is

of course the production and therefore is the base. Those who

have the higher social status control more of the means to the

base because they selected a major that reflects the hegemony

well, and thus have reaped the rewards of the hierarchy of

knowledge.

I would first like to address the newness of buildings and

their equipment and resources. The one of the newer

building for classrooms on campus is the building that

contains all of the top tier knowledges on campus. Hyde,

not only is one of the newer but also has newer equipment,

better working utilities and more space. The newest and

nicest building belongs to the sciences, Boyd. The older

buildings, D&M, Rounds, and memorial, are reserved for the

lower tier knowledges. The lowest tier, the arts, is reserved

to Silver Center, and D&M. Silver has an issue with desk

supplies, a basic structure created in the discursive formation

of schooling. D&M just recently renovated for Graphic

Designs and some of the classes don’t have AC, only heating.

In addressing the proxemics of the buildings, we can

further see the preference towards the higher tier

knowledges. Both Boyd and Hyde sit closest to the majority

of residence and campus facilities. Boyd sits next to Pemi and

Belknap. The two smallest dorms, are Blair and Mary Lyon

the only ones near Rounds and Memorial. and the rest of

the on-campus residency is by Hyde. Boyd sits right next

to the library, an important part of the superstructure that
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gives means to production. It is easier access for the science

students to move in and out of the library between classes

for knowledge. Hyde has enough facilities on its own for

students who are apart of CoBA. Hyde also sits closest to the

chow hall. Yes, D&M is close, but it involves a hike up a steep

grade hill.

There is a clear and prevalent social structure that is defined

by the hierarchy of knowledge on the Plymouth State

Campus. A bourgeoisie-esque social elite is created by the

conveniences of proxemics and structure within the buildings

of the campus and perpetuate a continuous denotation of

importance to the top tier knowledges that reflect Marx’s

teachings on social structures and oppression of the

proletariat.
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A Gender Performance

ROWAN FINNEGAN CUMMINGS

March was an exceptionally unforgettable month for me. In

addition to rejoining my classes after an almost two month

hiatus (thanks, black ice -_-), I came out to almost everyone

in my life. I also started HRT and, the very day I started, also

Trans Day of Visibility, I had the incredible opportunity to

perform in a fundraiser for Freedom New Hampshire.

Freedom New Hampshire is “a nonpartisan coalition

working to educate people about what it means to be

transgender and the unique hardships that transgender people

face”. Their main campaign is fighting for the passing of

#TransBillNH, which would protect transgender “Granite

Staters” from discrimination in employment, housing, and

public places. One of the best ways they have found to raise

this awareness is fundraisers; enter Trans Got Talent. This
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variety show, held at Teatotaller in Somersworth, NH, was

open to any performers who identified as trans/non-binary/

genderqueer/etc, and invited them to share whatever talents

they wished to. There were seventeen acts in total, ranging

from singers and musicians to poets and film makers, and

everything in between.

The environment was colorful yet relaxed; the walls were

painted as if the color scheme had been named “psychedelic

macarons”, and the furniture was thrifted, vintage, and

painted every color you could imagine. One barista quietly

made drink orders the whole night, while a few more stayed

in the kitchen preparing breakfast food and pastries. A small

stage sat in one of the back corners next to an aged teal piano

(that somehow still functioned), and to the left, a TV hung

from the ceiling, continuously playing Pee Wee Herman in

between acts. I need you to picture this place vividly because

it was the eclectic and vibrant nature of this establishment that

solidified everyone’s comfort. Everyone who walked in, no

matter if they saw these people often or had never met them

in their lives, felt connected and supported by every single

person there. There was no pressure to be perfect and no

pressure to be anything other than yourself. Every performer

stepped onto that dinky little stage and poured their heart

out to friends and strangers alike, and, no matter the caliber

of their talent, the entire restaurant erupted in thunderous

applause every time. It was truly an incredible night.

This whole event, however, made me think back a few

weeks to “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution”.

Butler says that “there are nuanced and individual ways of

doing one’s gender, but that one does it, and that one does it in
accord with certain sanctions and proscriptions, is clearly not a

fully individual matter” (Butler 525), and many people I met
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that night defied that to the umpteenth degree. Gender roles

and gender performance are often socially-pressured things;

we are pressured by society to behave, subscribe to, and

never question our assigned-gender-at-birth, or the societal

roles that accompany it. We are taught that some things are

inherently “feminine” and some are inherently “masculine”

and those who defy these guidelines will be seen as almost

separate from their gender; a sort of outlier, both belonging

and not.

Believe it or not, these same guidelines are sometimes

drilled into the heads of trans/non-binary/genderqueer/etc

individuals just as intensely (if not more so). More masculine

trans women are often ostracized or not taken seriously, and

same goes for more feminine trans men, or gender-non-

conforming individuals who do not ascribe to the absolutely

androgynous aesthetic. We so often exit one unpleasant

performance (our assigned-gender-at-birth), hopeful to

finally get a break, only to find ourselves going to the

opposite extreme, simply to avoid unwelcome questions or

comments.

But in this cafe, perhaps for only this night, there were

no guidelines, and the only performance that happened was

on the stage. No one’s identity or pronouns were put into

question, and no one felt the need to look or act a certain way

to be seen as a human or taken seriously in their identity.

It was beautiful and accepting. It was safe and kind. It was

freeing.
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Casual Fridays are for Discussing

Sexual Assault and Queer Ecology

KATHERINE WHITCOMB

For my Critical Theory in the Community experience, I

attended Take Back the Night on April 27th, 2018. This

event takes place all over the world in which people take

a stand against sexual violence, especially against women

(find more information here: Take Back the Night). This

year’s event was the second annual TBTN for Plymouth

State University’s organization, SAVE All. SAVE All (Sexual

Assault and Violence Education Alliance) was founded in

2016 and their goal is to “raise awareness and prevention

of sexual assault and sexual violence through meetings and

events”. Speakers featured included a representative from the

university’s counseling center, Voices Against Violence,
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Merrimack County Advocacy Center, Cambridge Eating

Disorder Center, and To Write Love on Her Arms.

All these organizations came to speak about the hidden

aspects of the world that many people don’t wish to see, and

so they pretend that they don’t. Paige Schoppmann touched

on this in her speech where she quotes what some people

have said to her, “‘rape isn’t a problem, I don’t understand

feminists, they gotta chill'”, which brings me to relate this

event to both Feminist Theory and Queer Ecology.

In the aspect of Feminist Theory, Take Back the Night

works to recognize and empower women through the

struggles that they face in the world, specifically through the

events of sexual assault and violence. Women aren’t painted

as people who just need saving anymore (that dang damsel

in distress stereotype), but they forge a way for everyone

to become part of the conversation and resolution to acts

against and perceptions of women that are harmful. In this

way, TBTN and it’s affiliates work in an attempt to create
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a better world (not only for women but they are a large

demographic). Rivkin and Ryan question this effort through

their critique of texts, “what does it mean here to speak of ‘a

better world for women’?” (R/R 769).

Culture is critiqued heavily at an event like this and the

conversation helps to define the kind of world we expect

to live in as feminists (and just general members of society).

Often people refer to the patriarchy and how it enables men

who violate others to gain power over them through

violence. Not all who partake in these actions are male, but an

overwhelming history of violence by males towards females

creates this dialogue. A shift away from gender came into

play when discussing sexual assault as a whole. The

Clothesline Project hung t-shirts of varying colors to

symbolize what victims had gone through, each color

reprsenting a different act/result that someone who had been

assaulted faced. These shirts were hung in solidarity with and

remembrance of those assaulted, regardless of the sex/gender

of the individual.
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The cultural critique leads to Queer Ecology in that many

dirty parts of society are discussed. The conversation extends

beyond Nature/nature to human life, “At Christmas 2008,

Pope Benedict XVI declared that if tropical forests deserve

our “protection,” then “the human being” (defined as “man”

and “woman”) deserves it no less: ‘We need something like

human ecology'” (Morton 273). Schoppmann’s speech

reached out beyond the violence that occurs through sexual

assault, “2018 has been a year of difficult news stories; terrorist

attacks, supremacy and discrimination, and more sexual

abuses in the media than ever before”. To Write Love On

Her Arms and the Merrimack County Advocacy Center

discussed emotionally disturbing topics such as self harm and

sexual assault against children. Every group brought new

issues to light, digging up the nitty-gritty parts of society

that make your stomach churn. Queer Ecology demands that

people take their rose-colored glasses off and look at the
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world for how it stands, not as they wish it would exist. No

one brings up sexual assault or terrorist attacks at the dinner

table, and not many people would devote their Friday night

to discussing such topics.

Shameless Plug: Join PSU SAVE All Wednesdays at 8:00

PM in Hyde 234 next semester (!!!)
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Tabletop Role-Playing Games: The

Nesting Doll of Ideology

AMELIA BERUBE
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Welcome to [insert tabletop game name here]! It is now time

to create your character!

I’m sure many of you who just read that are blankly staring

at the words on this page and wondering just what Dungeons

and Dragons or Pathfinder might have to do with critical

theory and ideology. Believe me, there is a stronger link

between the tabletop gaming community and the concepts of

Althusser than you’d think.

Over the past semester, I had the chance to help set up

and attend Plymouth State University’s yearly event, Game-

on-Icon, which is ritualistically hosted and attended by past

and current members of the Gaming Club. The event

encompassed many different types of gaming, from video

games, to card games and board games. Let it be noted that

the gaming community is composed of different niches and

preferences, which explains the wealth of different types of

games. However, the spotlight was on tabletop games.

First off, I would like to show that Gaming Club itself is the

host of an ideological state apparatus. Ideology, to Althusser,

“…represents the imaginary relationship of individuals to

their real conditions of existence” (Althusser 693). This

signifies that the individual uses the concept of ideology to

form a sort of bond with an aspect of the reality around them.

In the instance of the Gaming Club member, this speaks of

the relation of the individual to the club. They have a belief

that they are a part of the club. Yet, they are not physically

attached to it, as the club is intangible in nature. Ideology

allows them to have an intact imaginary relationship to the

intangible club. Yet, there are certain real-world actions and

connotations the individual gamer must ascribe to if they

imagine themselves as a part of the gaming community.
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“The individual in question behaves in such and such a way,

adopts such and such a practical attitude, and, what is more,

participates in certain regular practices which are those of the

ideological apparatus on which ‘depend’ the ideas which he has

in all consciousness freely chosen as a subject” (Althusser 696).

For the average Gaming Club or gaming community

member, the practices that are required from them are simple.

One must show up to club meetings and play games. It may

be a simple ideological apparatus, but it is one. If no one were

to show up to the meetings that were held, or play the games

that are provided, the Gaming Club would cease to exist.

When it comes to the “state” of the ideological apparatus,

the governing force is the elected core, and above them, the

school.

Now, Game-on-Icon is essentially a Gaming Club

bonanza that is set up for the weekend. There are also micro

events within the larger event itself. When I stated earlier that

the spotlight is on tabletop role-playing games, this is what I

meant; the majority of events run during Game-on-Icon are

tabletop role-playing games. I had the chance to play one that

was run by a friend of mine, called High School Out of Time.

This was a game where you thought up a character from any

era of time, and could play them in a high school setting. And

this is where the “nesting doll” comes into effect.

Time to make your character! Roll stats!
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When creating a character for a role-playing game, there are

many things you have to consider. Yet, the most important

part is not rolling the statistics or finding suitable armor.

What makes the game enjoyable for all is the synthesis of an

original and interesting character. This is best achieved by

giving your character traits, beliefs, and mannerisms.

For example, the character I decided to create was a

samurai warrior from Feudal Japan. He was a relatively easy-

going character. Yet, there was one thing he hated: the

Chinese. This was actually based on tensions between the

two countries during the Feudal period. This hatred of the

Chinese drove him to do certain things within the game. One

such instance dealt with him and another character plotting

to kill a Chinese student to complete their project (which was

supposed to be loosely based on the Chinese five elements).

My character had his own ideologies to ascribe to. The belief

he had in his country drove him to dislike and to shun (a little

too enthusiastically) anything related to China.

In reality, tabletop role-playing games consist of sets of

doubled-up ISAs. We have already discussed how Gaming

Club contains its apparatus. The individual member of
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gaming club goes and plays the tabletop games that help to

keep the club running. But, the second level, the doll within

the larger doll, is brought to fruition by creating a character.

One individual creates an imagined individual who ascribes

to an ideology that “…represents the imaginary relationship

of individuals to their real conditions of existence” (Althusser

693).

I am the gaming club member, who ascribes to its ISA.

Through my own belief in the club, I forge a new, imagined

individual. This imagined individual, while created by

myself, has their own ISAs that they ascribe to. I make the

Feudal Japanese man, who believes in the ideology of his

country. I control him, but he has his own beliefs that are

separate from mine. Therefore, there lays a smaller ISA (or

potentially a set of them) within the ISA I ascribe to.

Given that people don’t play one-on-one sessions of

tabletop games, the nesting doll ISA is true for everyone

else around the table. This means that each individual

participating in the game at hand plays a part in creating their

own nesting doll ideologies. One game can consist of any

number of nesting doll ISAs.

So the question is… What character will you make?
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Crazy Fake Slut Bitch - Feminist?

SAMANTHA LATOS
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I was drawn to Caity O’Leary’s exhibit at the Museum of

the White Mountains because of all the bright colors and

pretty girls. Then when I really looked at it, I thought to

myself, “Wow! What does this mean?” The artwork has a lot of

carefully didactic imagery that makes its viewers rethink how

they label others.

This piece is called “Freakshow.” It highlights societal

issues through different circus icons. We have five beautiful

examples: a freak with three boobs, a ringleader, a sword-

swallower, a bearded lady, and a jester. Each of these women

have their own bright red label. According to their labels,

what we really have here is a fake woman, a bitch, a slut, a

feminist, and a crazy woman. At first, I questioned why there

were four insults and then “feminist.” Then I thought about

it for a day and a half and I gathered that the label isn’t the

insult on that one, it’s the representation.
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This piece is a discourse in itself; one cannot remove these

characters from their circus connotation. Where else does

one see a ringleader or bearded lady? Feminist critique,

specifically the Angel and Monster theory, will aid us in

dissecting the moral takeaways of this piece of artwork.

The woman with three boobs seems to be a freak of nature,

and an angel detained by a monster. “Natural” women have

two breasts; this lady has three. She could not have been born

that way, and therefore at least one of her boobs must be

fake. Or, perhaps she was ridiculed her whole life for being

an anomaly, and so she joined the circus. A green monster is

behind her, covering her mouth. This may represent an inner

demon that stops her from speaking the truth, and encourages

her to lie and be fake in order to gain acceptance in a shallow

society.

Men do not pay to see a tri-boobed lady to hear her

talk. They pay to look. No one cares about what she has

to say. The monster may represent those that buy into this

industry of degrading women, through burlesque shows or

pornography. Or, you know, Disney movies. Think of The
Little Mermaid. Ursula, a monstrous sea witch, takes away

Ariel’s voice. In the song “Poor Unfortunate Souls”, Ursula

says, “You’ll have your looks, your pretty face. And don’t

underestimate the importance of body language.” Don’t

worry about the not being able to speak, girl! You still have

that figure – use it! As long as a girl is pretty, she can finesse

a patriarchal ride to the top. We’re showing this movie to

toddlers. Just a friendly reminder.

The ringleader character is an equipped woman, ready

to take charge. However as soon as a woman cracks the

whip, so to speak, she is labelled a bitch. That may be an

opinionated statement, but we can all agree that dominant
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and authoritative men are standard. If this were a picture of

a man with a whip, I know my mind would go straight to

“cowboy”, rather than something equal to “bitch.” Authority

looks different on men and women. I want to revisit a quote

I used in a blog once before:

“Precisely because a woman is denied the autonomy -the

subjectivity- that the pen represents, she is not only excluded

from culture, but she also becomes herself an embodiment of

just those extremes of mysterious and intransigent Otherness

which culture confronts with worship or fear, love or

loathing,” (Rivkin & Ryan 814).

This is why we accept powerful men without question,

and why a powerful woman is different, artistic, and a bitch.

A female ringleader is creatively artistic because she’s

shadowed by the classic male ringleader.

The sword swallower. Likely the most glaringly phallic

piece of art I’ve seen. But the execution is gorgeous I must

say. Have you ever seen such a pretty depiction of fellatio?

Since she’s able to fit an entire sword down her throat, she

must have had practice. She can’t simply be a talented sword

swallower; surely she must have experimented with oral sex

in order to perfect her practice. This assumes that the only

phallic object that belongs in a womans throat is a penis. You

don’t get sword without penis. It just doesn’t work. Notice

this woman’s appearance. Is it just me, or are slutty female

characters often redheads? Is it because of the fiery and exotic

connotation of red hair?

Why is a bearded woman a symbol of female

empowerment? In carnival culture, the bearded lady is

ridiculed for her appearance. She’s unfeminine and therefore

laughable. Does powering through radical social stigmas
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mark a feminist? Following that, do passive feminists exist?

Or must they always be actively advocating for change?

To revisit an argument we’ve seen in class, is a feminist

simply a woman who acts like a man?

By holding up a pair of scissors, she is mocking those who

want her to be free of facial hair. She can get rid of her hair

anytime. She can also keep it for as long as she wants. I really

like that she has four eyes. The bottom eyes are looking up

at the top ones, and it seems like a look of approval. This

bearded lady is certainly open to gender equality in terms of

appearance.

The fifth woman is the most inconspicuous yet thought-

provoking. The jester or clown makeup and the lack of eyes

give her a malign and scary appearance. However, instead

of labeling her as scary, she’s labeled crazy. This is not

surprising; people are all too quick to call women crazy. I’m

sure every woman reading this has been called crazy in a

degrading fashion.

Since it’s so common, there is no central meaning. The

crazy label for women is one big homogenous lump of

insults. Crazy can mean scary, dramatic, needy, anything

really. A woman can be called crazy for arson, or for liking

root beer. There’s no minimum level of sophistication with

this word in this context.

I think she’s here to tell us to stop calling each other crazy.

Crazy is a dehumanizing term that should not be used to

describe a person. In fact, none of these labels should be put

onto people. They are all demeaning and prescribed by the

patriarchy. They are lazy insults that we should stop using.

The short takeaway is stop labeling women! Let us live.
Here’s a connection back to the text:

“The “killing” of oneself into an art object – the pruning
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and preening, the mirror madness, and concern with odors

and aging…with bodies too thin or too thick – all this

testifies to the efforts women have expended not just trying to

be angels but trying not to become female monsters,” (Gubar

823).

Although none of the women show their whole face, the

parts we see are done up. They’re all wearing bold lipstick

and eye makeup. Even the ringleader, with part of her face

covered, put on some lipstick for today. These five women

aren’t just monsters, they’re pretty monsters. Like the

mythical mermaids who lure men to their deaths, these ladies

are deceptive.
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Women in Comedy

ANNA GREENWOOD

On the 22nd of February of this past semester I attended a

show at Plymouth State featuring the comedic stylings of one

Kelli Dunham; a genderqueer comic who spent the majority

of her set relaying her zany experiences of traveling around

America’s south performing shows and attempting to interact

with the locals. As a bit of a side-note: Kelli never disclosed

the pronouns she preferred during her performance but after

a bit of investigating I found out that she uses she/her/hers

pronouns on her website so we’re going to go with that.

The show-stopping punchline of the night came when

Kelli weaved a narrative around how she swindled her way

into a major conservative convention (the specific platform of

said convention escapes my mind) where she saw Sarah Palin

speak live for the first time. As she began describing what it
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was like to see Sarah Palin in the flesh, the audience got the

idea that she was about to deliver some carefully calculated

insults. I remember her saying, “You know I never really

realized it, but Sarah Palin is just so…” and then she paused

and looked directly at her audience and yelled “HOT! WHY

IS SHE SO HOT?!”

I was in stitches. The audience was cackling save for a few

older couples whose horror-struck faces suggested that they

had likely ventured into the show not understanding what

was on the comedic menu for the night. The entire show was

hilarious.

In a later portion of her set, Kelli chose to share with us

a story that was more sad than funny that had to do with

performing comedy at college campuses. A few years back,

she went to perform a show at URI when a gaggle of around

fifty blonde-haired girls in matching pink shirts shuffled into

the auditorium and sat down to watch her show. Kelli said

that she realized about fifteen minutes into her set that these

were sorority pledges who were being forced to attend her

comedy show as a portion of their hazing. She said one of

the girls approached her after the show and attempted to

compliment her by saying “You were actually surprisingly

funny!” Although she was smiling and upbeat, she spoke of

the incident with bitterness and had no issue dragging URI

in the process. She then made references to how when she

visits colleges, the only types of students that typically attend

her shows are a) members of the LGBT community or b)

women’s studies majors. She made a crack and how those two

social groups also tend to have a lot of overlap.

Kelli’s heartbreaking sorority anecdote and her comment

about audience attendance started to get me thinking

about why it’s so difficult for women (including genderqueer
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women) to break into the comedy scene. There’s no world in

which girls would be forced to attend a male comedy show

as a form of hazing. And why do female and genderqueer

comics only garner attendance from their respective

“groups”? As I left the show, one of my friends made the

remark that “The show was funny, but my boyfriend never

would have gone with me to see it.” Why is that? Why

can’t men let women make them laugh? Why is there this

pervasive assertion that sneaks its way into every seedy

YouTube comment section that “women just aren’t funny”.

If we crack open our Literary Theory Anthology, I think

Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar may have an answer for us.

Gilbert and Gubar’s essay, Madwoman in the Attic unpacks

the steps women will have to take to achieve “literary

autonomy” (812). The essay describes at length the

problematic dichotomy of females being portrayed as either

“angels” or “monsters” in literature. The creative world was

(and kind of still is) uncomfortable with any other type of

female representation. Women are either pure and submissive

or autonomous and evil. We know this.

What I think is more interesting to note is that Gilbert and

Gubar make the assertion that male authors have created a

culture surrounding literature that holds the belief that “In

the mouths of women, vocabulary loses meaning, sentences

dissolve, [and] literary messages are distorted or destroyed”

(821). The quote is basically saying that society thinks that

women are bad at words – that it’s impossible to take

something a woman says seriously because words lose their

essence coming from them. This takes away their voice. Even

canonized women such as The Bronte sisters wrote under

male pseudonyms in order to have their work examined

without prejudice.
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Today, the literary world does contain more women. It’s

not perfect and representation isn’t phenomenal, but we do

have writers like Toni Morrison and that’s a win in my book.

The humanities in general has almost done a complete 180

and is now typically deemed as more “feminine” than its

STEM counterpart. It’s not uncommon to walk into a poetry

workshop class dominated by females. However, the comedy

scene remains unapologetically misogynistic. This may have

something to do with how the attitude that Gilbert and

Gubar are talking about has made a bit of a shift over the past

few decades. Women seem to be more accepted in literary

genres that are rooted in drama, poetry, and emotion than

those that require wit and quick thinking. It’s as if men have

said “yeah, you can have poetry, write about love and loss

and how your boyfriend left you for the Cheesecake factory

waitress, leave the penis jokes and casual racism to us”.

Stand up comedy is a performance, you have to hear the

voice of the comedian and if you go to the show you have to

LOOK at them. There’s no male pseudonym to hide behind.

A woman telling jokes in front of a crowd completely shatters

any possible notion of an “angel”. Jokes about vaginas (or

Sarah Palin) genuinely anger and shock people; it’s monster

behavior. Female comedy is also exclusionary to a degree, it’s

a woman’s perspective. Men are used to having media catered

them, especially what’s considered “good” media. (Women

can have the Lifetime network we all know it’s garbage

right?). Maybe that’s another reason why Kelli’s show was

stacked with women and members of the LGBT community.

I’m sure that the further we travel down the marginalized

road, the harder it is for a comedian to foster interest outside

of their own group.

I think we all need to make honest attempts to expand our
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horizon past what is familiar and comfortable to us when it

comes to consuming media and art (which includes stand up).

The closer aligned a person is to the mythical norm, the easier

it is to ignore the creative voices of women and POC and

LGBT people. ANYONE CAN BE FUNNY. IT’S TIME

WE START LAUGHING TOGETHER.
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Ragtime and Racial Identity

ZOË KAY

Throughout this semester, I was a part of a production of a

concert version of the musical Ragtime. The story of Ragtime

consists of three story lines taking place in 1906; a white

woman with desires to explore and fight stereotypical gender

roles, an educated black musician who is wronged and takes

revenge after the death of his fiancé, and an immigrant from

Latvia who is looking for a better life for his young daughter.

The big problem with this: not one of the students who

auditioned and eventually was cast as any ethnic minority was

actually part of that ethnic group. The most diversity the cast

held was the young man playing Booker T Washington. He

is one half Puerto Rican. This created some really interesting

problems and discussion.

Coming into the process, our director Daniel Perkins
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knew that there would be questions and critics. To combat

this, the chorus did extensive research on not only our own

lineage and ancestors, but on the time period of the story and

the extreme racism, violence, and devastation the people we

were portraying combatted.

When I was cast as a black woman, a gospel singer who

riffs and belts all through the Act 1 finale which just so

happened to be a funeral, I have to admit I was a little freaked.

I knew the notes, I loved the song, but the difference between

authenticity and making a mockery out of a gospel at a black

funeral was terrifying. The first day I sang in front of the

chorus in rehearsal, people clapped and told me “you sound

so black!!” or “wow it was like a real black person was here!!”.

I was uncomfortable. I mean, yeah I tried to sound “black” I

guess, but how does that sound? Was I being racist? Or was I

doing the role justice? It was all kind of confusing. I ended up

realizing that the whole concept of telling someone that they

sound like another race, is in a way racist. In our community

at Plymouth State, we do not see much racial diversity, thus

creating an uneasy feeling for many students when forced to

deal with racial issues or forced to see our subtle racism.

I was forced in this process to think about “blackness” and

what it means to be black. I thought about Passing and read

articles in the Rivkin and Ryan text. In The Social Construction
of Race by Ian F. Hanley Lopez, I faced a question that I

didn’t feel ready to come to a conclusion about. What makes

a person a certain race? Is this biological or socially

constructed? Obviously I was not attempting to convince

people that I am black, but what makes a person black? I

think this might be an unanswerable question. “There are

no genetic characteristics possessed by all Blacks but not

by non-Blacks” (R & R 967). Okay, so if that’s true than
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it must be socially constructed; the article even says “Race

must be viewed as a social construction” (R &R 968). The

whole issue got me very confused, just as it did when we

discussed Passing and began to talk about identifying as a

certain race. This article explains the idea of racial fabrication.

This explains races being “constructed relationally, against

one another, rather than in isolation” (R&R 969). That idea

makes a lot of sense to me and I think I am beginning to

understand racial development. Either way, this is digressing

from my original point.

This production of Ragtime may have been considered

racist by some, but I do not believe it was. The significant

thought and work into avoiding “blackface” or parody of an

entire racial spectrum kept the production from any sort of

racist tendencies.
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Battle of the Sexes, sortof

PETER NTOURNTOUREKAS

It doesn’t feel provocative enough to start this post by saying

that I love music, but I’m doing it anyway. I listen to full

albums multiple times in a row, trying to discern the exact

meaning and emotion, painstakingly devoting my free time

to whichever songs showed up on my Discover Weekly this

Monday. I always crave new music, and going to shows is a

great way to find new bands if you can afford it and they’re

near you. In New Hampshire, music is extremely local unless

you dive into large venues like Meadowbrook. When I saw

the announcement for Plymouth State’s Battle of the Bands,

I was elated that there would be music at my doorstep for

no charge. Putting aside the quality of music, I discovered

something unfortunately unsurprising about Plymouth’s

representation of local, student music: there was a distinct
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lack of female performers in Battle of the Bands. I am not

trying to claim that Plymouth State University is somehow

not being inclusive, because I’m sure that this isn’t an

intentional move by the university. I also don’t think that any

of the bands intentionally and maliciously denied any female

performers a chance to be in their bands. I do, however,

think that there is a larger social structure in place that makes

performing in a rock band stigmatized for girls.

How does this relate to critical theory? I think that this is

a perfect example of patriarchy. As Rivkin and Ryan explain

it, this is “the long tradition of male rule in society which

silenced women’s voices, distorted their lives, and treated

their concerns as peripheral” (765). There is a long-standing

tradition of female under-representation at msuical events,

and this continues even in an age of mainstream feminism

and progressive thinking. The Huffington Post did an

analysis of some 2016 music festivals and found that 78% of

acts were composed of only male members. 10 percent were

mixed-gender, and 12 percent were only women. Even if we

try to fudge the numbers to benefit the festivals, only 22%

of acts contained a woman, which is a travesty for both the

music industry and the concert goers. The same article claims

that 51 percent of attendees are women, which is much more

representative of the population.

The reasons for this are very complex and beyond me, but

the cliff notes version is that society sucks. No, really. Us,

too. It’s not that less women want to be musicians, because

that would be a very hard claim to substantiate. The problem

is with the male-dominated subcultures of music concerts

and festivals, or even with the industry as a whole. How

many famous female rap artists can you name? How many

have won Grammys? We need to be better at encouraging
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each other to perform the music that we want to, when we

want to, and where we want to; especially women. Some

of my favorite artists are women, and I know that there is

no shortage of musical women on PSU campus. We need to

make an effort, as a group and a community, to break down

these barriers and dismantle whatever structures prevent

artistic women from performing for the world. Music lovers

deserve it, and so do the women that are surely destined to

create masterpieces for the more equal generation we strive

to be.
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Let's Talk About Yoga & [British]

Colonialism (Through a Secondary

Colonialist Lens)

GENEVA SAMBOR
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Illustration by: Ben Passmore

Colleges host yoga classes all of the time. People

incorporate the ritual of exercise classes into their routines

and say, “I’m going to a yoga class tonight at eight, you

should come!” Fitness is a lifestyle, Students on Plymouth

State’s campus take a Wellness Connection course, or go

to the yoga classes offered at the gym. During my Stress

Management course last night, our professor announced that

she had invited a yoga instructor to teach us how to do yoga.

People often say, “You’ll be more flexible!” or, “You’ll tone

your body!” If you think about the origins of yoga, the

Western definition of yoga has been significantly altered

through a fitness-centered capitalist mindset.

This transferal of perspectives leads me to my yoga class

yesterday evening. My Stress Management professor lead us

to the aerobics room on the fourth floor of the D&M
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building, where we found an energetic woman whose legs

were wrapped in bright, patterned yoga pants. She was

barefoot, and told us we didn’t need to take our socks off. The

class was an hour and ten minutes long, and our yoga teacher

was disgruntled by the lack of energy all of us had at 6:30pm

on a Tuesday. She told us that she taught many different

styles and practices of yoga, which got no response. The yoga

instructor did not preface the class with information about

yoga, and no one asked. The majority of us had taken a yoga

class before, only one student said he had never done yoga in

his life.

With this in mind, we began the yoga practice for the

next hour and ten minutes. At the end of the class, our

yoga teacher told us all to put our hands together and say,

“namaste”. She then said a few words in another language,

Sanskrit, which was originally used to communicate with

the Hindu Gods. I approached the teacher afterward and

asked her what language she spoke, and she assured me that

she always translated the words into English so people

understood what she meant. This is a woman who is not

a P.O.C. and teaches in the predominantly white region of

northern New Hampshire. Much to my dismay, she was not

aware of the historical significance her words carried, nor did

she transfer contextual knowledge to the students in my class.

By attending a yoga class, Western students are essentially

consuming the Indian culture. This represents, to me, a form

of secondary colonialism in that the narrative of yoga practice

is changed entirely, and subtly filtered through the premise

of a fitness class. The Indian culture is overshadowed by a

capitalist enterprise, and thus yoga begins to reflect Western

values. My mind immediately connected back to one specific

sentence in Jamaica Kincaid’s essay, A Small Place:
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The water — have you ever seen anything like it? Far out, to the

horizon, the color of the water is navy-blue; nearer, the water is

the color of the North American sky. (Rivkin & Ryan, p1227)

Reflecting our own norms and values submerges the practice

of yoga in the water of capitalism, and drowns the possibility

of accessing the core of Indian culture. People are told that

they will feel connected to others through yoga, and more

in touch with themselves. Our yoga teacher glossed

over where yoga came from, and I’m not sure if this is entirely

detrimental and unavoidable. I suppose one way to avoid

secondary colonialism is at the very least acknowledging the

culture of origin as a sort of salute. Colonial residue is not

temporary, though secondary colonialism requires a

temporary experience that is not consciously embedded

within the umbrella of colonialism.

Yoga becomes a constructed object that is passively

instructed in a college aerobics room, and there is no

representation of the Indian culture. Growing up with Indian

families in Belgium, I realize that each yoga pose holds

significance, but my classmates cannot draw from that

experience. Whose responsibility is it, then, to explain the

cultural narrative that yoga communicates? Does a non-

Indian have the authority to do so?
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Dark Ecology's Presence at Earth Jam

KAMAL SINGHANI

Earth Jam is an event that Plymouth State University holds

every year to celebrate Earth Day. This year, the event was

on April 21st, not even on Earth Day. At this event, there is a

stage for music performances, vendors, food & drink, games,

and many more activities. The event is supposed to bring

awareness to the Earth and evoke solidarity among people to

take care of the Earth, but who is this really for?

This event certainly isn’t for the Earth, because if people

really cared about taking care of the planet, it wouldn’t be on

one day out of three hundred and sixty five days. “Earth Day

should be everyday” isn’t just a trendy caption for people’s

once a year Instagram posts. If people want to take care of the

Earth, they should take the actions to do that year round.

Now I’m not saying this from a judge-y place. I admit
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that I’m no saint; I’ve accepted that I could probably treat

the environment better. My roommates and I used to recycle

but that became too tedious for us so we stopped. I take long

showers in scorching hot water. I’ve had the AC on while

my windows are open. But I’m aware of how my actions are

unfair. I’m sitting in my filth. I’m not claiming to be someone

who gives back to the Earth. So why are others pretending?

Sure, you’re not being fair to the Earth. But it’s equally not

fair to pretend to be a treehugger for a day while the rest of

the days you’re still a plastic using, water wasting, polluting

phony. I think at this age, college students should be aware of

the real impacts of taking care of our planet.

I noticed at Earth Jam, the use of loud speakers and many

electronic supplies for the performers on stage. There were

people blowing bubbles, people unknowingly dropping trash

on the ground, be it a spilled food or drink or actual trash,

etc. The event was really an excuse to get college students

out socializing while they got drunk and dressed up for darty

season.

In order to start helping the Earth, one must understand the

dark things that they are exposing to the planet. Dark ecology

is simply just living with that awareness of the harmful things

that we are exposing to our worlds. But by pretending that

we are really making a difference, even if it is once in a year,

isn’t helping anyone. It’s taking us nowhere. Why does Earth

Day even exist? Who is it there for? The Earth or the people?
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The Inescapable Gender Binary

RYAN FRENCH

While we can reject and deconstruct our assigned gender by

having qualities that are in opposition to our given gender

identity, we are always doomed to replace them with other

ideas of gender that are within the same binary. The fact that

we have a concept of gender at all means that all notions
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of gender, even those such as gender fluidity and gender

nonconformity, come from a place of a gender binary.

To be gender fluid or gender nonconforming means to

move some qualities away from one end of the binary to

the other side. There is no true middle ground, because the

middle ground is only a mixture of individual binary

qualities. A female with short hair, beard stubble, but also

a rounded jaw and long eyelashes may appear to be in this

“middle” ground, but in fact just has a mixture of qualities

that are on both ends of the gender binary.

These thoughts came into my head on Thursday, April

10, when my girlfriend and I attended Plymouth State

University’s annual “Gay-la”, hosted by the student

organization PSU Pride. The Gay-la is an inclusive, semi-

formal dance that is designed with LGBTQA+ students in

mind. According to The Clock’s online blog, PSU Pride Vice

President Andrew Dawe said, “[The Gay-la] creates an

atmosphere where people don’t have to worry about being

judged for dressing how they wish to. And above all else, it’s

simply an opportunity to have fun.”

Dress was certainly something that stood out to me as

I watched the event’s dancing participators. Many were

wearing attire that wasn’t typical for their sex. I saw people

who I typically considered to be female wearing narrow

blazers, black trousers, and leather oxfords. I also saw people

that I would typically designate as male wearing bright

lipstick and high heels.
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Gender performativity was all over the place, and I felt

hesitant every time I spoke to someone, fearful that I would

use the wrong pronouns. I often saw people that I was certain

were biologically male be referred to with female pronouns,

and those who I was certain were biologically female be

referred to with male pronouns. After a while, I decided that

it was easier to just avoid using any gendered pronouns at all,

and simply referred to everyone as “they”.

The whole shindig brought my thoughts back to Julie

Rivkin and Michael Ryan’s explanation of constructivist

feminist theory in Literary Theory: An Anthology. This theory

critiques the concept of gender as a social construct,

originated to keep women subservient to patriarchy.

Gender, in constructivist theory, is not just about sex

chromosomes. It is about the appearances and attitudes that

are socially designated to people based off of their sex. For

example, boxers, bowties, and trousers are clothes typically

considered to be “men’s” clothes. In reality, however, these
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clothes are genderless; the “men’s” labelling is an idea that is

reinforced by culture.

Clothes may be an obvious example, but the conditions

of gender are broad and culturally reinforced, making them

inescapable. For example, a man who has an interest in

cosmetics, and shows little interest in sports will be

considered by many people in American culture to be

effeminate, because makeup is often considered to be

something that is solely for women, and men are often

expected to be competitive.

None of those things, of course, are actually inherent to

a specific sex. However, because of cultural upbringings, the

reinforcement of certain activities and qualities by sex creates

the false idea that they are inherent to the sex. Constructivist

theory argues that these things are inflicted onto a particular

sex in order to create the illusion of gender normativity.

Thus, we have the expectations of men and women that

go beyond having XX sex chromosomes or XY sex

chromosomes. This structure has created a hierarchy of

gender that has historically given men power over women in

society, and has often made the mixing of gendered qualities

in their non-designated sex a cultural taboo.

However, because the infliction of these qualities to a sex

is a social construction rather than an essential part of their

biology, those who go against gender normativity aren’t

doing anything “wrong”, despite what society may say. They

are simply adopting what is typically assigned to a different

sex. Rivkin and Ryan give an example, saying that “women

can be just as ‘masculine’ as men, and biological men might

be ‘masculine’ only out of obedience to cultural codes” (768).

So, in the context of the Gay-la, the celebration of

community members willing to openly challenge the
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gendered expectations of society is rightly earned, and the

“judgement-free” space created for them at the dance should

be extended to cover the globe.

But while constructivist feminist theory covers my

observations of people dressing as the “wrong” gender at the

Gay-la, it does not cover my observations of pronoun usage.

If gender is truly constructed, then does that not mean that

everything beyond sex chromosomes is actually genderless?

So, for example, if a biological man wears a dress and red

lipstick on their lips, they would be performing as female

based on American gender expectations. But, since these

expectations are constructs, wouldn’t we still consider this

person to be a man?

Although I agree with the constructivist view of gender as

a social construct, it can’t be thought of as pure imagination,

because gender has real repercussions that are put into place

before an individual’s birth. Because of this, there is room

for the idea of friction between societal ideas of gender and

biological gender. When the expectations of gender as clear

and demanding as they are, the fact that gender is a construct
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doesn’t halt the need for an identity that can be accepted by

both society and the individual.

Beginning at birth, society interpellates us based on our sex

to assign us a gender. Based on whether or not we have a

penis or vagina, society tells our guardians what we should

look like, how we should act, and who we should aspire to

be. We must always work out of this initial interpellation,

because it is set into motion before we have control over

what we are exposed to. Things boy and girl clothing and

toy sections for children aid in this interpellation. They say,

“Hey you! Were you born with XY chromosomes? This is

what you’re supposed to be!” By the time we get to a point in

our development where we can begin to make choices about

our identities, we have already had a path laid out for us by

society.

Going against the expectations assigned to us by our given

gender has consequences. Not meeting the expectations of

gender often leaves the individual as a target for criticism,

because how they are supposed to act is already defined by the

gender they are given based on sex. For example, if you are

born with XY chromosomes, and have male primary and

secondary sex characteristics, you will be expected to follow

the qualities assigned to biological males. Failing to meet
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these expectations leads to the idea that you are performing

your gender inadequately. This is why there are phrases like

“boys don’t cry,” or, “that wasn’t very ladylike.”

What is considered masculine and feminine changes over

time, but the things that we relate most to gender, such as

choices in physical appearance, the emotions we express, and

the opinions we hold will always be subjected to a binary idea

of gender. Because of this, individuals are always vulnerable

to not “lining up” with the gender they were born into

based off of how they construct their internal identities. This

vulnerability is inescapable, though, because gender is rooted

in language and, therefore, ideology.

Gender is based off of the idea of a binary; we, as humans,

always have to work off of a binary because we cannot

comprehend an idea of nothingness. Even when someone

“transitions” to another gender (whether it’s a physical

transition, an emotional transition, or an intellectual

transition), they are merely adopting other binary qualities.

Like in Jacques Derrida’s deconstructionist critique of

language in Literary Theory: An Anthology, things only have

meaning in relation to other things, and, therefore, we only

know things by what they are not (206). So while what is

expected of the male and female genders may change over

time, and while a person may change their identity to align

more closely with one gender or another, they will never

truly be freed of the concept of gender as a binary of male and

female. Binaries are how we understand the world.

Going off of this, it makes sense that people prefer to be

regarded to with pronouns that they feel matches their own

feelings of their gender identity. Gender, while fabricated,

has real expectations, and real consequences for not meeting

these expectations. In addition, gender is not just the “whole
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picture”; it is individual binary qualities that collectively build

an identity. By using a pronoun that is different from

biological sex, an individual can feel a compromise between

their internal identity and the identity they are given by

society. While performing a gender that is not the one

assigned by birth will always be met with resistance, this

resistance can be lessened by adopting the signifier used to

describe the gender they feel most aligned to.
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Thinking Beyond Nature; Jam, Earth,

Jam.

NICHOLAS A. PRESCOTT

I am not a fan of summer and heat and all the scorching

sunshine that goes with it, let me just say that. I’m more of a

“climb trees and wade into the river (where there’s shade, of

course, because I’m secretly a vampire and can’t do sunshine)”

kind of guy.

That being said, I do love nature and all that comes with it.

I try to think about the impact I have on the environment as

much as I can every day. And while reusable water bottles,

recycling, and walking where I can sure feelsgood on my

conscience, it doesn’t actually mean anything; it’s more of an

excuse that I (and many others) can use to say “well, I do these
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good things, so I shouldn’t have to care about where my toilet

water goes, where this Styrofoam coffee cup ends up”.

In short: subscription to the idea that we are good

wherever we can be does not free us from the cold reality of

the drab ecology we live in; it does not give us a cheat day.

Earth Jam is the yearly celebration of… the Earth? on

Earth Day (even though it wasn’t on Earth Day this year).

Parties, darties, a big concert, tie die that poisons grass, all

the prerequisites any college student needs to give them an

excuse to drink excessively. And while it might seem like a

good day to go out and love the Earth, it’s just another excuse

card because I can surely tell you, many Earth Jammers didn’t

care for the trash they left behind at the parties they attended.

I can only assume, at least; I surely didn’t.

Jamaica Kincaid’s “A Small Place” and Timothy

Morton’s The Ecological Thought, put into perspective the

kind of hypocrisy I was living in: I was celebrating the Earth

by assisting in its destruction. Sadly enough, humans and the

Earth’s relationship is that of acidic morning breath and a

window; we are woefully intertwined.

But it is not irreversible.

Dark ecology steps in somewhere around here, reminding

us with a baleful stare of the truth. Where do we need to

stop and consider the “… negativity and irony, ugliness and

horror” (Morton 17) of our relationship with the

environment? And what kind of negativity and irony are we

talking about? I take Kincaid’s portrayal of poop flowing into

the ocean as a good one to put it in perspective, “Oh, it might

all end up in the water you are thinking of taking a swim in;

the contents of your lavatory might, just might, graze gently

against your ankle as you wade carefree in the water…”
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(Kincaid 1288). These aren’t things we usually consider when

taking a leisurely stroll around the Earth.

Drinking water doesn’t feel the same when you admit to

yourself that you’re drinking someone else’s reclaimed pee. In

this sense, the bright green Earth we imagine is what matters,

it is what we see most. This ignorance founds our ecological

existence. We only see the top part of the Remigewasset

River, we don’t see the bottom where all the tin cans and

plastic bottles get washed away to. It’s blissfully out of sight

and therefore out of mind.

While I Earthily Jammed out, I wasn’t concerned with

how my actions, down the line, would effect the Earth.

Morton’s idea of a “dark ecology” is something that many

Earthen Jammers could learn from; it could help brush away

with a sleeve the fog on the glass.

Dark ecology and this understanding of keeping an agency

in everything we do on the Earth (like remembering where

our poop goes or considering that bird might get the plastic

ring that holds the case of PBR together stuck around its

neck) are key in pushing off the brightly colored parts of

nature that we use as excuses for ourselves. This ecological,

ideological freeing is something that we all must undertake.

We must, in a sense, embrace the dark side and keep things

in perspective.

If it’s any solace, though: even if we don’t change our ways,

if we don’t come to terms with the effects our actions have

and the hypocrisy we live in, the Earth will go on in its

darkness.

We just won’t be on it to enjoy it.
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In Full Velvet - Queer Ecology

MASON MASOTTA

Earlier this year, back in November, I had the honor of being

in Liz Ahl’s Poetry Workshop class. Throughout the year

we not only worked on improving our abilities as poets and

writers, but analyzed and were introduced to the works of

many other established ones. One of the key authors we read,

whose work became a focal point of the semester, was Jenny

Johnson. We were assigned her newest book of poetry In Full
Velvet to read as the semester progressed. We were made

aware that Johnson was going to be hosting a reading and

discussion of many of the poems in the book for Professor

Ahl’s Eagle Pond Author Series. I decided to cover it for

the Arts and Entertainment section of The Clock (our school

paper).

At the event she read the introductory poem, and my
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favorite of this collection, “Dappled Things.” One of the

main themes of the book of poetry is her relationship with

her sexual identity as a member of the LGBTQ community,

and she chooses to use many forms of “Natural” imagery in

order to display this. In “Dappled Things” she writes: “ . .

. I am inspired, call my girlfriend, say: Won’t you be my

Olympic marmot/ chewing on my ear till I lift my tail?/ My

black-billed magpie babble-singing to my begging call?/ My

lioness, growl, thrust, roll on backs afterward?/ Squeaky as

killer whales/ We should keep contact relentless before/ the

next sequence . . .” (Johnson 6). One of Johnson’s favorite

types of similes and metaphors to use is through animals.

She gives her girlfriend and herself animalistic qualities and

behaviors to display their love for each other. This is done

throughout the many poems of the collection in order to

show naturalness to their relationship that some in society

would shun or disapprove of.

This almost felt like the idea of Queer Ecology finally

being personified in a literary sense. Much like killer whales

being connected before they breach the surface of the water,

she also feels a need to connect with her girlfriend before

leaving her, if only temporarily. It is similar to the

understanding of societal constraints that Morton would say

characterizes much of society’s understandings of sexuality.

Morton states in Queer Ecology: “Queer Ecology would go to

the end and show how beings exist precisely because they

are nothing but relationality, deep down- for the love of the

matter” (Morton 277). Here he is putting an emphasis that

the concept of different sexualities is not about whether it

can be deemed, rather confusingly, “natural,” but that it is the

connections between people that makes the truth out of it.
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The names are mere labels we use for understanding or, even

deeper than that, a lack of understanding.

Jenny Johnson’s reading of In Full Velvet bring an artistic

representation of Queer Ecology in action, as she relates her

same sex relationship with those from an idealistic and human

idea of Nature
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If Althusser Rode an ATV

ETHAN DORVAL

Althusser states that “it is not their real conditions of

existence, their real world, that ‘men’ ‘represent to themselves’

in ideology, but above all it is their relation to those

conditions of existence which is represented to them there”

(Rivkin and Ryan 690). I argue that the ATV festival, that

takes place annually in Berlin, New Hampshire, becomes

that same representation of the relation of the individual to

their idealized view of existence. To explain more clearly

what it is that I am saying, it must be understood that some

generalization about the people that attend the festival must

be made. As with any case of generalization there are

certainly individual exceptions. With that said I feel that this

festival, which encompasses the entire town and includes

numerous vendors and subcontractors, comes to represent the
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illusionary concept of the American dream. The American

dream, of course, is the idea that hard work can transport

someone from rags to riches. This conceptualization feeds the

needs of capitalism by creating a large body of the proletariat

that are willing to work and perpetuate consumerism. There

is a connection that can be made between the wealthy and

acts of leisure. ATV-ing, for some, represents a leisurely

activity. After all it is for the most part something to be

done when somebody is not toiling away at work and being

a good little American consumer. The simple act of ATV

ownership could be seen as an attempt to create the image of

wealth as well because it is a non-essential purchase acquired

to say “Hey guys, I just spent enough money to buy a new

car on something that I will only be able to use a few months

of the year.” The purchase hails the individual as part of the

club of those fortunate enough to own the machine. All of

this follows Althusser’s concept of the imaginary nature of

ideology because, in reality, the wealthy members of our

society at large don’t attend festivals dedicated to the riding

of AT’s. Maybe more important to my argument is the fact

that the individuals who do attend the festival shell out way

more money than they can afford on the machines required

to attend. I know of an individual who spent 25,000 dollars,

which he had to take a ridiculous loan out for, on an ATV.

This same individual has two young kids who will eventually

be looking to go college. Instead of saving what he will be

paying and spending that money on something that could

actually provide upward mobility, i.e an education, he is

left with years of payment for what amounts to a toy. It is

this construction of an image of wealth and a life of leisure

that I believe lends itself to critique within Althusser’s

conceptualization of ideology.
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Challenging Compulsory

Heterosexuality in Dancing with the

Community Stars

SHAYLA LOCKE

Recently, me and my boyfriend went to go see Dancing

With the Community Stars at The Flying Monkey, a yearly

event which helps raise money for Voices against Violence,

a crisis services agency supporting victims of domestic

violence, brings together multiple different community

“stars” with dancers and puts on performances for the

community to see. The couples compete for an audience

award and a judge’s award. There were also other

performances from dance studios near and around Plymouth.

As a ballroom dancer myself, I can say with absolute
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certainty that ballroom dancing as an activity tends to enforce

heterosexist ideals. The man is the leader, and the woman is

the follower, and it is extremely rare and controversial if this

is not the case. The men (leaders) are supposed to be strong

and masculine, and their main job is to make the woman

(follower) look good, whereas the women (followers) are

supposed to be more dainty and flamboyant. It is also easier to

do more moves when the leader is physically larger than the

follower (but not too much, a full foot height difference like

my partner and I have is not always beneficial). To perform in

traditional ballroom dancing is to buy into rigidly prescribed

gender roles and to perform these roles. It heavily relies on a

binary of leader and follower that is extremely gendered.

During the Dancing With the Community Stars event, the

couples eligible to win ascribed to these gender roles. The

women were smaller, the men were larger, the women were

more dainty while the men were masculine, etc. However,

there was one dance that was performed on the stage– which

was, interestingly, not on the event’s program– that was

a little bit different than the prior gender role adhering

performances. One of the judges, who was a man, and his

female partner performed a rather unconventional tango. He

wore a dress and heels while she wore a suit. Despite wearing

clothing presenting as opposite genders than what they

normally presented as, the judge still led while his partner

followed. Despite this, their costuming demonstrated a

fluidity that is outright scorned in some ballroom dance

communities.

According to Rivkin and Ryan, “compulsory

heterosexuality” is a regime which banishes all aspects of non-

heterosexual gender identities.
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“If women were to be compelled to be child-productive wives

by the dominant social group of heterosexual men, then

women’s friendships would be deemed suspicious, and

lesbianism would be enjoined. If men were to behave in

accordance with the dictates of compulsory heterosexuality and

not engage in sexual practices that placed the reigning code

of heterosexual masculinity in question, then their friendships

too would be suspect, and male homosexuality would also be

forbidden” (Rivkin 885).

Let’s unpack that quote. What Rivkin and Ryan are saying

here is that compulsory heterosexuality is born out of the fear

of women getting it on with women, and men getting it on

with men, and because they are attracted to their own sex,

there would be no more baby-making, and the human race

would die.

To put this in the context of ballroom dancing, the reason

for the extreme gendering of it is that if a man was to dance

with a man or a woman was to dance with a woman, or

even if a woman was to lead a man, this would throw off

the balance of the dance, ruining the aesthetic as well as

functionality of the dance itself. One could make the

argument that the reasoning behind this is purely physical–

men on average tend to be larger than women, and it is easier

to lead most moves if the leader is physically larger than the

follower. However, men are strongly encouraged to lead and

women are strongly encouraged to follow even if the woman

is larger than the man, for example, my dance instructor is

physically smaller than his wife, yet he always leads when

they dance together and they still look fantastic. So, then, the

main issue is not a physical size difference but an adherence to

gender norms that fits a heteronormative aesthetic.
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By performing in a dress and his partner in a suit at the

Dancing With the Community Stars event, the judge and

his partner were mocking this traditional heteronormative

aesthetic by presenting physically as a different gender, while

still performing the same roles.
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Host, Parasite, Panama Canal

CARMEN MAURA

This semester, I was one of ten PSU students chosen to

represent the university at Harvard’s World Model United

Nations conference in Panama City, Panama. Before the

conference, our delegation was assigned a country—this year

it was Ireland—and each of us was assigned a UN committee

to participate in. I was assigned the Social Humanitarian

and Cultural Committee (SOCHUM), and our topic was

religious freedom. For anyone who isn’t a political science

major or nerd like myself, this just means that I was

pretending to be a UN delegate with thousands of students

from all over the world debating how to come up with a

universal standard for religious rights. While the conference

itself was chock-full of political and religious ideologies that

taught me a lot, the other experiences on my trip to Panama
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are what I’ve found to be the most educational and relatable

to this course.

While I didn’t know the specific term for it at the time, I

realized early in the trip that our visit—though intended to

inspire young scholars to better the world—was still a form

of secondary colonialism. When our plane that was staffed by

bilingual Panamanians landed at the Tocumen International

Airport, we were greeted by English-speaking MUN

members from the Panamanian host team. The entire airport

was set up to accommodate our arrival—including a private

customs line where we got to cut everyone that wasn’t a part

of the conference. My friend and I, who were the only ones

who spoke Spanish enough to navigate on the trip, were the

only ones who were handed customs forms in Spanish.

We were advised not to take the taxis, and that we would

be safest if we rode in the shuttle buses provided by MUN or

our hotel. The first night in Panama, we went out for dinner

at a restaurant next door to our hotel where we realized that

the beer was cheap and the service was much slower than

it is in the US. A few of my groupmates were annoyed by

how long it took for their quesadillas to be ready, and were

shocked that the waitresses didn’t speak any English. It took

too many days for them to realize that the service would

always be slower than that in the US.

Throughout the week, there were several incidents that

surpassed the initial culture shock of being in a Spanish-

speaking country in Central America. When we traveled to

the Panama Viejo, which was the original city that existed

before colonizers arrived and burned it down, it was bordered

by some of the most extreme poverty I’ve ever seen. When

we visited Casco Viejo—which is the trendy, European-

styled, up-and-coming restoration of the second city that
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was built after Panama Viejo was burned down—streets had

classy bars and ice cream shops on one side and run-down

apartments on the other.

image

The moment that solidified my understanding that my

presence in Panama wasn’t what I expected it to be was when

we visited the Panama Canal. On our way there we saw

thousands of shacks that were built too close to the water and

were falling apart, yet recently-washed linens were hanging

on clothes lines. Giant apartment buildings with billboards

on top of them were stacked one on top of another with

cardboard over the windows and large cracks and gouges in

their concrete walls. Our motorcade, which was ten busses

long, paraded through these neighborhoods with a police

escort. At the Canal, we learned that it can cost millions of

dollars for a ship to pass through once. We didn’t question

where that money went.

image

My trip to Panama was educational, fun, and privileged. I

learned what it means to be one of the tourists that Jamaica

Kinkaid deems an “ugly human being” (R/R 1228). We didn’t

consider where our waste water went. We didn’t think twice

about visiting the Panama Canal. We went there to come

up with a solution to international problems. We went to

committee and raised our placards to vote on made-up bills.

We went to the markets and asked “quantos cuestos!?” We

thanked our servers with an intentional “grassy ass”. We

tipped “even though the service was slow”. And we came

back home feeling cultured and more aware of life in Panama

than we were before the trip. Panama was a host. And while it

benefited the hotels and bars that aren’t struggling as it is, our

conference did little to help the cab drivers we were warned
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against or kids walking barefooted through streets that had

brown streams of water running down them that mucked up

our shoes.
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Addiction: Hidden Behind Ideology

JUSTIN SIEWIERSKI

A few weeks ago, a classmate of mine in my Human

Communication and Conflict class came up to me after class

and asked if he could talk to me. I knew that he recognized

me, but he had never seen me in street clothes; he was used

to looking up off the rink and seeing me in my suit, with

a headset on above the penalty box. Teddy was in his first

season as a Plymouth State hockey player, and he would see

me commentating every home game. His face lit up when he

made the connection, and had the confidence to ask me for a

favor.

Teddy McCarran spent two years with the Islanders Prep

Hockey Club as a forward after high school, before spending

a year at Merrimack College. He transferred to Plymouth
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after a hockey-related injury. He stands at 6’3”, and was

looking down at me when he spoke.

“You’re The Clock guy, right?” he said. I nodded. “Well, I

need your help.”

And he opened up. He had never met me before, but he

had asked for my help with a new club he was starting.

I stared at him in amazement, as the words that left his

mouth seemed to fall out. He had a stutter in class, and was

sometimes afraid to talk, but when he was talking to me, he

seemed to have so much confidence.

At Merrimack College, Teddy was one of the top forwards

on the team, representing an extremely well-known Division

I program. Halfway through his first season, he was boarded

awkwardly into the glass and cracked several ribs. Teddy got

hooked on painkillers, and it completely changed his life.

Following his injury, he had to take time away from hockey,

and thought he would never play again. He transferred to

Plymouth after getting a call from Coach Craig Russel, and

since then has cleaned up. He’s been sober for 15 months; his

addiction is all but cured.

As he told me all of this, he asked me if The Clock could

spread the word about his new organization, which aims to

help students with addiction on campus. As I extended my

hand, Teddy smiled and realized that we would do anything

to help him out. He held his first meeting two weeks ago, and

fellow writer and classmate Lindsey DeRoche covered the

event (which EVERYONE should read here). As I attended

the last meeting, Teddy told me how important it is that

students actually come forth and admit that they have a

problem. He said that his biggest issue was coming to terms

with the fact that he had a problem, and that it doesn’t just

apply to his situation, but to any substance addiction. His goal
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right now is to talk to every freshman class at the start of the

2017 academic year.

This really hit me, because you don’t think about the fact

that college kids can actually have addiction problems. This

can directly relate to the ideology that we college students

relate ourselves with. What we might see of ourselves might

also reflect an addiction that we may be conjuring up without

even recognizing it. “Ideology represents the imaginary

relationship of individuals to their real conditions of

existence” (Althusser 693). Seeing that Busch Light made new

cans that are only available when you buy it by the case

might prompt a college student to go buy that case, even if

drinking 15 beers a night can set someone up for developing

an addiction (why would it prompt a college student to do

so? So they have a can nobody else does at a party, I imagine).

People our age also have a hard time admitting that they

have a problem as well, which is another example of how that

can reflect Teddy’s point of why we need a group like this.

Commercials are a great way of bringing home Althusser’s

point that “ideology interpellates individuals as subjects”

(697). The old real man of genius commercials from Bud

Light are great examples of this, in that they say “hey

you, man, drink a Bud Light.” The cheap, ideal college

student beer that has that ‘real man’ feel to it might be all it

takes to create an addiction that Teddy is trying to stop.

As I sat in and talked with Teddy, one of the most

important things he said was that you don’t know when you

have an addiction. He told me that he didn’t see his; he was

a DI athlete, with a pretty girlfriend and a great family. That

was the ideology that he gave himself, the persona that he

related with. In actuality, he was addicted to pain killers and

was going down a very dark path. His meetings opened up
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my eyes, and it showed me that what we portray ourselves to

be as college students can also set us up for addiction, but how

we think we’re supposed to act is a direct relation to this.
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Us Women Need a Bad Body to Make

Us Angels

MARISSA VARGAS

Recently, I made my boyfriend go see a new romance movie

with me. The movie is called After, which is based off an adult

fiction novel series with the same name, After. I admit, yes

I did read this problematic, cliche but yet-so-enticing series

back in High School, so it was only a right of passage for

me to go see the movie adaptation. The movie is about a

freshman in college, Tessa who embarks on her first journey

alone and moves to a college where she knows absolutely

no one. Tessa is a goody-two-shoes who stays in on Friday

nights to study with her Old Navy poster child boyfriend,

Noah. Tessa is what one may consider perfect, due to her

upbringing of her very cold, and perfect mother. Once Tessa
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sets out for her new journey in life, she meets a new man,

Hardin Scott. Hardin is your typical, leather jack wearing,

tattoo-covered, mysterious, bad boy. He is actually the poster

child for a bad boy. Of course, Tessa finds him annoying and

rude but, Hardin uses his douchebag charm to lure her in.

….How can one resist this smug face? Tessa cannot for sure.
Fast forward and Tessa and Hardin are in a complicated

relationship where he is moody and unable to communicate

his feelings due to his personal demons. Then we have Tessa

who starts to step out of her shell, live her life a little, and

even ruin her relationship with her mother because of her

relationship with Hardin.

We can already see how this relationship is problematic;

Tessa becomes Hardin’s emotional punching bag, but still

sticks around. She allows it to happen because she

“loooooves” him and he brings out a side of her that she’s

never seen before. This is where I am going to start getting

all critical theory and analyzing this film through a feminist

lens.

Tessa succumbs to Hardin’s level and allows herself to

become his emotional punching bag, taking him back every
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time he messes up. Tessa as a woman in today’s society feels

the need to fix him and stay with him. After all, it is a

woman’s duty to cater to her man’s needs. (sarcasm) Rivkin

and Ryan discuss this ideology of women within a patriarchal

society, “For the women’s movement of the 1960s and early

1970s the subject of feminism was women’s experience under

patriarchy, the long tradition of male rule in society which

silenced women’s voices, distorted their lives, and treated

their concerns as peripheral” (Rivkin and Ryan 765). Women

were put on this unrealistic pedestal to cater to men and be

the perfect “Angels” for them. No man would ever want a

woman who did not benefit his ego or emotional needs. So

of course, Hardin wants her. We see this exact idea/theory

play out in one particular scene where Hardin throws a huge

fit because some other guy showed an interest in Tessa. He

goes on a drinking binge and destroys his father’s mansion,

only for Tessa to run to his insecure a** and comfort him.

Yet again, she is the angel. But what is this “angel” I keep

mentioning? Well, let me tell you.

Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar wrote a beautifully written

essay entitled “The Madwoman in the Attic,” which is about

their theory of the Angel and Demon within feminist

critique. Both women talk about this “Angel and Demon

theory” in regard to how a woman is either a demon or an

angel. Society and literature works perceive women as either

a perfect angel or a complete demon, which men obviously

hate. If a woman were to not be perfect in a man’s eyes and

cater to them, well she is a demon in their eyes. “…enshrined

within her home, a Victorian angel-woman should become

her husband’s holy refuge from the blood and sweat that

inevitably accompanies a “life of significant action,” as well

as, in her “contemplative purity,” a living memento of the
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otherness of the divine.” (817). We see this exact scenario

play out in this film, where Hardin depends on Tessa as his

holy refuge, and if she does not assist in that, then she is a

demon. An example of this is, when Tessa, for once, sticks

up for herself while they are at a bar after Hardin inflicts his

insecurities on to her. The second Tessa grows a voice and

some balls, Hardin instantly sees her as this demon and storms

out of the scene. “The arts of pleasing men, in other words,

are not only angelic characteristics; in more worldly terms,

they are the proper acts of a lady” (816). How dare Tessa not

be a proper lady and hurt Hardin’s insecurity.

I could go on forever about how problematic the love is

between Hardin and Tessa, but we would be here all night.

This film produced a great example of the Angel Demon

theory and how society has built these ideologies on how

women should be in a relationship. But thankfully now, in

2019, these ridiculous expectations of women are starting to

die out. But if this were thirty years ago, this ideology of

women would still very much be present. While this movie

was okay and enticing to watch, it had many flaws. It

romanticizes this idea that women need bad boys. This

romanticization approves of the thought that if a woman is

small, quiet and shy, a bad boy will reel her in like fresh bait.

And that the bad boy wants these types of girls because it is

easier for them to be crappy and continue on with their cliche

bad-boy persona. A bad boy allows a shy girl to feel as if she

needs him because he allows her to step out of her shell while

still being his perfect little angel. She is complete and could

not feel alive without her bad boy. So apparently, us women

need bad boys in order to become angels.
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"Fern Gully" Won't Save Us

SHANNON HALEY

Way back in February, when the nights were long and cold

beyond reason, I attended a climate change talk in the Silver

Center. A woman named Adrienne Kovach talked about

climate change in the White Mountains (even though she

talked about marshes, lakes, and the ocean, too), and at the

end of her speech she laid out the issues and possible solutions.

Ironically enough, she made a point of saying that warming

trends across the globe are one of the biggest issues with

species survival. Yes, damage has been done; animal

populations have declined, “specialist” species are at risk, the

moose are being sucked dry by ticks and rising sea levels

are jeopardizing populations of birds living in saltwater

marshes. But, Kovach argued, there is hope. She stated that

“change is inevitable, but mitigation and sustainable
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development can minimize future impacts on wildlife.” By

creating a sense of stewardship throughout the state (and,

ideally, the country), steps towards building sustainable

communities and maintaining an environment that wildlife

can survive in.

In order for us to achieve Kovach’s dream, we need to

start thinking of nature as part of us and not something

separate from us. We need to be involved in the sustainable

development of the world both as individuals and as a

community because, as Timothy Morton argues, we cannot

continue to look at nature as something “other” and continue

to alienate ourselves from it. If we do this, then change is

never going to happen and humans are going to “dominate”

the world into extinction. But that’s just looking at the worst

case scenario. There is, of course, a light at the end of the

tunnel. But Ferngully is not part of that light.

In the 1992 film Ferngully: The Last Rain Forest, Crysta, a

forest fairy, is able to convince Zak, a “city boy,” that the

rain forest itself has feelings; the trees can feel pain, the beetles

have emotions and can talk, and there are also a number of

fairies like Crysta living in and relying on the forest. Crysta

shrinks Zak down to her own size and in doing so, he is

able to learn about the forest and becomes enchanted with

how beautiful it is. The forests’s arresting beauty convinces

him that he needs to protect the forest (just this particular

forest) and also to convince others around him that they need

to do the same thing. In doing so, the film is sending the

message to the audience that they, too, should protect the

forest for the sole reason that it is beautiful. The film never

talks about the ecological benefits that rain forests provide,

and any real species they do show are docile and cute, the

exact opposite of how they would be in reality.
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Ferngully connects to dark ecology in the way that the film

rejects it. Dark ecology is “dark” because it takes into account

the realization that nature is not as beautiful as it is made out

to be. Once we realize this, we begin to feel an uncanniness

in relation to nature because in nature, we can see ourselves

and realize that we are in nature and nature is in us, and that

makes us feel uncomfortable. Ferngully does not subscribe to

the dark ecology theory because, throughout the film, we

are shown the bright, exotic qualities of the rain forest, the

pristineness, and the happiness it provides. In reality, if a

human was in Zak’s position, they would almost immediately

become prey and have little chance of survival.

Kovach’s vision is problematic because her ideas rely on

people separating themselves from nature; she relies on people

realizing the beauty of it in order for them to take action.

In her presentation, she had photographs of the northern

wilderness which were informing but also seemingly used to

say “look, see how pretty our great northern woods are. We

need to work to keep them pretty.” Although her underlying

message was species preservation, Kovach used the

Ferngully appeal to (try) to create a sense of stewardship in her

audience and incite change.
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One Trip to the North End, Please.

LILLIAN SAVAGE

While the example I’m about to give didn’t happen within

the Plymouth community, I felt that it related to our class, so

I decided to go ahead and share it anyways. Last weekend, I

went back home to celebrate Easter with my family. For the

past four years, my family has gone to Vinoteca di Monica,

located down at the North End of Boston to celebrate

Easter; this year was no exception. If you haven’t been, I

seriously recommend going. The food is amazing and the

atmosphere is really nice to be in. I also recommend getting

the four-cheese ravioli and getting a tiramisu because they

were delicious and extremely filling but that’s beside the

point. After our lunch-dinner, my mom and aunt went to

go by cannolis at Modern Pastry. When we got over to

Modern Pastry, the line was out the door and my dad and I
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did not want to wait in that long of a line. We decided to go

take a walk over to St. Leonard’s Church to see the cherry

blossom trees and then walk over to see the Old North

Church, while my mom and aunt bought pastries. As my

dad and I took our time walking around the North End, I

couldn’t help to overhear several conversations about the

North End from tourists. The sky was clear for the time

being and many tourists were out shopping, eating and

sightseeing around Boston, so it was easy to pick up on a

few of the conversations that were taking place. Although

there were a couple of conversations that were easy to forget

about, there were quite a few that caught my attention. One

such conversation was from a group of tourists who just

described the North End as “exotic.” This made me

immediately think of secondary colonialism and colonialism.

In Situating Colonial and Postcolonial Studies, written by Ania

Loomba, the term colonialism isn’t as simple as it may seem.

Loomba describes colonialism as something that’s “…not

just something that happens from outside a country or

people, not just something that operates with the collision of

forces inside, but a version of it can be duplicated from

within” (1106.) Although the North End is just a small part

of Boston, it’s viewed as something that is separate from the

“regular” parts of the city by the tourists. Another example I

saw was when my dad and I went into the St. Leonard’s

Church. I was never a religious person to begin with, so my

dad and I didn’t stay very long. The church was beautiful to

look at and I silently admired the murals along with the

stained-glass windows. While I did spot a few churchgoers

in the benches, I saw a lot more tourists inside the church.

The few churchgoers I did see were praying and I didn’t

want to interrupt them by talking. The tourists, however,
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didn’t take the hint and began to talk loudly about how

“unique” the church was. There was a donation basket

outside of the church and from what I saw, no one donated

any money to help the church. This again caused me to

think of secondary colonialism. A group of wealthy

individuals walked into the place that holds a special value to

a certain group of people, for their own entertainment and

leave without giving that place a second thought. Despite

these surprising encounters of colonialism and secondary

colonialism, I really did enjoy my trip to the North End.

The North End is filled to the brim of Italian culture and it

was created by proud Italians who wanted to celebrate their

home. It’s something that should be celebrated and seen as

that, not something that’s considered “exotic” to tourists.
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If Ur a Boy N U Dress Up As a Girl U

R Funny

BECKY NORTON

For my Critical Theory in the Community event, I went to

see Plymprov’s Improv Olympics. They set the scene with

a young woman named Jean walking around the audience

in a child’s outfit yelling, “Mom? Dad? Have you seen my

mommy? Have you seen my daddy?” Suddenly, the

Plymprovers flooded the stage; half of them dressed like

“mommies” and the other half dressed as dads. The girl dads

had their hair back in buns and ponytails, covered with a

baseball cap. The crowd roared with laughter at the boy

mommies’ fake boobs and even a fake pregnant belly. As

an English major, my attention went straight to the gender

norms. Gender norms galore.
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No one made the crowd laugh quite as much as the MILF

character, who I admittedly have to assume was a male. He

wore a black velvet belly shirt, a red sparkly sequined

cardigan, black pants, and a black cowboy (cowgirl?

cowperson?) hat. If I remember correctly, he might have

worn heels for the entrance and ditched them for the rest of

the performance. I did find it funny; I mean, I laughed at

least. But the more I thought about it, the more interesting it

became. He was dressed in traditionally feminine clothes, but

everyone silently agreed it was something to laugh at rather

than a serious expression of, say, gender identity.

Nonconforming gender identity is a very taboo subject

in our society. If this person was out in public Plymouth,

they probably would not be met with laughter and hollering.

They probably would either be met with acceptance or denial

and it would likely be a quiet affair (just because it’s

Plymouth…I know other places are not nearly as forgiving).

However, we were all in a theater at an event created

specifically for laughter and play. The air seemed to be filled

with the assumption and expectation that everything within

that hour and a half was meant to be a joke, not to be

considered with a serious sense of mind. The setting and

space changed the perception of the action, therefore the

dressing up was perceived to be a punchline rather than a

statement.

I’m still trying to figure this out, but I believe that the

setting and space changed the way that uncanniness manifests

itself. From what I can recall, everything we’ve read about the

uncanny describes it as more of a frightening phenomenon.

We get that creepy-crawly feeling because we see something

we’re simultaneously very much and not at all used to. In

class, we talked about how that might relate to racism and
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discrimination as a whole, like, “This person looks like me,

except they DON’T look like me, so now I’m scared and

I hate them.” That said, because nonconforming gender

identity is so taboo, much of the general public experiences

uncanniness in its typical manifestation of fear and aversion.

“This person looks like a _____, except they DON’T look like

a ______, so now I’m scared and I hate them.”

However, Plymprov and the Improv Olympics has an

unspoken rule that realism is going to be questioned and/or

suspended. By going, we (the audience) silently agree to that

rule; we understand that nothing is serious. We still recognize

what we’re seeing as strange, but we also know that we’ve

entered a space that has a different set of expectations and

assumptions than our regular lives. We know that the strange

thing we see isn’t meant to threaten us, but instead to

entertain us.

I hope that this makes sense. I don’t know if it’s technically

the uncanny if it doesn’t make you feel squirmy, but I just

realized that the same thing that makes so many people

uncomfortable in real life is the same thing that makes people

laugh with a simple change of setting. I know that there are

things like racial space and gendered space that comes with

a different set of expectations and assumptions, but I didn’t

know what kind of space the theater would be considered. I

don’t know how to end this so I just wanna say that improv

is really fun and everyone should go : )
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Is Captain Marvel a Feminist Movie?

JAMES SONIA

As you can all probably tell, I am more of a movie guy than

a true social kind of guy, if that makes sense. Regardless, for

my “Theory In The Community” post, I decided to do a

“feminist” sort of review of Captain Marvel, mostly because its

2019’s Ghostbusters 2016. What I mean by that is the movie

has had the same sort of controversy surrounding a “SJW

Agenda.” Some of the cast, in this case main actress Brie

Larson, said some things that really rubbed the fans the wrong

way. Larson made a big speech about how most movie critics

are 40-something white men, and that’s wrong, and that

“A Wrinkle In Time” wasn’t made for “them.” Whatever

that means. To quote some semi-famous hack frauds, “film

criticism is the least important thing in the world.” Naturally,

this made people upset and led them to believe that Captain
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Marvel would be a SJW s***show that crammed a feminist

agenda down their throats like a cosmic cube down the gullet

of an alien cat. Again, this is similar to the shitshow that

was Ghostbusters 2016. The movie got panned by critics and

the cast blamed misogyny and sexists and even the dreaded

racists. Wasn’t the racists fault the movie sucked though.

Anyway, this has all made me think, what kind of movie

is Captain Marvel then? IS it a feminist movie? Well yes, it

is an empowering movie about a woman overcoming her

creepy boss controlling her and keeping her from reaching

her full potential. In Audre Lorde’s “Age, Race, Class, and

Sex: Woman Redefining Difference,” she states

“Institutionalized rejection of difference is an absolute

necessity in a profit economy which needs outsiders as surplus

people” (854). I bring this up to talk about how the bad guys

of the movie–spoiler: it’s actually the Kree not the Skrull–do

exactly that. Captain Marvel is brainwashed by her superior

officer into thinking she is a member of their race, which

thrives on an endless war with the nomadic Skrulls, painting

them as the warmongers when they are actually an oppressed

class of people. The Kree thrive in a wartime economy so

they need the oppressed to prosper. It is a pretty good twist

that the Skrull are the good guys in this, though not

unexpected as the Kree in the MCU are jerks. But that is a

whole other matter. Now Captain Marvel is in the air force,

and as expected there are a lot of scenes which basically boil

down to “You can’t do this, you’re a WOMAN.” I hate this

one scene with an awful pilot in a bar and he tells her “hehehe

you know why they call it a COCK pit right hehehe.” Like

ugh. Jesus. I get what they are going for, I really do but it

comes across really hamfisted, especially since it’s a scene in

within a montage of scenes where she is getting put down,
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and it’s shown as backstory, in a really badly edited way?

I don’t know. She has pretty decent action scenes though;

she is a horrible fighter when she is not just blasting people

but I kind of like that. It makes her cockier, and when she

finally does kick some ass and blow up like armadas of ships,

her cocky attitude feels earned. I would say this is more of

a traditional, white feminist movie though, as it really only

focuses on the plights of a white woman in the air force,

and not her black best friend who is a single mother and

the same rank as her. She just gets into a dogfight with

an alien and nothing about her assumed troubles in the air

force are mentioned. Lorde also says “By and large within

the woman’s movement today, white woman focus upon

their oppression as woman and ignore differences of race,

sexual preference, class, and age. There is a pretense to a

homogeneity of experience covered by the word sisterhood

that does not in fact exist” (855). Basically the movie ignores

the fact that in theory, her friend would be more oppressed

in the air force than she. The movie ends with her blasting

her former boss in a really funny scene, proving that she has

nothing to prove, ironically, as she flies off with the Skrulls

into another galaxy. Like Space Moses. I would say that yes,

it is a feminist movie, and it isn’t bad like Ghostbusters. It isn’t

good; it has some issues, but I do not hate it. I give it like

a 6.5/10. Which is half a point less than Doctor Strange but

better than Iron Man 2, Ant-Man, and….Thor The Dark World.
Ugh. To sum this all up, go see Captain Marvel, and seriously

f*** Ghostbusters 2016.
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